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EXCERP:I:·S FROM OPENING ADDRESS BY RABBI MARC II. TAifENIHUM , 

NATIONAL n11e:;c'I·OR OF INTEID1:t:DIGIOUS AFFAIRS OF THE 

AViEHICAN J LWISH cm:r-:I TTEE , BEFORE THE INTERi~ATIOi~!\L COLLOQUI UVi 

ON ''RELIGION , ri . .'.\TI Oi:ALISl-: , LAND , Ai~D PEOPLEHOOD", CO".'"S?.Or~fJORED 

BY 'l' HE Tl1Ui'-lAN. RESEARCH I NSTITUTE OF THE HEBREW UNIVE...~SITY , 

;L~RIC J\N JEWISH COMITlITT.t.'E, AND THE ISRAEL IKTEH:?AITH COl~~<ITTEE 

HOV. 1 - 8, 1970, AT THE ISR.'i.EJJ ACADE\-IY OF SCIE~~CE:3 

- - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -
Three recent experiences on the American scene converged and 

broue;ht into s.harp focus the urgency of facing now the pervasive 
importance of the issues thet are involved in the colloquium theme 
of the dynaraic interaction of religious attitudes and behavior, the 
rise of nationalisms and group consciousness, the emotional and 

. . 
reverent attachment to lar.d, and transnational peoplehood. These 
experiences, and t he pressing need to make sense out of them in 
so1~e organized way, are ·wh?.t motivated the American Jewish Committee 

to join in organi zing th~s i n ternational meeting in Jerusalem. 

J or the past few years the .ADericen Jewish Comm~ttee and I 
personally have been involved in supporting movements of self-dete~nin
ation omonG black, zatja-8paniah-speaking 1 American Indian, and white 
poor people in the United jtates who are seeking economic equali ty 
and social justice for their deprived masses. At t he sa~e ti~e we have 
been engaged in helping ethnic Americans, low-income, blue-coJ.1ar 
working class people, to organize :Km for the sake of ceeting their 
serious human needs. The do~ination of the American scene on t he part 
of the:! black and other minority groups in t .heir strugi:;le for e qa:.:ili ty 

led t o "a backlash11 on the part of the ethnic white Am~ricans, who 
havs profound problems as well and felt t hat t hese were being neglecte d 

or sacrificed ili the interest of those more militant racial groups. 
In our involvement with both the racial minoritieis and the 

ethnic Americans, we were iI!lpressed by the ei;iergence of two new strong 
realities on th!nAmerican scene. The "melting pot 0 theory has came 
to an end, and/its pl ace there hes emerged a clearcut pluralism, 
qharacterized QY at least two decisive features: first , a stro~B 
gr oup consciousness on the part ·of raciol minorities as the vehicle 

to achieve their goals in the lar~er society, and a group solidarity 

a rr:on;,; \·1hite ethnics t _inged by thr) recovery of t heir notional origins 
in the old count ry - I reland , Italy, Germany, Poland, Scandinavi~, etc; 

second, the increased involvement of religion, both as a set of ideals 
and v a lues as well as an institution ·and source of manpower, in :tkax 

b oth sides of the group conflict . 
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-._!bus• the American scene has now become a Y.igorous staging froUAd on 
which the issue~ of nationalie• and group solidarity and re igion 
are confronting the societ7. In ~he racial andchnic conflict just 
described, the black moYement is eesentiall7 Protestant iD its cast, 
while the white ethnic• are primarilf Roaaa Ca tholic. Beneath th~ surface 
of what is oetenaiblT a social and econo•lc struggle , Pr.oteatantism 
and Catbolicisa are increaslnglf salient factors. 

fbe awareness .of the part on Proteatant and c,·1 tholic leaders of t.he 
degree to ~ich the racial conflict is being played out on reli~ ious 
lines has led them in recent months to use their religious inflaence 
to lead both racial and ethnic groups away from a col lision course, 
toward the building ot co4li tiona in which blacka 8 nd ethnics wiU seek 
to realize their common obj.ectiYea togehtee, rather than destroy 
or undermine each other. The Je~i~h coa•unit7 ha• had a stake in trying 
to bring about such co8 1itione, because up until now Jews frequentl7 
haYe gotten caught in the crossfire betwoen blacks and ethnic whites. 

Tbe second experience was the involveae t or the Jewish communitT 
in relief effort• for the Yictime of tbe Nigerian-Biafran conflict. 
->ince Auguat 1968, the A•eric:1 .. Jewish Eaergenc7 Rel11f Ettort for 
Nigeria-Biafra organ! ed b7 the American Jewiah Co-ittee brought the 
Jewish community iato~intiaate awareness of the degree to which 
religious, national, and ethnic factors were decisiYe la ahapiag that 
tragic conflict. ~bile the ciYil var waa ostenaiblJ political and 
economic, the tact that the . Ibo tritHts ot Biafra were Christian and 

. were in mortal fear of a bo.ly war being launched against them by 
the l-lusli• Yoruba and B8 uaa tribe• oontributed espl6aive emotional 
content that .straggle. No resolutloa of that conflict and its afterll'lath 
will be possible in any funda•ental wa7 unless the forces of religion, 
nationali••• land, and peopelbood are taken into account and are 
resolved construct1Yel7. 

Third, the Middle East conflict has beoo•e a do•inant issue on the 
agenda of J·~wisb-Chriatian relationa in the l ni ted .Sta tea. Jewa haYe 
taken for granted their group •olidarity vith other Jewa in Israel, 
as the1 haye their strong ll)'Btique or attachment to th~ laad of Israel. 
To the many· Christiana, eapeciall7 liberal Protestants-, who haYe 
epiritualized the land and space, the Jewieb in•olve•ent in Israel 
baa ·been inco11preh8nsible. Yet it there is to be any real reconciliation 

~ between Chr.istiaos and Jews in the U. -and abroad, these issues 
•111 have to be understood deeply b7 both grou·p&. 

The exaainatioo of tbeae concer.D.B, seen in the perspeciiYe of aiailar 
prob6ems in Ireland, India between Hin•da and Muell-, Belgiua, 
Alda Trieste between Italy and Yugoslavia, Malaa7a, aad elaewhere 
hopefullJ will lead to a aore objective uaderataading of the entire 
range of pro~le•s in which these forces are now central. Our hope 
is that tbia international cotloquiua With ke7 repreaentatiYe 
intellectual leaders from the fiye continent• will initiate a proceea " . " of study and evaluation that tn ti e will tmlllp the govenaing elites 
of nations throughout t he world cope aore etrectivelr with the tensions 
that ari•e troli the collision of these forces. and thereb7 help 
advance the cause of uniTersal peace and world comaunit7. 
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· J{ost: Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum 
National Director, Inter-Religious 
Affairs 
The American Je~sh Committee 

Greetings: . R.abbi Tanenbaum 

Professor· Zwi Werblowsky 
Professor of Comparative 
Religions . 
The Hebrew University 

Introduction of International 
ColJX>quium Participants 
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9.30 - 10.00 
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Professor Zwi Werblowsky 
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. \ 
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"DISCUSSION 
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· Duke University 
Du.rham. $outh Carolina 

COFFEE BREAK 

ADDRESS: "Zionism ·and the Jewish Re
ligio~s Tradition" 

Professor Arthur· Hertzberg 
Pr·ofess:Or· of Jlistory 
Columbia University, New York 
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Tuesday Afternoon, November 3 (cont'd) 

. 17. 30 - 18. 00 

18. 00 - 19. 30 

20 • ()~ .,. 22. 90 

DISCUSSION 

DINNER 

Reception by the Mayor of Jerusalem, 
.Mr. Teddy .Kollek in the Israel 
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Procura Generate 
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COFFEE BREAK 

DISCUSSION 

LlJNCH 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON 1 NOVEMBER 4 

15. 00 - 15.15 

SIXTH SESSION 

CHAIRMAN: Father W~lfgang E. Pax 
Dir¢ctor, Institute for Bible 
Research, Jerusalem 

/.·. 
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Wednesday Afternoon,. November 4 (cont'd) 

15.15 - J-6. 00 

16. 00 - 16. 45 
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COFFEE BREAK 

·ADDRESS: 

DISCUSSION 
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THURSDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 5 
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Thursda,f , November 5; (cont'd) 

19 .• 30 

·FRIDAY NOVEMBER 6 .and 

.SATURDAY NOVEMBER ·7 

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 8 
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CLOSING BANQUET 

Holyland Hotel 

HOST: Professor Jacob Katz 
Re,ctor of. The Hebrew University 

GUEST OF HONOUR: Dr. Zerah Warha:ftig 
Minister for Religious 

-Affairs 

Remarks by: Canon Peter Schneider 
Exe cu ti ve Secretary 

Touring 

Ecumenical Theological Research 
Fraternity· in Israel 

(Participants are requested to ma}ce their wishes 
know11 to the Travel Desk as ·early as · possible) 
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Religion and Cynicism 

By 

H. R. Schlette 

\ 

The considerations to be present~d by me fall under a subject whose connection 

with the subject of this Qonference - "Religion, Peoplehood, Nation and Land" - is . . 
. not quite obvious at first· sight. I must also concede that a reflection of the subject 

"Religion and Cynicism" . i.e. on a· subject wJ:iich must appear both inexact as 

well as unusual, may be counted as belonging to the general subject only in a wider 

sense. There are, however, a few important viewpoints that seem to justify the 

subject chosen by me here as definitely being in place after all. From a methodical 

point of view, I may insert the presumption that the subject "~ligion and Cynicism" 

means an extension of the questioning as to the religious- philosophical and religious

sociologicai realms. This may, in my view, be only useful for the widest possible 

discussion of the comprehensive subject as a whole. 

Nor can I 'ignore another preliminary remark I have .to make. If I am not mis

taken, an overwhelming majority of present-day religious scientists hold the view 

that religious science ought to be a science free of values, merely pointing out 

what can be shown a.nd proved as well as registered by hist<;>rical comparisons, psyqh

ological understanding and sociological description. This is not the place to once l- . 

more explain the relative justification of t?is presumption., which protects us against 

a too obvious and fateful ideologization of religious science. ~lthough in the case of .. 
the subject in question, we als~ deal_ with a description of data, there is, at the 

same time, a certain. evaluation involved. I therefore say expressly that it is my 

intention not only to describe a certain relationship within the form of appearance 

an,d self-presentation of religion as cynical, but also to· evaluate it negatively: 

This, now, is the mo.d~ of precedure adopted by me: In the .first place, I would 

like to el~cidaie in short· what I understand under the term of "cy~icism" and by what 
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standards I denounce it, .morally and ~ocially. Secondly, I shall try to divulge the 

problematic aspects of cynicis~ with regard to a certain constellation, as it may 

.be found in a number of religions, perhaps even all of them. Finally, I shall try 

to show to what extent the subject of the framework of this Conference has been 

affected by ~he problematic aspects entailed in cynicism. 

I. Establishing and evaluating cynicism 

Of course it should be elucidated beyond doubt wha~ actually should be dis

cussed here. I am trying to meet this methodical requirement by presenting a 

short historical and semantic consideration, 1. e. 1 I am tcyi.ng to - as it were -

give you a little phenomenology of cynicism. For to present a definition of· its 

nature is albeit impossible in this case, not less that it is with regard to ot~er con

ceptions and circumstances. Each definition defines the subjeqt to be defined by a 

new terminology which, in turn requires further definition. Each defilnition is 

hence a metamorphosis of a probiem to· another, µlOre distantly located level, and 

thus becomes a verbal regressus in infinitum. What can, however, be accomplished 

.is an historically and semantically drawn sketch of what is meant, and in this 
.. 

sense a presumed phenomenological orientation. Without such preliminary under

standing by prior exploration, any attempt at arriving at an operative modus must 

necessarily be in vain . 

. The term cynicism reminds us of the ancient Cynic or Kunikos, particularly 

of Antisthenes, and Diogenes of Sinop, on whose lives we are fairly well informed: 

they were provocative, ascetical and µ.npretentious like dogs. They wanted to con

front their contemporaries with the question on the real meaning of all human life 

and activity, and availaj themselve~ to this end partly of drastic-<lramatical means, 
. . . 

in some ways reminding U.S of the forms adopted by our contemporary seething 

youth and its protest movements. Acco:rd.ing to the accounts contained in the Vitae. 

by Diogenes Laerlius (1. VI.), the Cynics purposefully and in full awareness of the 

_. consequences violated the laff~ of the so-called good taste of their society, so as to 
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give vent to an ethical criticism. 

But in speaking today of cynicisJD., this notion has nothing in common with 

the mode of thought and rules of conduct of the ancient Cynics, aside from its· 

lingual affinity. This is not the place and time for atte~pting to investigate when. 
' 

and for what reasons this distortion of meaning regarding the term cynicism c~me into 
,. 

J.:>eing. An alert observer of present day public speech employed via our mass media 

can easily find out that words like cynicism, cynic and cynical are in very frequent 

use, and always in respect of problems involving the immoral or inhuman abuse of . . ,.. ____________ _ 
power. The term also invariably implies a negative evaluation, cynicism standing 

"'\-.-.- . __________ _,_,_ .. ----- . 

for the most extreme measure of vileness that ought not to exist. The powerful, 
,,--
those who make the decisions, i.e. the people weilding might and power who are .in 

a position of havi~ their will fulfilled (even if they are a handful only) can be 

j' cynical. :But for the characterisation of cynicism we should also add another 

specific element - that of contempt. Cynicism is not only the very execution of 

might and power per se, but rather the application of might and power in which the L.:.-. 

inferiority, the feebleness of the many as a remaining, unchangeable or even a priori 

una~terable factor withing the acting of the mighty has been calculated. This means: 

cynicism bases on the thesis of the principally or factually not abolishable human 

inequality, and it legitimates from this vantage point the might of the mighty, of 

the influential, the privileged, the masters of knowledge etc. , over the p0werless, 

uneducated, ignorant crowd. 

True, cynicism must not necessarily derive froin the very data of inequality, 

it rather crystallizes out of an interpretation of this inequality and out of the con

sequences, in practice. It should be added here that in this conjunction, too, the 

question of priority of theory over practice or practice over theory cannot be 

finally answered. In concise terms: cynicism means contempt for human beings 

and is always associated with a psychological and sociological differentiation of 
_____ ..... --·-· -- 4••--...----··-... ·----··-"- . 

people into men of knowledg~-~. _ _9_n_J_!!e one hand, and ignoramuses on the other 

. ha~d~ -·i;t~ -~~~"i~~ii~~~;d·-;~~·· naive, into privileged ~d;$i~ileged~ .. "into active 
- - - · ·-- ··---· ..... ,...-" ·-· - ----. ... , 
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and passive, into powerful and powerless, etc. Whoever avails himself of this dif

ferentiation, immortalizing it at the same time, whoever does not strive for a miti

- gation, or greatest Possible abrogation of this differentiation, exposes himself to 

the charge o{ cynical cqnduct. The relationship delineated here can be defined as 

pertaining to the public, the social and the political level. 

For this very reason, it also concerns the religions and with regard to them 

it is not only a relationship confined to external boundaries, but also one deriving 

from within, inasfar as the religions always present social-public objectivations of 

certain conVictions. 

Cynicism, I said, is here disqualified morally. On the strength of what cri

teria does this come aboUt.? I can arisw.er this difficult 7@.estion by prod~cing a 

normative criterion only with a few words: ~icism is being rej~cted in the name 

of enlightened, liberal humanity. 

For a person standing at the height of scientific and cultural-philosophical 

consciousness of our century, there exists, in spite of all divergences, a concen

sus with regard to what humanity means and presupposes. A long history of media

tion has led to this awareness - Jewish and Christian inspirations, as well as the 

thinking of the Greeks and Romans h?.ve had their share in shaping it . Thi_s does 

not have to be discussed here further. All I wish to say is that, to give an example, 

the declaration of human rights by the United Nations - nothwithstanding the feeble

ness of this organization from the point of view of 11Re~lpolitik11 
- does reflect this 

convergence of all mankind in regard of the interpretation of concrete humanity. In 
------=-~..:...._~~~~_:::..~~~~--------~ 
certain extreme situations, when appeals are directed publicly to the sO.::c;illed 

"civilized world", this convergence may also enter our awareness for short mo

ments . The conclusion-may thus be drawn that cynicism, or le~ us call it contempt 

for human beings, as a violation against the dignity of each individual or of certain 

groups, should .be evaluated as such, as a mode of human conduct immortalizirig 

the existing inequality and thereby the pad rule of man over man, preventing to the 

same extent the liberation of society as a -who.le. 
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So as to avoid misun.der:·.standings, I should like to make an importan~ com

plementary remark. It is not ·m.y ob]ective to reproach this or that individual with 

charges of morally-subjectivistic cynicism. In this respect, I would not like to as

sume any role of judgment. Therefore, my attention is directed at a branch of cyni-
~ 

cjsm structur.ally encased, at a habitually and not rarely also institutionally adopted 
A• • • 

form of .cynicism whose causes can hardly be decided monolithically. By thi~ term 

of "structural cynicism" I understand the range of judgments, sensations, principles, 
; ' .. -=-= t • --- ,.,-- • • • •• , - ., · ·---·-·· 

r_elationships, habits etc., on the gro~d~-ofwfilcii-iiiecoiic~~~~-~fferings as . --- .... 
well as the general human situations of individuals or certain groups always appear 

to be arrayed in a so-called higher context and thereby to be justifiable. Th\iS;struc

tural cynicism hardly implies any demonstrable, tangible entity to ~e seen with our 

eyes as it were, whose own gravity, or wake, may be almost coercive, independently 

of the conscious and ethical intentions of the individuals concerned, so that there is 

hardly a chance to pin the responsibility on anyone, but rather almost anything that 

( 

happened and is chargeable can be shifted off to b~ .borne by the anonymous complex

ity of entanglements and circumstances. Structure, even though it considerably re-
. -

I 

~ 

stricts freedon, nevertheless.does not mean determinism. Therefore, .one cannot 

and should not present here a mere limited definition and description of any possible 

or tangible structural cynicism, but rather also and most definitely a judging reli

gious criticism, without any attempt to pass moral judgment on individuals. 

n. The datum of spiritual inequality in religions as a factor of cynicism 

Without professing the ambition to compile a complete catalogue of real and 

·possible cynicisms in the great religions of mankind, I wish to heed here exclusively 

a certain constellation against which the problem of structural cynicism can be de- · · 

molisttate4 with particular lucidity. I mean the difference based on the inequality of 

men between those professing a religion out of naivety, simpleness, relative ignor-

ance and lack of criticism, or also consciously and decisively (perhaps on the basis 

of a sacrificium intellectus), and those others who, thanks to their intelligence, have 
·------·· 
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attained a more sublime understanding of.their religion, or also arrived at a certain 

relationship to their religion on account of special refinement. Viewed quantitatively, 

it is the difference between an overwhelming majority and an extremely small minor-. 

ity . Both groups consider themselves, as a rule, to be the real representatives of :: 

their religion - a problem I do not have to follow up here, even though the claims of 

the ~ilent major:lty may give rise to contemplation on cynicism; in this regard per

haps more than any other. 

I shall therefore restri~t myself to the difference mentioned above, which, in 

the terminology of Christian history may be classified as that between "Gnostics" 

~ and "Pistics" (or Psychics, Hylics) within one and the same religious community 
,.., . ---------- . 

(this is very important!). This difference as such is by no means already cynical, 

ibut first of all a datum, an unavoidabl~ datum. But in relation _to this datum, at 

least that can arise which I have called by the name of "structural cynicism". For, 

this inequality among men - tJ:irough possibly being recognized, mitigated and to a 

certain extent. even overcome paedagogically, p~ychologically and 11pastor~ly" and 

inasfar as one takes part in this endeavour, one becomes immune against cynicism 

- can also give rise to the possibility of the inequality mentioned here not being · 
·' 

fought at all, or fought merely on the surface, so that in reality it is retained and 

upheld as a matter. of fact, _ or even exploited, mostly for politic.al reasons. A 

"political religion" thus created and designed, which would hence be based on an 
I 

exploitation of the so-called "simple folk" must no-doubt be defined as cynical. Not 

less cynical would be the attitude of those better informed, the wiser, who would 

refuse to lead "the people" out of the status of its lower religious-intellectual level, 

pretending to safeguard its welfare in religion and morality • 

. So, that differenc~, then - we could perhaps call it "spfritual" difference -

that constantly makes such cynicisms possible, is contained in at least all great 

religions. I would like to clarify this the.sis here, by casting a transitory glance at 

the wide range of religion~. (The following :no doubt requires further explanation but 

to illustrate the problem, it may suffice) •. 
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In one of the_ latest descriptions of religious history, by. J .. A. Hardon, · a dif-

ference is made (to begin with) between "internal" and "external" Hinduism. l) The 

internal one is more enlightened, more cultured, some sort of humanism with a re

ligious horizon embedded in the Ind_ian tradition, yea, it combines the Western"".' 

European and the mystically-Indian into a luring entity characterized by: tolerance, 

·humaneness, world-brotherhood, truth, mystery. As against this, external Hindu

ism, according to Hardon, is the religion of "the siI)lple folk", those who take their 

gods and spirits, their cultish rites and ~itual baths as well as their detailed law

c~des seriously. A man like G~dhi was capable of becoming articulate in the forms 

of this so-calleQ external Hinduism, so as to further, by setting out from this point, 
' . 

a process of religious-spiritual and political-social emancipation. Exactly because 

of these intentions, Gan~i was immune against cynicism, and only thus ·can one 

elude this danger. Whoever wishes to let. the adherents of ''external Hinduism" (to 
. ' . 

use the contestable conception coinec;I by Hardon) be like that; oi' who even utilizes 

them to his ends, certainly acts in accordance with the cynicism described here. 

The example of "Hinduism" seems to me well suited didactically. For the 

model which it represents, and the temptation which it indicates, can now be pointed 

out more easily within the other religions. May I therefore, very shortly, make a 

reference to ·Buddhism, in which the monkish Theravada and the ambitious Zen

schools are posed at a distance opposite the more popular Mahayana and Amidism. 

In Islam, too, there is·the difference between a sublime, high-set interpretation, 

and .. the __ naive_, often deplorable uncritical religious practice of the simple "people". 

In his writr"Avicenna and the Aristotelian Left", ~rnst Block, throwing light on. 

Islam, has shown that the mythical, compact religious world of the "simple people" 

can be transcended in one ·of two ways: by the inroad to· Mysticism and that to Phil- . 

osophy ! 2) This clairvoyant observation of the Neo-Marxist Bloch can be applied , 

in my view, to all great religions. Hence, ·it holds true for Judaism and Christian

ity as well. The example of Christianity enables me to sketch the problem once 

more, with .greater objectivity. Just .r:iowadays, we wiQless - both in Protestant 
--.. ' 

. aild Catholic Christianity - a sbarp, deei;rrooted controversy between those who, 
1 
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, 
with the help of modern .theology and science, design a new image of Christianity, 

.~ a "neo-interpretation" of it, and those others who, allegedly for the sake of the 

people, propagate the "No-other-Gospel" -maxim, thereby barring, or at le.as~de-
- ~ . ·-~ 

laying, by means of doubtful motivations, the process of enlightenment and eman-
--------------~---· . . - -

cipation. The difference ,between the Christianity of modern theologists and that 

of the majority undesirous ·or unable to be taught better, is - as I said ·- not yet 

cynical by itself, but it is an open secret that, particularly in C~tholicism, although 

not only there, certain usaqces prevail which practically ·prevent the difference, or 

the new Schlisma 3) between these two Christian groups to be bridged by an evoiu

tionaly process of the ':~s..t~ within the· framework of the feasible. One may 

definitely speak here of a pastoral cynicsm that has taken on the form of structure. 

And thinking of the religious-philosophical problematicness of the so-called abolish-

~ ment of Christianity as observed by Lessing, ~.ant, Hegel, via Feuerbach and Marx, 

up to a number of modern attempts at humanising Christianity, one will be unable to 

deny the seriousness of the situation, but at the same time be forced to bring all 

forms of the institutional a,nd authoritarian strengthening of proprietorship or of the 

status quo, into connection with the problem of cynicism .analyzed here. 

III. Religion, Nationhood, Land - and the temptation of cynicism 

Let me now draw, in conclusion, a few connecting lines to the framework 

subject of this Conference. Beyond doubt, the complexity of "religion and cyni

cism" has been hardly explored _so far, Besides, it is a highly delicate problem. 

In taking these difficulties into account, one will hopefully excuse me if my follow

ing reflections too will be rather fragmentary. 

People, nation, land, homeland - all ~hes~ in my view have far less meaning 
, . 

on the level of the reflective, introvertive, spiritual religion than on that of the 

"simple folk". He who m~asures his religion by the highest ideals and deepest mys

ticism, adopts a basicalzy complacent attitude towarqs people, nation, land and 

homeland. The only exception is found in the case of the Jewish religion, on the 
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strength of its specific linkage between the people of Israel and the land of Israel -

Eretz Israel. 4) But in the non-Jewish religions, the religious replenishment of 

the nation decreases concurrently with the degree of the spiritual level. This axiom 

is valid, on principle, theoretically - if one wishe~ "theologically" - but not always 

practically too. In practice, the utility of religion for people and nation, as well as 

for the sake of the religious mystification of the own nation, is often maintained, 

from this generalization, it being the exception to the rule, since it is obvious that 

this religion in some of its aspects easily succeeds in establishing the synthesis be

tween the religious-political link to Eretz Israel and its not only liberal but also r.e

ligious affirmation of internationality. The age of "state religion" is passed, even 

if it continues to be preserved as an anachronism in Pakistan,. Spain or elsewhere. 

It is obvious that the harmony between religion, i.e. Divine will and pleasure, on 

the one hand, and the own country of cynical nationalists, on the other hand, whether 

the latter be religious or not, - a harmony created for the so-called 11simple folk" -

can be abused. Nor can it be denied that sometimes there may.. also still exist non.

cynical, merely naive identifications of religion and nation, and in thi s sense conse

quently naive forms. of "political religion" and religious folklore, but it is becoming 
. . 

ever more difficult to still detect such genuine, unbroken-mythical manifestations of 

naivity. It should be e~sier to expose that particular cynical form of political and 

national religion. 5) The manipulation of the " simple people" in the name of religion 

and nationality often leads to dangerous phenomena of political seducement and re

ligious brainwashing, to a paradox the more scandalous as the most exalted ideas and 
. ' 

realizations of religion principally transcend and burst such nationai patriotic and. eth-

nic sentiments. 
' 

Allow me to cons9lidate this critical diagnosis yet by a few. references._ In 

1702, the hfstory of New England by the Boston preacher Cotton Mather appeared in 

print under the characteristic title "Magnalia Christi Americana". Peter Bulkeley 
. . 

preached as early as the 17th century about young America in the following vein: 
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"We are bu.ilt like a town.on a hill, exposed to the view of the whole world. The eyes 

of the world are upon us, because, as a nation, we confess to the Covenant with God." 

(The Gospel Covenant, London 1646, page 217). This Jerusalem-conception is not 

less ambitious than the idea of an anonymous American author who, around the mi.d

dle of the 18th century, made the Biblical (Dan. 7) and patriotical notion of the wan

dering of the realms - in line with that of the celestial bodies from East to West -

come to a conclusion in America. 6) Finally, one is aware of the term coined by 

Cardmal Spellm~ regarding "Christ's soldiers" fighting in Vietnam. Of course we 

must make allowance for some historical understandiil.g of the religious-political 

situation during the American pioneer era, but even if this interpretation of the USA 

were still topical, it would have to be said beyond doubt that an abyss would yawn 

between Christian-theological-responsible t:onduct and a different brand of Christian

ity popularized politically. The dangers of cynicism would then be quite obvious. 

Similar trends can be discerned within the Christianity of Europe, particularly 

that_ of Germany, and, regrettably, even of quite recent date. In the twenties and 

thirties of the present century, as a sequence of the national metaphysics of romanti

cism, an ideology of a predestined c:r~ation of universal order was.represented, by 

spoke of a "German mission" and of the "red deluge" threatening the world~ The 

"German Christians" are still in lively memory, nor are the theological and Churcb

politicai arrangements between Catholicism and National socialism forgotten.8) Ex

treme examples for a bad association of religion, people, nation and coµntry are 

also represented in the war sermons of World War I and World War II in all camps 

and confessions. 9> In view of 9ther. examples, let me quote here a few sentences 

out of a speech delivered by the German Emperor Wilhelm II. following a religious 

field service conducted in Poland, in 1915: "We Prussians are accustomed to fight 

a superior enemy- vicioriously. To this end, one requires the firm confidence in 

our great ally up there, w,ho will help our )ust cause to be victorious. From our 

childhood days we know, and as adults. we have learned it during the study of history, 
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that God only fights with those ables whose members are believers. This was the 

case under the ·rule of the ·Great Elector, as well as under the Old 'Fritz, as well as 

under my grandfather, and so it is under my rule too. As Luther expressed it: 

'One man with God is always in the majority.rn 10) 

Suffice it to point out here that already a man like Erasmus of Rotterdam 

complained in the Querela Pacis that people fight each other on the battlefield al

though both camps carry the banner of Christ. What horrible parody - is there any

thing to prevent us to talk about the dangers of cynicism in view of such confusion of 

religion and nation? 

I · am disrupting my discourse at this po~t. It was my intention to expose a 

mortal long-ran~e threat to religion, by looking mto the future, simultaneousiy 

pointing out the ever pre~ent danger of being·victimized 'by a cynicism. I wanted to 

do so intentionally with a view to. the range of subjects brought up at this Conference. 

Let me· close wit.h a quotation from a diary entry by Albert Camus, who in 1938 

i' warned us against self-complacency, by writing: "The temptation to which ail intel

l. ligent people are exposed is - cynicism." 11) 

... 
.. "I": 
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In view of the limitations of time iI'(lposed upon us I 

have to concentrate in this paper on Jerusalem and the land 

as they are dealt with in the New Testament: it will not be 

possible - even ~f I had the necessary range of knowledge -to 

deal with this theme ~hroughout Christian HistorY. But since 

the New Testament is the - foundation document of Christianity, 

and. the sou.rc·e whence we can best recover its genuis , and 

sihce it has necessarily exercized a certain normative in-

fluence on Christianity in all its phases, our neglect of post-

New Tes.tarnent developments is not as serious as · it might seem 

at first sight. The attitudes which have always informed 

Christian thinking on Jerusalem and the land have been largely 

g·overned, impl,icitly if not explicitly, by the· way in which the 

primitive Christian community dealt with these entities • 

.I · 

Primitive Christians. b~lieved that .they were livin~ in 

r' .tt -
'/ the age when the promises of God in the Old Testament were 

being fulf iiled. Ainong these promises was the o~e that the 
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people of Israel should dwell in the land of Israel in peace 

and that all nations should flow to its· centre at Jerusalem. 

How did primitive ·chris.tianity deal with this aspect of the 

promises, with what I shall, for convenience, call the 'dogma' 

of the inseverable connection between the land, the peop_le and 

its· God? This question has seldom, if ever, been seriously 

discussed in modern scholarshlp, because Christian Theology, 

like Jewish Theology, has tended to regard Judaism as a 

system of ideas or doctrines., and has ignored its geographic 
. . 

and demographic dimensions, that is, the realia of Jewish 

belief. In this paper I shall summarize roughly my own 

·attempt at facing this question in the various documents of 

the New Tes~ament. 

I 
Jesus 

It is natural to begin our inquiry into the way in which 

primitive Christianity dealt with the expectations concerning 

the land by a_sking what the attitude of Jesus Himself was to 

them. To ask such a question is to confront the notorious 

difficul~ies involved in any attempt at rediscovering what 
. 

Jesus did and said and thought. We can only offer a brief 
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statement setting forth what seems to us. the most probable 

way in whi~h the attitude of Jesus to the land is to be under

sto6d, in the full recognition that such a statement is neces~ 

sarily precarious. 

At the outset it is well to clear the ground of an old 

misconception which has recently again been brought into focus 

by S. G. F. Brandon and others, according to whom Jesus was 

virtually a Zealot, not averse to a military campaign against 

Rom~ because he shared the Zealots' view th~t Yahweh had chosen 

Is.rael to .be His own peculiar pe0ple and had given .it the land 

of Canaan as its peculiar possession: that is, Jesus fully 

emphasized and endorsed the dogma of the land. I shalt not 

attempt to discuss this utterly untenable position. 

The value o.f Brandon 1 s work is that it com.pels the recog

nition of the burning nation2.listic elements in first century 

Judaism. Jesus' s ministry \'.:as conducted in an atmosphere of 

something like war-fever. He was constantly in contact with 

Zealots; although he rejected their appeals. But. if He· did 

reject the Zealot movement~ how did ae come to terms with the 

political movements of his day? 

What do the texts ·reveal about Jesus and politics? Two 
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positions have to be noted which are almost diametrically 

opposed. Bornkarnm. finds in Jesus a comparative neglect of all 

political problems. "Not a .word does (Jesus). say", he writes, 

"either tq confi·nn or renew the national hopes of his people." 

J .esus directed his atten~ion to one thing only ~ the Rule of 

God, which sets a rrian free from all political problems. This 

'ias the position taken by Klausner who found an a-poiitical 

stance in the ministry of Jesus. To Klausner the ·attitude · of 

Jesus to the Law and ipso facto to the State threatened the 

national existence: it was anarchistic·. The · Law; it .cannot 

be suffic;:~_ently emphasized, ·was inextricably bound up with the 

land and with the 'culture' of the Jewish people: it was the 

means of national as well as r~ligious integration. Rightly 

or wrongly the Pharisees sensed that Jesus's attitude to the 

Law involved the destruction of the people as a people. The 

extremism of Jesus was beyond poli tics ~ the art of which is 

compromise - and therefore invited anarchy. Thus ·although 

Klausner and Bornkanun draw different conclusions. from this -

tpe former finding in it a threat to the very existence of the 

nation and the .latter the mark of being free to God - they both 

discov~r . in Jesus an indifference to political ·considerations 

-. 

,/ . 
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and, th~refore, by irnp~ication to the land. 

On the other hand, the minis.try of Jesus · has been · under

stood by G. B. Caird, and others. as concerned throughout with 

presenting a political challenge to the nation of Israel: 

according to this. view the fall of Jerusalem in 70 A. b. vindi

cated the cause of Jesus and demonstrated . that the nation was 

wrong in rejecting Him: Jesus had appealed for a restored 

nation but his appeal fell on deaf ears. 

Bornkamrn, Klausner and Caird write with clarity and give 

clear answers. To the former two, Jesus more or less shelved 

the pol itics of his day: to caird he issued a direct nat_ional, 

political challenge. But such clarity in dealing with the 

actualities of life is always suspect·: it cloakes · the per-· 

· plexities of life. Bornkamm has sacrificed the communal di

mension of the Kingdom of God to an exaggerated i~qividualis.m~ 

Klaus ner has too much minimized the moral)didactic element in 

Jesus's minist.ry; Caird has neglected the personal and transcend

ent dimensions of t.he Kin_gdom of God for an exagger~ted politico -

national conce·rn.- Is there a means of interpreting the pertinent 

data without endorsing the polar positions of Bor.nkarom, Klausner 

and .. Caird? 
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On one thing mo'st interpreters are .agreed: Jesus was 

concerned to gather a conununity o~ people to share in His 

ministry . It is in assessing the nature of this community 

that differences arise. Perhaps the chief difficulty arises 

from the use of the word 'nation'. It wa~ not to the 'nation' 

of Israel that Jesus sent His disciples, but 'to the lost 

sheep of the house of Israel' ,. that is, of the people of Israel... 

It is impossible to rule out· Jesus's concern with His own 

people, but it is a concern with His own people, not as ·con-

stituting a national entity - a Chosen .. Nation, as .Caird desig-

nates it - : over whose political destiny as such He agonized, 

but with His own people. as inte.nded to be the 'Israel' of God 

and therefore as the· matrix within which He cou.ld ~ope .to re-

constitute the Chosen People, 'Israel', that is, to create the 

·community of the People of God. This was the meaning of His 

call of the Twelve, of Hi.s friendship with the lost. ·The re-

jection of the 'kingE!hip' of a political kind in John 6 is 

significant: such a political office was not for Jesus, just , 
as he shunned ~he title .Messiah. On His entry into Jerusalem 

·~: ., 
• 

it was . 'the tem{)le that He cleansed: His c}J.allenge was a 

religious one. · The pr~diction of the fall of the temple points 

•• 'L. • . • ~ ~· ... ,. •, ;. • I ' ' :-.:• ,.: ' . 
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to the need to replace it not by a new political policy but 

by a new way of religion and a new community to embody it. 

Similarly Jesus went · to Jerusalem not - as Caird holds - to 

issue a challen~e to .a political decision although this 

might be ultim~tely implied - on the part of the'nation" (there 

would be a certain ·unreality in such a cha_llenge when we re-

call that . it was the Romans who had politic.al ·Control) , .but 

for the creation of a. community of 

his chalie~ge}to be h~O:rd) 
' . ....-... - · """ \ 

.,.~,,.,,-,,,... 

<;;od·•·J: ~s he did not address 

to offer a chance in Jerusalem for 

Himself to Roman ·leaders (it is no. acqident that the Gospels 

nowhere mention the . capital · and ·reside?ce of Herod, · that is; 

Tiberias, cailed after the Roman Emperor Tiberius, and that 

Jesus' s reference to Herod a·s that 'fox' .suggests distance · 

from him not anxiety· to appeal to hiin) , so Jesus did n0t con-

front the religious leaders or the ·authorities among His own . 
. . 

people. The aim of° Jesus was ·neitper non-political or politi-

cal : . rathe r it was focussed on the creation of a conununity 

,• worthy of the name of the people of God withi.n Israel. This 

community· was to be governed by self-less service alone: · it 
• 

· stands -in sharp contrast to those existing political entities 

national or imperial in which · the ignoble ambition to exercize 

.. ..; ·.... . . :--- ~ 
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authority preva'iled~ 

The activity of Jesus, then, was not aimed directly at 

•. changing any national policy directly, but, by teaching arid 

p~eaching and healing, at creating a community - no~ a nation-... 
"aware of the presence of God as an urgent reality" and a-t 

inducing "them to give the appropriate response, so that they 

. . 
might become effectively members of the new people of God 

which was coming into being." This it is that explains two 

other frequently discussed aspects of His ministry. First, 

his intense concern with individuals. The di~ciples whom. He 

called were challenged to a personal decision: in so far -as 

they committed themselves personally to Him and accepted His 

demands, the People of God was being . ~ormed. And, secondly, 

Jesus's assertions that after the new people of God .had emerged 

in Israel there would also be an incursion of Gentiles in~o it. 

~esus confined His mission to the people -of Israel: His· deal-

ings with Gentiles were peripheral. .Even when He left the bor-

ders of 'Israel' he · only visited outposts. of Israelite popula-
.• 

tion. But at the same time He . rejected any idea ·of a divine 

vengeance on the enemies of Israel and included Gentiles in 

salvation and contemplated that the . distinction between Jew 
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and Gentile would f~nally disappear. Not politicai organiza-
' 

tion and policy were· His concern but human community, loving 

and serving and ultimately inclusive. 

In the complex scene of first century Palestine it was 

... 
easy even for Jesus's own followers to confuse such ·a concern 

with community, expressed in terms of the Kingdom of God, with 

that of the Zealots. But we have seen that Jesus differed in 

purpose and method from them.· The Gospels record no direct 

confrontation between Jesus and zealots. Clearly even if the 

contemporaries of Jesus mistook Hirn for a Zealotearly_ Chris-

tians generally did not and had no interest in preserving a~y 

traditions of encqunters between Jesus and Zealo~s: it is 

difficult to ~magine that no such encounters did in fact take 

place. 

It is otherwise ·with the Pharisees, the encounters of 
whom with Jesus are frequently mentioned in the Gospels. It 

should be recognized that there were Pharisees who had a not 

wholely _dissimilar aim to that of Jesus. Hillel, for example, 

stands over agains·t the Zealots and the contemporary rulers . 

of Jerusalem. He rejected . Herod'~ state ~nd strove to build 

· ~- comrnurii.ty of · people devoted to the Torah and to peace. The 

community .of the Pharisees differed radically from that gather-

. :: . . : .. : 

: ... : 
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ed by Jesus: it was centered in the Law and lacked the 

eschatological dimension of the latter~ it issued in a 'holy 

remnant', separated groups who had· nothing to do with the 

'people . of the land') whereas, Jesus' s conununi ty welcomed 

sinners and taxpayers. But in its orientation away from the 

State and its powers and its concentration on community rather 

than politics, Pharisaism offers an illuminatiz:ig parallel to 

the concern of Jesus. This is not to be pressed, because the 

Law with which Pharisai·sm occupied its elf was, as . we saw, the 

Law of the land: the community which- it ideally contemplated 

was inseverable from the land. His concern with a loving 

u.niversal community suggests, the. land itself would have 

played littie if any part in the mind of Jesus. What is the 

evidence? 

Only in two passages does the question of the land direct

ly emerge in the Synoptics. The first is the. Beatitude in 

Matthew 5: 5, usually translated as: 11Blessed are the meek,, 

(praeis) . for they shall inherit the earth' (ten gen). If 

.Je.sus utt~red su.ch words_, then the term · ten gen here wrongly 

translated ' the ea.rth' would ref er to the land of I srae 1, as 

it does in Ps. 37:11. But there are fo.qnidable 0bstacles to 
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.ascribing this beatitude ·to Jesus. First~ . as suggested, it · 

shows clear depende~ce on the verse Ps. 37:11 in its LXX form. 

Secondly, the beatitude is variously located in the manuscripts 

a sure sign, according to Wellhausen, of dnterpol~tion: i~ 

several manuscripts the beatitude is ~he second not· ehe third • 

. Thirdly, Matthew elsewhere favours sevenfold groupings, for 

example, he has seven petitions in the Lord's Prayer, seven 

parables in chapter 13, seven woes against the Pharisees in 

ch~pter 23. To remove our beatitude in 5:5 and that in 5:10 

or 11 (these have a different form) would give a sevenfold 

character to the beatitudes congenial to Matthew. And, fourthly, . 

the Pto choi (poor) of 5:3, the first beatitude, are identical 

.. 
with the praeis (meek) of 5:5. The two terms - distinct in 

Greek - ·translate· a common Hel?i;ew word anawirn. · · Is it . likely 

that there ·shoµld be two · beatit~des dealing with the same 

·group? In view of such objections many have regarded 5:5 as 

a glos~ inserted var~ously into the text. 

.. But Spicq . is even more. pe~suasive• He . rightly poin~s out 

that the variation in the loca~ion · ot. the verse: is best acc·ounted 

for, if, originally ,- the third beatitude followed · the first 
l . . . . . 

when the connection between anawim (poor) and both . ptocho~. 
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{poor) i2faeis (meek) was clear. Later when the underlying 

Semitic was forgotten the connection between the first and 

third beatitude was overlooked and their separation became 

possible since eraeis (meek) seemed to have more in common 

with ":th9se who hunger and thirst after righteousnessn of 5:6 

than with the ptocho"i {poor)· of 5 :·3. But what was the original 

connection between 5:3 and 5:5? In the source on which Mat-. 

thew and ~uke drew in this section, 5:5 was abs~nt beca~se · 

Luke does· not have it. Whence, then did Matthew get it? 

Spicq notes that in the very ·first beatitude Matthew's con-

cern is evident. To interpret ariawim (the poor) properly he 
--.., ' 

added to pneumati (in the spirit) after ptochoi, (the poor). 

But even so this was not enough. ·To do justice to anawim he 

needed prae_is {meek) as well as ptochoi to pneumati .(poor in 

spirit). And so, drawing on the LXX of P·s. 37.:ll)he ·created 

the in-terpre.tative ·beatitude we now have in 5:5 .• ·Th.ere can, 

' 
therefore,, be no question of its going back to Jesus. What 

is striking for our purpose 
~{ 

'for they shall inherit the 
); 

is that Matthew uses the phrase 
IJ « - . 

earthf as a parallel to (for theirs 

is the kingdom of heav~n). Nowhere else in the New Testament 

¢io·es thi.s equation- occur and it is ·Matthew's not that of 

- / 
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Jesus. 

The third beatitude, then, points to a strain °in the 

Early Church which cqnnected _possession of the land with.the 

Kingdom. It is customary either to spirituaiize this concep-

tion so that 'to inherit the land' becomes a symbol for inheri-

ting conditions prevailing under the Rule of God ~n a . spiritual 

sense or to universalize the land so as to refer it to all the 

earth. The NEB translates 5:5 .by: •How blest are those of .· 

a gentle spirit, they shall have the earth for thei.r possession?" 

But that Matthew may have had the land of Israel in mind as did 

the author of Ps. 37:11 is suggested as a possibility by the 

next passage with which we shall deal. 

The next passage is Matt. 19: '2s.·· There is a parallel with 

variations in Luke 22:30. In the Lukan passage Jesus looks 

forward to a kingdom in which those who have remained with him 

in hi·s. trials, WhO in the COri1;_ext are 1 the twelve 1 , are, Ori 

his authority, to share his table and to judge the twelve 

· tribes in Israel. The verses Luke 22: 28.-30 are a . corrective 

comment . The disqiples)Lk. 22:24..:21,have argued as to who was 

-
greater. They are told that the one criterion of greatness · 

is service. They, as servants, are set over against the world's · 

rulers. But they are to have their reward: they will sit 
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judging the ·twelve tribes ·~f . Israel. The context .makes it 

·ci~ar t~at · the kingdom · in which they ar·e to do so · cannot1 be 

compared with the kingdoms of this world. They ~re to rule· 

in a ne~ kind of kingdom - in another · di.mension of existence. 

For Luke the verse is symbolic: he does not even bother to 

-
note that there would be twelve thrones. The broad symbol 

alone suffices. 

In ~atthew .the context is different. There the disciples 

ask what they who had left all and followed Jesus were to ex-

pect. Jesus replies that ·there is to be· a palingenesia, a re~ 

bi~th, not.a wholely new order", but a renewing Of' the existing 

order : · there wo~ld be a restored Israel with twelve tribes 

. 
and twelve ~hrones: . on t~ese t~e twelve were to share his 

authority with the So~ of Man. They would receive back more 

than they had abandoned and inherit 'eterna:l life'. The· 

clear · distinction drawn by Luke between This Age and The Age . 

· to Corne is blurred ,b¥ Matthew: his palingenesia ushers ·in 

this world, in a renewed form, in which 'eternal life' is to 

be enjoyed. .These verses point to a perspective which looked 

forward to a temporal r~storation in ·which the Messiah o+ Son 

of Man should govern his people after the manner portrayed in 
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the Psalms pf Solomon, for example, in 17:2~. 

And he shall gather together- a holy people, 

whom he shall _lead in righteousness, 

And· he ~hall judge the tribes of the 

people that has been· sanctified by 

· the Lord his God·. 

- . -15-

,_ 

But is the saying from Jesus? There is no reason to 

question that the . Twelve existed be~or~ Easter and repres~nt 

the eschatological Israel. But on the ground that the term 

palinge~esia has no Aramaic equivalent and that the p~rase !!!Y 

Kingdom is unlikely on the lips of Jesus, Bornkamm ascribes 

: both the Matthaean and Lukan verses to the Risen Christ-: they 

~~fleet the expectation of the Early Church: · such was the 

view even of Lagrange: the Lukan· verse proves .that such ex

pectations were not confined to Jewish-Christians. Mc Neile 

thinks that Matthew's verse is later ~hereas Schniewind -sees 

in . it the preservation of an old tr~dition reflecting strata 

·which looked forward to the literal fulfilment of .the Jewish 

hope for restoration. 

. . 
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But not all have rejected Matt. 19:2~ · and its parallel 

as deriving in substance from Jesus. ·Schlatter has suggested 

thac palingenesia is· the Greek equivalent of hiddush ha'olam 

~(the ~enewal o~ the world). That there . is no exact 

Aramaic equivalent for it does no~ demand that it should be 

referred to Hellenistic notions of rebirth and renewal: its 

connotation must be found in Jewish eschatology: Compare 

Dan. 7:9ff: l Enoch. 62:5 etc •• The term paiinqenesia it~ 

self cannot be decisive. We must fµrther a?k whether it is 

likely that the Church of itself formulated such an embarrassing 

saying, because the role assi~ed to the disciples or apostles 

here is not that found to be thei.rs in the rest of the New . 

Testament • . In Acts they are 'witnesses'. The passages usually 

cited in connectj,on with and as parallel to Matt·. · 19: 28 are 

unsatisfactory. In 1 Cor. 6:2f the reference is to the judge-
,. 

mental role of the saints as a whole not of the twelve. In 

Rev. 21: 21,14 ,. "the. apostles are not#~ judges in The 

New Jerusalem so much as eyewitnesses and g~arantors of the 

tradition of. the ·revelation of God on which it is built: they 

are its foundations • . · ~o, too, in Rev. 3:21 . those who are to 

sit on the throne with the Conqueror are not the twelve only 
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but those who have shared in the victory of Christ. Rev. 20: 

6 belongs, Caird suggests, to the same tradition as Matt. 19: 

28, but it does not refer specifically to the apostles but 

generally to the martyrs. 

It cannot, then, be ruled out that Matt·. 19i28 with its 

parallel does go back to Jesus, aithough on the whole this is 

unlikely in view of Mark 10:35ff. But even ·if it be regarded 

as stenuping from Jesus Himself what it asserts of the future 

is bare . There is no specific reference to the land on which 

the restored Israel is to dwell, although such is assumed. 

Josephus uses palinqenesia of the restoration of the land of 

Israel and it may have a geographic connotation in 19:28, but 

moit frequeritly palingenesia evokes·· a cosmic renewal so that 
. (. 

in 19:28 also probably the restoration of the twelve tribes 

is understood not so much in terms of a restored land of Israel 

as of a renewed cosmos. This lack of concentration on th~ land 

as such coincides with the evidence .. of those passages appealed 

t :o by Jeremias to prove that Jesus · looked forward to an eschato-

logical pilgrimage of the Gentiles to the Mountain of God .at 

Zion to celebrate the great feast at the redemption of Israel 

wh en the Gentiles would be guaranteed a share · in the revelation 

. I 
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vouchsafed to Isr~el g.nd inclusion in God's redeemed community 

at the time of the la$t judgement •. When Jeremias speaks of 

the restoration ·of Israel as beginning at this point he lacks 

clarity .. because the source's to which he appeals lack clarity. 

One :thing only emerges frorcy all the above. Jesus, as far 

as we can ·gather, paid little attention to the relation between 

Yahweh, and Israel and 'the land'. But we have seen indications 

that the Early Church was so concerned. This concern was part 

of the process, often traced, whereby Jesus was increa~ingly 

draped in an apocalyptic mantle and specifically Jewi·sh expecta-

tions emerged in the Cpurch in a for~ highly enhanced from that 

which they had assumed in Jesus' own teaching. Where were these 

expecatations to be fulfilled? Judaism had . giv·en it.s answer in 

terms of the centrality of. the .land and the indestructible 

connection between it and 'Yahweh and IsraeL The Church came 

both to reject and to" tran.smute this answer in v~rious ways. 

II 
Paul and the land 

What makes the works of Paul so· important for our purpose 

is not only that they are early but that their author, before 

· he joined th~ Christian community, was a Jew who w~s irranensely 



proud of his Jewishness throughout his life. As a Jew Paul 

would have felt the full force of. the doctrine of the · 1and, 

Jerusalem and the Te.inple -cherished by Judaism. ·· His epistles 

might be expected to reveal how he came to terms with it. The 

.measure of the seriousness with which he took the doctrine might 

well be safely taken as a fair indication of the reaction of 

Christians to it, because few would be likely to deal with 

~t ·more emphatically, even passionate_ly, than h_e • . Paul was 

nothing if not passionate. What do h1s epistles reveal? 

1 
The absence · of reference to the land 

There is, at first glance, a rez:narkable absence of any 

references to the land in Paul. In his presentation of ·the 

cqntent of. his rnessag~ which he shared with other Christians 

in 1 Cor. 15: 3-8 there is no interest at all in geography. · 

Paul is unconcerned with 'the location of the various appearances 

of the Risen Lord.. They wer~ a series of occurrences, unique 

in character, unr~peat.able and confined to a limited .period, 

but not geographica,lly located. No mention is made of Galilee, 

Jerusalem or, in the case of Paul himself, of Damascus. 

Similarly in his list of the advantages enjoyed .by the 
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the people of Israel in Rom. 9:4, the Apostle does not mention 

the land os one of them. The general term "promises" contains 

no explicit reference to the promise. to Abraham. · That Paul 

here casts no side glance at. the land is made certain from 

other · considerations. 

~ 
Paul and Abraham 

We begin with Paul's t~eatment of the fig\lre·· of Abraham 

where the Apostle deals with the ~romise to Abrah~. But how? 

Paul certainly shared in the deep veneration of the Jewish 

people for Abraham (Gal. :3':4:2: 2 Cor. 9:22: Rom. 4;9:7:11: 

28) , but apart from 2 Cor. 9: 22 it is only in Rom. and Gal. 

·that Abraham appears. In these two epistles Paul .confronts 

t)-1e question . of the terms of salvation or of .inclusion in the 

people of God, truly descended from Abraham - a question 

' ,, raised by his Jewish and Jewish ~hristian opponents - especiaily, 

but also by Gentile .Christians. Without entering into ·det~il 

we note that Paul concentrates on one aspect- only of Abrahamis 

st:ory ..,. on the patriarch' .s role .in qi story as the one who had 

.received the 'divine 'promise, had responded to it by fa~th and 

had thereby peen justified to become the father of many nations·. 
- ' . 
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Only one text in the Old Testament; Gen • . 15: 6j concerns him. 

"And he (Abraham) believed ·in the Lord and He .{God) reckoned 

it to him as righteou~ness. 0 The justification of Abraham is 

apart from any achieved righteousness and· denotes his free 

acceptance by God on the basis of his faith).that is, his self 

surrender. But if such a man was the .father of the people of 

God then· cert~in consequences followed: 

1. Salvation is apart from circumcision and the Law 

2. Salvation is .grounded in ·the promise and in faith. 

3. Salvation is pan-ethnic. ,. 

Now in the Old Testame.nt the promise to Abraham had an un

mistakeable territorial reference which was variously in-

. terpreted at different periods; usually the territorial dim~n

sion of the promise was · emphasized at the expense of its 

universal range. To this inviolate promise and to the 'national' 

territorial reference within it manr Jews had com~ to appeal 

especially in times of ·crisis as · a ground of security~ · The 

universal dimension of the promise was often neglected or trans

formed . 

. Paul 1 s treatment of Abraham runs ·counter to· all this. He 

rejected the appeal to the promise to Abraham in order to es

tablish the inviolable status of the people of Israel. For 
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Paul · the· promise did not so much confirm status as require · .-
. . 

faith, · a faith that provided not security in privilege s of 

birth but trust in what seemed to offer no security-. But 

w~at especially concerns us is that Paul ignores completely 
. , 

the territorial aspect of the promise. His interpretation 

of the promise is a-t~rritorial. The promise had been fulfilled 

'in Christ', and the logic of Paul's understanding of Abraham 

· and his personalization of the fulfillment of the promise 

;in Christ' . demanded the de-territorializing of the promise. 

Salvation was not now bound to the Jewish people centered 

not· in a place, but in a person and in persons in whom grace 

and faith had their writ.. For Paul, Christ had gathered up 

the promise in the singularity .of his qwn Person. In · this 

way the territory · promised· was transformed into and fuifilled 

by the life'in Christ'. All this .is · not made explicit, because 

Paul .did not direc~ly apply himself to the land, but it is im-

plied. In - the Chri$tological logic of Paul, the land, like . 

•· 
the law, had been particular and prc;>Visional, ·and now had be-

come irrelevant. · . And as his missionary practice no less than 

hfs Christology shows, Pauline ecclesiology . is a-territorial. 

··~ . ~·. 
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For Paul th~ people of israel living in the land. now coexists 

with another "Israel", the. Church, the people of God, a uni-

versa! corrununity which had no territorial attachinent. 

· But the Israel after the .flesh stili has significance for 

Paul: he appeals to the doctrine of the remn~nt arid to the 

infinite wisdom of God to justify his view that the old Israel 

(he himself never uses such a . phrase) has still a role to 

·play even in the Christian dispensation: He looks forward to 

the day when the old and the new Israel will become one - in 

the unfathomable wisdom of God. God had not ' revoked his 

covenant with Israel after the flesh. But the- question ·that 

concerns us is this. Does this apply to the connection be-

tween Israel and the land? In affirming that God had not re-

voked His covenant with the Jewish people does Paul also assume 

that He had not revoked the territorial. aspect of the promise 

to them? One thing is clear. He avoids any direct discussion 

of this question: he speaks no unambiguous word about the 

land. Explicitly he does not include the Jewish. land in the 

covenant. Does he do so.implicitly? 

3 
The Temple and the Church 

To answer this question we have . to look again at· two 

' . 
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other · aspects, of Paul·' s thought. We know that the Temple and 

Jerusalem · had become the quintessence of the .land in Paul's 

world. How does 'the Apostle deal with ~hes~: The Temple and · 

Jerusalem? 

At first_ sight, the a-territoriality of Paul's . treatment 

of the Jewish people seems to re-emerge in his in~erpretation 

of the Church as the Temple of God: holy space seems .to have 

been ''transubstantiated" into a community of persons, the Body· 

of Christ. ! need only refer first to 2 Cor. 6:14-7:1. Here 

Paul emphasizes that God no longer dWells wit]} his people in. 

a tent or temple, but actually dwells in them; secondly, to 

1 Cor. 3:16-17 where the Church as a corporate entity is a 

new temple, constituted bj'.' the indwelling of the spirit.; and, 

thirdly, .in 1 Cor. 6:12-19 where the individual dimensions of . 

the New Temple are emphasized. 

On the basis of the above texts some have claimed that 

Paul was the earlie_st Christian to develop the view that the 

Jerusalem ~emple had 'in Christ' ·been replaced as the dwelling 

place· of God by the Christian corrununity. He radically ·r~jected 

the Temple: the hopes of Judaism for the ·Temple are fulfilled 
I . 

for Paul in the Church: the presenc~ of the Lord has been 

•. 
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moved from the Tenple to ·the Christian community which now 

bears the dan~erous holiness 'once associated with. the Temple 

in Jerusalem: the life of the Church replaces. the Temple cult 

through its own spirit~~l sacrifice. The eben. shetiyah of the 

old Temple is replaced by 'Christ the foundation of the New Tern-

ple (Eph. 2: 20). 

But such a radical rejection by Paul of the Temple is 

not probable. There is no parallel in his life to the cleans~ng 

of the Temple by Jesus: he did not frown upon the actual prac-

tice of the Temple, but drew upon this for models· for Christi~n 

fonns : there is no hint of any critic~~ of the priesthood 

or the Temple system. In Acts 22:17ff P~ul prays in the Temple 

and e~periences a vision . I .n Acts 21: l ff he undertook to pay 

for the 'discharge of Nazirite vows in the ·Te~ple. According 
~ 

to Acts, therefore, he recognized the Temple and its observances 

in the - land. , Paul does regard the Church as the eschatolog~c.a·1 

Temple, but he does not expre~sly oppose it to the Jerusa lem · 

Temple of which it is the ~~lfilment. Like the ~ectarians at 

Qumran and the Pharisees themse l ves', Paul was able to recognize 

the Temple ·in Jerusalem even while he substituted· for it · a . 

-
human community. And, indeed, there is one .passage where the 
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Temple in Jerusalem does ·seem to rema~~ for Paul a centre of 

eschatological signif ic_ance: that is, .2 Thess. 2: 3-4. · What 

is sig~ificant l:ere is th~t f9r Paul the desecra'tion of the 

Temple . is the penultimate act of impiety leading on to · the 

claim· to replace God Himself .which is the ultimate impiety. 

This - if genuinely a Pauline passage - speaks eloquently of 

Paul's attitude to the Temple. If the evidence of Acts 21: 

17ff, 2 Thess. · ~:3-4. be admitted,_ Paul retained for the Temple 

the reverence he had had for it . as a Jew, although .this reverence 

came to be overshad0wed by his overwhelming conviction that the 

Church was the Temple of the Living God; the holy space having 

g~ven way to the holy· community. 

4 
Jerusalem 

The full significance of the 'personalization' of the 

Temple 'in· Christ' cannot be assessed without consideration 
c~ . 
by.. the place of Jeru.salem in the 'Apostle's thought, because, 

let me repeat, the Temple and the Ci~y are inextricable in 

Judaism and serve as the quintess~nce of the land. 

In two pas~~ges in Paul - in Rom. 11:26 and 9:25~26 it 

is possible that Paul ·thought .. th~·t at the Parousia, the centre 
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.of the world, J:erusaiern, would be the sqene of salvation, the 

focal point of the messiani~ age. The. likelihood is that for. 

Paul,the Ch~istian,a~ first .~t least the city enjoyed the same 

significance as it did · for Jews·. .But is there more evidence 

of his attitude . towards Jerusalem? 

In Gal. 1:16f Paul seems anxious to emphasize his inde-

~endence of Jerusalem Christians, but some ~cholars here found 

in· Gal. 2:lff a juridical relationshi.J? . between Paul and Jeru-

salem. The visit of Paul there described was an act of sub~ 

mission to the Jerusalem Church, his Canossa. This . submission 

found expression in the impos'ition of a tax, in its OWJ;l inter-

est , by the Jerusalem on the Gentile Churches after the ·· 

manner ~f the Temple tax levied by Judaism on all Jews. 

Such a view .of Paul's ·relation to the Jerusalem Church 

is untenable. The collection was not a tax, but a gift, and 

P~ul had gone up to Jerusalem, not at the command of the lead.ers 

th~re, but by revelation. · The tone of Gal. 2:lff is ambiguous. 

It suggests both r~spect for . and independence .from the· jeru-

sa~em Church on the part of Paul. Independent as he presumed 
. ' 

· his .work to be, Paul was glad to ha~e the ·right hand of fellow-

ship extended by the pillars of the Jerusalem Church and. he 
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fervently agreed to arrange a collection on behalf of the 

poor in Jerusalem. 

Can we tinderst~nd why? He wanted his Churches to be 

united with the Church at Jerusalem; he aime~ at a true _ 

ecumenicity; he felt a genuine compassion for . the needy at 

Jerusalem. Further, he recognized that the Gentile Churches 

owed a debt to the Jerusal~ Church: that Church was _the be

ginning whence the blessings of the Gospel had come: the 

collectipn for the poor in Jerusalem was a symbol of Paul's 

recognition of the continuity of Gentile Christianity with 

Jewish-Christianity and, through it, located as it was in 

Jerusalem, with Jud~ism as its matrix. The collection- for the 

'poor' of Jerusalem served as an 1rnportant indication of a 

theological truth. 

Can we go further in ascribing. significance to Jerusalem? 

Johann~s Munck found in Paul's collection for the Church at 

Jerl,1-salem an .eschatological significance. The large representa

tion from the Gentile Church to Jerusalem, covering major areas 

of the Pauline mission freed, travelling at considerable and 

surely unreasonable expense, the readiness of Paul to devote 

immense energy and time and even to risk death at Jerusalem 
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... 

(R9m. 15:31) in taking the collection there a11· this is only 

comprehensible if the collection be connected with Rom. 9-11. 

Paul was governed by- an eschatological schema. Jerusalem as 

the eschatological centrurn rnundi governed Paul's mind: it is 

to be for him the scene of the End of all things. Despite 

:- his imprisonment in Rome the hope for the End in Jerusalem did 

not forsake Paul. The geographic centre of Jewish eschatology 

remained significant for him: he ·never severed his tie with 

the land. If we follow Munck Paul was governed by an eschato

logical dogma with a geographic centre - Jerusal~rn and the · 

land. 

But Munck's position is untenable. I cannot here examine 

his position ~n detail. Bultmann and Bornkanun refuse to take 

the chronology and geography of Paul's eschatology seriously; 

Caird spiritualizes and politicizes it. What is really impor

tant on evidence which I must omit here - is to recognize that 

in his later epistles Paul is not essentially concerned with 

Jerusalem and the .Jerusalem Church, but wit~ what was for him 

the wonder of the grace that he found in the Gentile Churches. 

·Not an 11Enq11 in Jerusalem, ~ut the growing body of Christ through

out the world was his - interest. Despite Paul's conc~ntration 
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on the collection for the 'poor' in Jerusalem, by the time he 

came to write Romans-his tie with the land does not appear 

to have been as compulsive as Munck's apocalyptic rigidity 

in the treatment of the Apostle dem·ands. 

In any case, there is little doubt that there was a 

ch'ange in Paul Is eschatology as a Christian' a dev.elopment 

from the apocalyptic concentration in 1 and 2 Thess. to a 

. . 
more restrained treatment of the End in 1 Cor. and later 

epistles~ Apart from his · very early ones, Paul's epistles 

are less concerned with apocalyptic imagery as with such con-

cepts as "in Christ" , 'dying and· rising with Christ', 'in 

.the Spirit'. Despite its early traditional apocalyptic frame-

work, with its geog,raphic structure .centered in Jerusalem, 
I 

the centre of gravity of Paul's thinking~ under the im-

pact of his personal, intellectual and ecclesiastical experience ·-

shifted away from such traditional geographic eschatology. The 

real center of his interest moved· to certain realities encoun-

. II 

tered "in Christ. This is what the ·Pauline epistles as a 

whole attest. Those passages which deal concentratedly with ·· 

eschatology are early ap.d few. The Church became for Paul · 

the sph~re of the life of the eschatological people of God, and 

it transcended ~he connection with the land. 
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And at this point two· consider~tions are ·pertinent. In 

• the above pages we have stretched every possible point which 

might indicate a geographic dimension in Paul 1 s eschatology: 

we have sought to do justice to the role of the temple and 

of J~rusalem and the land within it. But it must now be em-

· phatically state~ that it is exceedingly difficult to claim 

that Paul at any point looked forward to an earthly Messianic 

Kingdom having its centre in the land and particularly in 

Jerusalem. The two passages which have been claimed to sup-
" 

port such a view (1 Thessalonians 4:1'3~18 and 1 Cor. 15:22ff) 

do not demand such an expectation. The former passage suggests 

a supra-terrestrial mode of existence· for the redeemed, and. the 

latter implies·:.that the Parousia will be followed immediately, 

. or at any rate with only a very short interval, by the Resur-

recti.on and the judgement which will usher in the final consum-

mation. ·paul does not contemplate a terrestrial kingdom. This 

is confirmed by the rarity of references to a kingdom of Christ, 

that is, to a Messianic Kingdom, in his ep_istles; the phrase 

1 the kingdom of Christ' only occurs in Col. 1:12, 139· When Paul 

speaks of a kingdom that is to come he thinks of the kingdom of 

God (1 Thess. 2:12; 2 Thess. 1:4, ·S·; Gal. 5:21; 1 Cor. · 6:9-10; 

. 15:50; Col. 4:11), -and connects the Parousia with the judgement 

... .. . .· 
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of the whole world (1 Cor. 1: 7-8: 2 Cor. 1: 14: Phil. 1:6,. 10: 

" 
2:16). For Paul the resurrection was no~ the beginning of the 

Messianic Age of traditionai Jewish expectation but of the End: 

already· in that resurrection the powers of the Age to Come were 

at work. True · in 2 'l'hess. '2:3-4 and Rom. 9:26; 11:26 he con-

centrates on Zion and the Temple as the places where they are 

to be finally manifested. But these passages are not sufficient 

to of.f set the weight of the evidence that those powers transcended 

geography and that Paul was concerned not with an old land, even 

though renewed, but with a new creation. As we have seen, the 

two passages indicated are notoriously difficult to interpret 

and the first belongs to an epistle often regarded as non-Pauline. 

One noteworthy thing they have in co·mmon: they both emerge in 

correspondence with ~hurches where the ~ewish problem was acute. 

The Church at Thessalonica was afflicted by severe Jewish op-

position (1 Thess. 2:i4ff) and in Romans 9-11 Paul · deals specif-

. ' 

ically with the destiny of his people. And only in these passages 

does he ascribe to the 'holy spaces' of Judaism - the Temple and 

. . Zion - any s~ivific significance as the seen~ of the End. 

This does not mean that Paul con.sidered the Temple . and the 

city signifi.cant only for Jews·, because he deals with it in Rom. 

9:26 and ii:26 i~ a total context which includes Gentiles. But 

it does, mean that · in Romans he is. provoked to speak of the role 
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·. 
of Jerusalem at the End only when he is considering the destiny 

of his own people~ · ~lthough it may have been written earlier, 

the refe~ences in Romans occur in a late document in Paul's 

minist.ry in response . to a ·specifi~ problem: they are isolated 
. . 

in the Jewi'sh-Christian dialogue. And we have seen that as an 

aspect of traditional ·geographic~esc;:::hatology Jerusalem came to 

have little significance for the Apostle. 

All in all, therefore, it is exceedingly easy to exaggerate 

the geograph.ic dimension in Paul's eschatology at any period, 

and to exaggerate the degree of change in his understanding 

of the End .a s a consequence. 

But the second consideration to be noticed cannot be over-

estimated. In . the Church among the Gentiles - a Church the 

qual,i ty o.f whose life was symbolized by the collection for tlie 

'poor' in Jerusalem - in which Jew and Gentile were reconciled 

Paul~saw the fulfilment of propheey; the End community had 

emerged, althpugh life -was going on. The Sons of God for whom 

the whole creation had groan~d and was still groaning were coming 

into being· or being revealed . It was this· community for which 

Paul toiled and h9ped. It had emerged and lived in hope that 

-
all would be reconciled to it. Tll.ose who were 'in Christ• came 

to constitute for Paul his centre of gravity·,, his Jerusalem. 
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He was· led not away from the land of his fathers, but beyond 

it to discover his inheritance ' in Christ•, the .land of Chris-

tians - if such a phrase be permissable. Community not country 

became central for him. 

But was such a position a.revolutionary one? .Not in .itself: 

it was only the nature of the community that was revolutionary. 
r l,o. .\.'~- e.I~ e '-A.' he.,. e. 
·;:m ie'§$S@i!::-vm+- t_raced the emphasis on the land in first-century 

Judaism. But Judaism has seldom been monolithic. As we saw 

previously among the Pharisees to::whom Paul had belonged there 

were those who had placed community above the State and the 

land. Most prominent among these was Hillel a pupil of whose 

school Paul may have been. - In Hillel ·- and there were doubtless 

" many who .shar.ed his views - ·the life of obedience to the Torah 

was primary: the __ land itself, the State, were secondary con-

siderations. Paul, the Hillelite, when he became. a -Christian 

carried with him the quest for community and discovered it in 

the Church. To exaggerate the newness of the ernphasis ·on com-

mun-ity would, therefore, be false. 

But whatever the sources of Paul's concentration on com-

muni ty., the Gosp~l which he embra:ced itself demanded such an 

emphasis. Let us recall that the Torah wa·s inseparable from 

th~ land, and that the connection-with Eretz Israel for much 

I I 
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of Judaism always has been and still is inseverable. For . the 

Torah the Gospel substituted a Person- as the way to salvation, 

Jesus, the Christ. He had indeed, been borh and bred· in 'the 

land2
, but had be9ome the Li.ving Lord, the Spirit • . 1 The wind 

blows where it wills, and you hear the sound of it, but you 

do ~ot know whence -it comes or whith~r it goes; so it is 

with everyone who is born of the Spi:z;i t. • So wrote the author 

of the Fourth Gospel. Paul and John are here at one. ~or Paul 

the Lord · and the Sp:j,.rit are almost exchangeable. And once Paul 

had -made the Livl.ng · Lord the ce~tre in life and in d~ath, ·~ather 

than the Torah, once he had seen in- Jesus his Torah, and wa.lking 

'in the Spirit' his true life, he had in principle ·broken with 
. . 

. the land. 'In Christ • · Paul was free from the Law,and 
. . 

ther~fore, 

from. the land. He never completely apQ con~ciously ab~ndoned 

the geography of eschatology: it continued alongside his .new . ' . 

a~r~ness of a Christified eschatology. P9ssibly, like.many 

of the gr~at figilres of Christian history - from Augustine to 

~u ther - Paul of ten wrote as i .f h~ were a split-personality: 
' . . 

emotionally, --and perhaps intellectua~ly, he apparently feli! 

no absolute incongrility between re~aining his apocalyptic 

geography even whi~e being 'in ·Christ•. But theologically it 

was no longer central for him • . 
I , 
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.. 
The Synoptics 

So far. we have examined- two New Testament figures who 

seemed to relegate 'holy space' in the fonn of t~e Temple, 

Jerusalem and the iand (in ·so far as it was dealt with at 

all) to a secondary place. When w~ turn to the Gospels · as 

indicators of the beliefs of early Christian communities the 

case is more complicate. 

1. 
Galilee or Jerusalem: terra Christiana? 

Three scholars in_ particular have urged that in the 

Gospels we encounter locality used in the interests of doc-

trine. Lohmeyer and R. H. Lightfoot discovered this connection 

in the Synoptics and in the Fourth Gospel - an emphasis on 

Galilee, in Mark and Matthew, as the sphere of revelation and 

redemption, so that .Galilee becomes . a terra Christiana. and 

. . 

(though to a lesser degree in Matthew) ·an emphasis on Jerusalem 

as the place of rej~ction. Luke, on the other hand, regarded 

Galilee as the place of the beginning of the Gospel, where the 

witnesses to the Lord were initially gathered, and elevated 

Jerusalem to the place of revelation. With variations their 

views have been c~ntinued ·in recent year~ by Marxsen. 
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It would take . us too far· afield to present the a~guments 

of these various scholars. The · essenti~l point is that either 

in reference to Gali-lee ·or Jerusalem they implicitly find the 

beginnings of a geographic dimension to Christianity which we 

have seen Jesus and Paµl would have rejected: that is, the 

beginnings of the notion of a 'Holy Land• ·~ The explanation 

which they gave for these different emphases w~s that there 

were two centers of primitive Christianity, one in Galilee 

and one l.n Jerusalem. Thes·e impo~ed their respective interests 

upon the tradition. But the difficulty with their work has 

beep. twofold. 

First, there has been no convincing evidence for the 

existence of a distinct Galilean -Christianity such as -could 

have imposed itself on the tradition. ·rt is particularfys~g- · 

-nificant that attempts to prove that there developed a Galilean 

dynasty in the family of Jesus. in early Christianity have failed. 

Secondly, according to Strack-Billerbeck there is no con-

nection b~tween the Messiah and Galilee in . ancient sources, so 

that the extreme eschatologicai. ~ignificance ascribed · t:o Galilee 

by a primitive _Chri·stian communi~ as post,ulated by Lohineyer, 
. 1-"> ~·~~"Mh- -Gh.\-~y.l[, .U' \.\,1~\.t_.~UU.~ . . 

4ightfoot and Marxs~n~ True .there are pasSages where ·Galilee 

... 

. ' 
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may be referred to in rne·ssianic contexts as the scene of the 

·fulfilment of the promises~ But Wieder 1 s attempt to establish 

that Galilee had a place of importance in tne. messianic ex-

pectations of Judaism must be deemed, in my judgement," a fail-

• ure. It was no eschatological concentration on Galilee in 

Judaism that led Jesus of Nazareth· to begin his ministry there 

but hllinan need. Any attempt to pictu~e a Galilean idyll in 

that ministry is to be rejected. There is, in the last resort> 

no likelihood that locality had theological significance in 

the Synoptics in the manner supposed by Lo~meyer and Lightfoot. 

2. 
The Geographical Root of Christianity 

But although this is true the comfort of the preservation 

of the memory of the ministry of Jesus in Galilee and Jerusalem . 

in the Gospels must be given full recognition. This is not the 

place to discuss the reasons for the emergence of the Gospels 

in deta11. But three things have to be recalled: the .eye-

witnesses of the ministry of Jesus i .nevitably began to pass 

away: the End which ha~ been expected soon did not eventuate 

and Christians found it necessary to continue to live in a cold 

old world in the light of a common day, and, as time went on, 

needed to preserve the rnen:iory of the glory that had appeared: 

·. 
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. and, finally as the Church spread further and further intp the 

Graeco-Roman world; it became more and more necessary for it 

to secure its base. Th e primitive Chu~ch could have j ~opardized 

its existence by removing itself too far from that life death 

and resurrection which was its foundation. .For the~e and other 

reasons Christianity had to become consciously historical. In 

the Graeco-Roman world the Palestinian Gospel ·came into contact 

with all sorts of religious and phi·losophic movements. Men 

challenged it and could have perverted it bY turning it into · 

a metaphysical syst~ or a mystery or a · Gnostic cult , without 

connection wit h that historic figure who gave ·it birth: that 

is, they could have c~t it from ~ts root. To prevent this the 

Gospels c.ame into being: they kept the Church . attached to its 

base - in the actualities o_f the ministry of Jesus; they pre_-

served Christianity from degenerating into a theology of the 

Word or of an idea and preserved the community rooted ip the 

Word made flesh, . that is, in the historically real Jesus • 

. But this demanded placing that Jesus in his . own world, 

on his own native heath. And · ~q the land of Israel - its 

towns and village.s, Galilee and Jerusalem where the Lord had 
\).; ~.- ('.,, 

trod, .. became important and · the ir names4 preserved. It is not 

' . 

· '· . .. - • · . ........ .1- · - . . . .... . / 
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necessary to follow the rigid schematization of Lohmeyer and 

Lightfoot.: but it is necessary to recognize that for Christian 

devotion in the New Testament itself the events of the li~e 
, jc,~'- ·• 

of Jesus in their historf and geographic setting are of supreme 

and indispensable concern and in time the occasion of extreme 

reverence and devotion. This is part and parcel of° the histori-
/ 

cal character and root of the Christian Gospel. 

3. 
Luke - Acts: Jerusalem and Rome . 

Before we leave the · Synoptics special· at-tention must be 

paid to Luke and with it. Acts. There can be no question that 

for Luke Jerusalem, as the place. where all the ministry of 
. Jesus came to a head and where the witnessing Church which 

arose from the Resurrection 9arne into being, is of supreme 

significapce. It was necessary to preserve the memory of . 

what happened there" both to Jesus and to the early Church in· 

order to protect ~nd preserve the continuity of Christianity 

with its own past and w~th its own past as it emerged in Jeru-

salem the city of David, centrurn mundi. 

I 
But it is Luke also who reveals most clearly, perhaps, 

that the Gospel
1

although sprung from a place1is tied to no · 
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' 
place. This comes out clearest in Acts 7 - dealing with 

Stephen, whose speech arid martyrdom is given as the last 

preaching of the early apostles and evange.lists in Jerusalem. 

Henceforward the preaching moved to Samaria from the land. 

From which the Church is now set; loose. At this point the 

emphases ·in Stephen's· speech are important. The divine call 

came to .Abraham outside the land; the patriarchs had been 

buried in Shechern, rev~red of the Samaritans; Joseph and 

Moses had heard the ·Lord in Egypt and in Midian. In particular~ 

Acts makes much of the moveable ·tent as over against the solid, 

stationary Temple as the symbol of _God's assignments which are . 

not static · but dyn'amic and IJlOVing. The repitition of the term 

land in Acts 7:1-6 is significant. The Christian community is 

the heir ·of a pilgrim people and _ pilgrim heroes for whom geo

'graphic limitations had been secondary: it too has to be pil

grim. 

It is impossible to rule out from Acts 7 a conscious 

break with the land) subsidiary as thi s theme may be to the 

theme of worship. The shadow· of Jerusalem persists after Acts 

7 but some have held that for Luke, after Step~en, J~rusalem 

has ceased to be the centrum mundi and has become a point de 
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depart, preserving the continuity of the Gospel with its 

historical origins, but also leading on to Rome. O'Nei]..has 

gone so far as to claim - surely with much exaggeration in · 

view of. the data presented by Munck - that after the martyrdom 

of Stephen the mission of the Church in Jerusalem really did 

not conce·rn Luke, al though it did continue. 

This brings us .to a second emphasis that Acts .has been · 

urged to present~ What is the significance of Rome for Luke? 

O'Neill argues that although Jerusa~em remains for Luke the 

centre of the Faith< its goal is Rome, the city chosen by God 

as the place where the Ch~rch was to exercize its role in the 

wide world. Acts begins in Jerusal~: it ends in Rome. Chad~ 

wick and others have pointed out how . the last eight chaf>ters 
'I. <1 

of Acts lead on_ to the triumphal note of Ac~s 28 :.14: K"\ <. ovTw5 

: "and so we came to Rome." Luke 

hci.s taken part in the inauguration of the Chr.1stian mystique 

of Ro~e which was to play such a large part in later history. 

I have-elsewhere . subjected. this view to criticism. Here 

let me. simply say that Luke does not present a march from Jeru-

salem to Rome as the governing motif of his work. There is, 

it is true, a change from the concentration on Jerusalem to 

' . 
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that on Rome as the ,book of Acts ·pi;-oceeds :{ for. Ltike ·Paul 
i . 

does become freed . from the · land. But to /suggest that ~uke . 
,I 
I 

meant more by Rome than a ·crucial geographic centre ·for wit-

nessing to the Gospel, · in short, a ground for a mystique, 

would be to· make him inconsistent .with himself. He loosed 

the Gospel from the land - although .not entirely. He would 

hardly tie it ane~ even to Rome. The Gospel that Paul preached 

in Rome, according to Acts, ·is not the Gospel for a· Church 

settling down in a n~w geographic centre, but the Gospel of. 

that Kingdom of God which calls to pilgrimage even f rom there. 

" 

.... 

·-

·. ., 
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The Fourth Gospel 

Before we examine the -text. of the next document with which 

we shall deal, certain preliminary remarks are in order. 

First, -ever since Clement of Alexandria used the phrase, 

the Fourth Gospel has often been understood, over against the _ 

"carnal" .Synoptic Gospels, as "the spiritual Gospel." This 

has usually been taken to imply that, whereas t~e s ·ynoptics 
' . 

were primarily concerned with the recording of data about the 

Lord's life, death and resurrection, the Fourth Gospel was 

designed to set forth the spi:ritual dimensions·_ of those data: 

. it is no chronicle but a theological interp~etation. Were 

John thus peculiarly 'spi~itual' in its intent, two con-

tradictory con_clusions mi~ht be drawn in connection with our 

attempt tG trace th~ ~art played by the land of .Israel in the 

New Testament. It ~ight be urged tha~ such a Gospel would 

hardly be concerned with any geographic motifs, so that any 

interest iri the land would be unlikely to appear in_ it . On 

the other hand, it:- might be expected that precisely in such a 

spiritual Gospel would a theological significance be given to 

_geographic realities. As it turns out, the choice between 

these two contradictory conclusions has become unreal, because 

the understanding of John as~ 'theological' Gospel to be 
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sharply distinguishe~ from the ·synoptics has been abandoned. 

The . Synopt.ics are no·w · recog~ized to be no l~ss governed by 

'theological' . concerns than -John, so that if geographic- 

- theological 9oricerns may have governed the ~ormer · they may 

equ.ally well . have gov:erned the· latter~ 

.. 

Secondly, another preli~inary re~ark is in order. The 

Fo~rth Gospel has often been understood as ·an essentially 

Hellenistic document, to .be connected particularly with ~phesus 

in Asia Minor. The question is inevitable whether such a com

para~ively late document, emanating from such a quarter is 

likely to have preserved a concern with Palestinia~ geographic 

considerations of any other than the strictest historical or 

traditional kind. Would not ~he remove in time and s~ace in

dicated by. the. Fourth Go~pel have blurred any Palestinian, 

geographic-theological considerations-if ever such existed

and rendered them irrelevant? 

The answer to such a question is not difficult. The 

approach to the Fourth. Gospel which emphasi~ed its Hellenis~ic 

affinities almost exclusiveiy_has been · la~gely abandoned. Few 

would not now concede -that the Fourth Gospel is rooted· both in 

Judaism and in Hellenism, and.that to deny it an interest in 

the land of Israel on the ground of the Hellenistic mould of 

its thought would be unj_ustifiable. · Recent study has revealed · 
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that however Hellenistic its spread, the Fourth Gospel has · 

drawn U];>On sources of a Palestinian origin which might be 

expected to preserve pri~itive tendencies, traces of which at 

·least it would be· reasonable to expect ·in the.Gospel in its 

present foi:m • 

A third, even more positive preliminary note is necessary~ 

The Fourth Gospel rev.eals a well-ma.rked pract.ice of ascribing 

two meanings or even more to ~ertain phepome~a. Sometimes an . 

event is treated on two .. levels: it may refer to an incident 

in the - life of Jesus himself or ·in that of the believer. At 

other times, a temporal notation is clearly designed to sug

gest a 'spiritual' dimension: the 'nigl)t' when Judas departed 

from the Last Supper was a spiritual 'night• for mankind and . 

the cosmos,· or as St. Augustine · thought, stood for Judas him

self. as 'night. ' Again; by. a play on the word 'lifted up' 

(=e·1evated), the crucifixion signifies both humiliation and 

glorification. The point is that in a Go~pel where such double 

meanings occur it is not unnatural ·to ask whether spatial or 

geographic terms, like others, might have a double significance. 

This leads to the fourth preliminary cons_ideration. 

There is evidence that the Fourth Gospel was concerned with 

the question of 'holy· space' and d;i,.d impose a double connotation 

on certain spatial realities.· 
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The following data are pertinent. Let us begin with 

the 'holy space• par excellence, the .Temple in Jerusalem. John 

placed the Cleansing of the Temple very early in his Gospel in 

2:lff: to signify that a New Order ha~ arrived. The 'Holy 

Place' ~s to be displaced by a new rea~ity, a rebuilt •temple,• 

which John refers. to as . 1 the temple of his body• (2: 21) • This 

phrase refers either to the Resurrection,· that is, to the 

Living Reality of Christ in the midst or to the Church, which, 
. 

elsewhere in the Ne·w Testament, is called 1 the body of Christ. 1 

'The temple of his body 1 designates either a person or a 

community or both th~t is to replace the ·'holy space' of the 

physical temple. The Gospel is destined to personalize or 

Christif.y that space, or, ra"ther, holine·ss is no longer · to be 

'attacped to ~pace at all. 

This attitude to the Temple may be carried further in 

another passage. Chapters_ 7 and 8 describe the manifestation 

of the Messianic presence at the Temple in Jerusalem during 

·- the feast of Tabernacles. At the end of the eighth chapter 

the claims of Jesus to be the Messiah, the Lig~t of the World, 

are carried even further . He designates himself . as 1 I am' 

(8:58). And immediately following this, in escaping from the 



Jews, he departs from the Temple. 

Most commentators either ignore or pay scant atten-

tion to the reference to this departure from the. Temple: it 

merely signifies,· it is impl.ied, that th~ activity of Je~us 

at; the Feast of Tabernacles is 9ver • .. Jesus had gone up to 

·the Temple in 7:14, and now, naturally, ·leaves it. No pro-

found intent should be read into the reference to the depar-

ture. This is consonant with the view that the sequence of 

time and .space in Chapters 7 and a· are insignificant. But 

it is possible to give to the narrative setting of these two 

chapters a special significanceo It reveals the ch~racteristic 

irony of the Fourth Gospel. Outwardly: in these chapters, ~ 

rustic prophet makes his appeal to the centre of the nation, 

Jerusalem.. .But on a deeper. level, · the Log.os manifests itself to 

the world. c. H. Dodd has expresse~ the. matter as follows. 
. . 
"The narrative setting of the ser~es of dialogues 

is itself a ·~' 'J'. !oY:_ in the sense which that word 

bears in the Fourth Gospel. It rn~ght . have been 

given as a ~imple· narrative of an occurrence 

du.~ing the ministry of J~sus. After. a period of 

retirement in Galilee·, He went up to Jerusalem 

for the Feast of Tabernacles, and there made a 

" 
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public appeal in the· temple; The result was ·· that . 

the crowd threatened to stone Him,~and :the 

authorities ordered His. arrest. He therefore 

left the temple, and went into retirement again. 

But every stage of this narrative ha~ symbolic 

meaning. The Logos was in the worid unknow • .-
I 

He came to His own place (Jerusalem is the ~~rpis 

of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel, iv.44), 

and those who were His own recei ve.d Him not. As 

a result, the manife:;;tation of the Word is with-
:> I ' >z'~\ & ) -, 

drawn from Israel: ~1<pJ~"' ><"11 ~5n" ev ~I<' /ov 

The whole episode, from 

this poirit of view, might be taken as a large-scale 

illustration of the way in which this evangelist 

understands the p-rimitive Christian doctr;i.ne ~f the 
' . ~ 7T'"<.lrVJ<T"J..;5 . 

blinding or sS""'tf~A of Israel, to which he has 

given a prominent position in the epilogue to the 

Book of Signs, xii. 37-41.n 

The point which particularly concerns us is the departure from 

the Templ~,. which Dodd does not emphasize: Is any symbolic 

significance to be attached to this explicit. reference to a 

departure from the Temple as such? Cari ·we claim that this 
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de,parture particularly connotes the turning away of Jesus from 

Judaism, an<:! that the departure f:r:om the Temple"".' 1 the holy 

· space'- has become the · symbol of that rejection. There :are 

·obvious objections to such a view. The verse in ·8:59 may be 

taken as by Dodd, for example, as a .closure for the whole 

· section beginning at 7:1; the words "not publi°cly but in 

p:i:ivate" of 7.: 10 being recalled by the words 'but J~sus hi<l 

himself' in 8:~9: the depar~ure from the Temple may. be taken· 

simply as a natural .geographic note, as we have previously 

·not.ed: he went up to the Temple i!l 7:14 and he left it in. 

8:59. Again, if the departure from the Temple in 8:59 were 

sYmbolic of ~he definitive ~ejectiQn of Judaism and its 'holy 

$pace 1(i~._ is} likely that Jesus sho.uld have gone back a~ain 

into the Temple, as is stated ip l.0:22ff? This would seem to 

rule out, at first· sight, any final significance for 8:59 in . 

the relationships between Jesus and the Temple~ 

But the matter · is not.' $0 simple. The v·i$it of Jesus 

to the Temple is described in ·7:14 as follows: 
.-

About the middle of· tlie feast (of Tabernacles) 

Jesus went up into th~ temple ahd taught • 

Here Jesus takes the initiatiY.e: he taught. Similarly in 

7:37 we read: 

\ 
I \ 

,· 
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On the last day of the fE'.ast; the great day, . 

Jesus stood up and proclainied, "If any 

one · thirst.o•••~(the words translated pro-
>r ~ 

.claimed are strong: the (Jre~k is. · E:J:::-rf ev '>..E.y,,.jv ·· 

In both passages Jesus deliberately~issues a challenge to the· . 

Jews: he invites a confrontationo 

.Contrast. With these passages the descript~on of .Jesus 

in 10:22f which read: 

It was the feast of the Dedication at Jerusalem: 

it was winter, ·and Je~us was walking in the 

temple in the portico of Solomon. So the Jews 

gathered round him and said to him, "How long 

will you keep -qs in suspense?"·· If you are the 

Christ, tell us plainly." Jesus answe.red them, 

"I . told you, and you do not believe •• · ••••• 

Here Jesus issues no challenge: he provokes no confrontation. 

Rather the Jews confront him: He r~fers to a challenge th~t 

he has already issued ("I told you"), and which has been 

rejected. Moreover, whereas in 7:14£~ and 7:37ff Jesus seems 

engaged i11 or i·nvo~ved with t.he Fe.ast of T~bernacles, having 

gone up .to it, with .great d~liberateness, at its middle, in 

.10:22£ it is merely s~ated that he was wa~king about in the . 



temple: he seems disengaged: he is at best a ·kind of onlooker. 

The reference to the portico of Solomon is significant here~ 

As ' is made clear in the Western variant in Acts 3:11 ("As 

· Peter and John came out (of the Ternple) •• ~ •• the people stood· 

astonished .in . the portico which is known as Solomon's"), this 

pqrt~co was outside the Temple proper, constituting th~ 

boundary of the latter. Jesus cannot, therefore·, be said to 

be "in ·the temple" in 10: 22, as he was in 7: 14 and 7: 3 7. And · 

it agrees with this that at the conclusion of the section 

10:22-39 there is no refe~ence to a departure from the Temple, 

but only to Jesus•s escape fro~ the. hands of th~ hostile 

Jews . Contrast the explicit reference to such a departure at 

8:!;59. Throughout 10:22-39, the movement is on the fringe of · 

.the 'lernple. 

Can we find a reason why Jesus should be found thus 

'walking in the portico of Solomon,• if already :in 8:59 John 

has· suggested a final rejection of 'the holy place' and the 

depart~re of the Shekinah from it? Perhaps the answer lies 

in the nature of the Feast of Dedication. Hanukkah, Tabernacles, 

of the month of Chisler (December) (2 Macc.l:~) celebrated the 

Maccabeari victories £rom 167-164 BoCo. The Syrians. had profaned 

·the Temple: th~y had erected the idol qf Baal Shamem (the 
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oriental version.:·of the Olympian Zeus) on the altar of 
I . 

holocausts (1 Mace. 1: 54: i;j. Mace. 6: 1~7). '.!'he ' ·holy place' · 

was cleansed of this pollution when Judas Maccabeus drove· 

.. out the Syrians, buflt a new .. altar and rededicated the Temple 

on ·the 25th of the month of Chis_ler (1 Mace. iv:41-61). It 

Wa.s this event that the · Feast of Dedication annually commem-

orated, the reconsecration of the ~ltar and Temple. The 

Feast, called Hanukkah in Hebrew~ is design.eted by the Greek 

term Enkainia, literally Renewal, in John 10:22. The Greek 

term, in its substani;ive and verbal forms," was· used in :.the 

Septuagint to describe the dedication of the 13-ltar in the 

original tabernacle (Num. 7: 10, 11), o .f the Temple of Solomon 

(i Kings ·a:63, 2 Chrono 7:5), and of the new Temple which was . 

built after the return. from the Babylonian captivity (Ezra 6:1'6). 

The Festival evoked the history of the reconsecration and 

re·newal of 'the holy place' in Jewish history. But ·Jesus 

walking on the fringes of the Temple knows that the hour of 

true renewal has passed: the ego eimi has departed from the 

Temple and the real dedication is the dedication o·f Himself 

' by God· to fulfill the role qf. the Temple, i.e., to mediate 

the presence of God to men. This is made ~xplicit in 10:37, 

. which speaks of the sanctification of Christ. Jesus counters 



~. 

.. 

the Jews• claim thtt he is blaspheming wpen he cla'ims .that: 

1 I and the Father are one~. ' by referring to the· Scriptures~ 

The .passage reads • . 

The Jews answered him, "We stone you for no · 

good work but for blasphemy; because you, being . 

a man, make yourself · God." Jesus answered them,. 

"Is it not written in your law, '.I said, you are 

gods'? . If he ca'lled them gods to whom the word 

of God came ~nd · scripture cannot be b~oken), do 

you say of him whom the Father consecrated and 

·sent into the · world,· •You are blaspheming,·• be-

cause'.:! said, • I am the Son of God 1 ? If I am 

not doing the works of my Father, then do not 

· believe me: 
~1 . : c ' 

~e Father has consecrated .Christ . OV . D 7T"l/17.f 

) / , \ / 

.,.. TT~r~Acv ~rs r 11v r-<ec:s-r_ov ..•. . 
) . 

The Greek term translated 'consecrated' is not that used of the 

Festival itself (t•r(a.~n~-i.t-.· 1 n ) , · but it is ~sed of Moses' con-

secration of the Tabernac~e i'n the LXX of Num. vii:lb enkainizein 

being used in Nwn. vii_: 10-11 of the dedication of the altar. 

Both ~e~s \,~,~; o..-~i-W ~md e "Kc....~" ~ 1.:UI'\ , thei:-efore, . occurred 

~ in a -passage _read at the Feast of Dedicatipn in the Synagpgue 

--·. - --··· 

.. 



and appear to be synonymous.. The implication is that for John, 

Christ has taken the place previously occupied by the Tabern~cle 

and the al tar and the .Temple. He has become the place for the 

Divine Presence and · reco~cil~ation: the future tense of 2:19 

has become a past tense: the separation from 

the old 'holy space' symbolized by the departure from the 

Te.rnple iii 8: 59 has been 11 c0ns~ted:" may. we ·say that Christ 

has replaced the Holy of Holies by Himself? After the walking 

in the portico of Sol9mon there is no further reference to 

Jesu~·in the Temple. ~t Passover in 11~56 the Ph~risees are · 

in the Temple wondering whether Jesus would ·come. to the Feast • 

. He did come to the city: but by that time his attitude to the 

Temple in: John had been determined and made clear. Any cleansing 

of the Temple in John's Passion narrative for this .reason would 

be otiose or anachronistic. 

The purpose of this long excursion of 10:22ff has been 

to show that the visit to the portico of Solomon in 10:22 does 

not of itself deny finality to the departure recorded in 8:59: 

here also John has been concerned to utilize a · geographic note-

'departure from the. Ternple'-to signify a spiritual dimension. 

But is there any intrinsic reason why 8:59 should be 

given such finality as we have sugg.ested for it? Does John 



int:end to indicate that Jesus there deliberate~y and finally 

broke with 'Holy Space.' Qne f~ctor might s.uggest this. . The 

discussion between Jesus and the Jews ends with the following · 

words in 8:56-9: 

Your father Abraham rejoiced that he was to 

see my day: he saw it and was glad. The Jews 

then said to him, "you are not yet fifty years 

old, and have you seen Abraham?" Jesus said to 

them, "Truly, truly, I say to ~ou, before Abraham 

was, I am." So they took up stones to throw. at 

him: but Jesus hid himself, and went out of the 

temple. 

Jesus makes here the affirmation that as 1 I am' he was before 

Abraham. Into the history of the phrase· 'I am' we canno.t enter 

here: suffice that 1 1 am.~ signifies the Divin·e Presence. The 

recognition of himself as 'I am• by Jesus is the clearest im-

plication in the New Testament of the Divinity of Christo The 

Jews recognize this: they proceed to stone Jesus, because . in 

the light of Lev. 24:16 (He who blasphemes ~e name of the Lord 

shall be put to death: all the congregation shall stone him: 

the sojourner as well . as the native, when he blasphemes . ~he 

' 
Name, shall be put to death} he is guilty of blasphemy. 



• 

'< • • 

.-The point to be emphasized, for our pu:q>qses, ·in this 

context is that the .divine Name 'I am• ~ccupied a pr~minent . 

role in the liturgy of the Feast of Tabernacles. · The pertinent 

section o f it is described as follows .in .the Mishnah, Sukkah 

4:5 

How was the rite of the Willow~branch fulfilled? 

There was a place below Jerusalem called Motza. 

Thither they went and cut themselves young will9w . 

branches. They came ~nd set these up at the sides 

of the Altar so that .their tops were be.nt· over the 

Altar. · They then blew (on the shofar) a sus

tained, a qtiavering and another sustained blast. 

Each day th~y went in procession- a single time 

arounq th~ Altar, saying, •save now, we beseech 

thee, O Lord! We beseech thee·, O Lord, send 

~ow prosperity! R. Judah says: 'Ani waho! save 

us we pray! Ani waho~ save us we pray! But 

on thc;i~ day they w~nt in procession seven times 

around ·the Altar. When they ·departed what did 

they say? 'Homage to thee, o -Altarl Homage to-_ 

thee, 0 Altar! R. Eliezer says: 'To the Lord 

and to thee, o· Altar!. To the Lord and to thee, o Alta~! 



The use of the . phrase or formula 1 I am• by Jesus, .therefore, ·in 

8:58 is eminently fitting: the Feast of Tabernacles itself 

evoked it. And, if what we have written above. be anywhere 

near the intent of the Evangelist, in 8:59 we find the im-

plication that 1 1 am 1 has departed from the Temple, that 
. ~ .. 

'holy space 1 is no longer the abode ·of the Divine Presence. 

The Shekinah is no longer there but is now found .wherever 

Christ is, because later, 10:3i makes probable, if not un-

mistakeably clear, Christ himself is the Sanctified one, the . 

altar and Temple, the locus of the Shekinah. The consecration 

of Jesus referred to in 10:3? is to be associated with·.:the theme 

of the New Tabernacl~ (1:14} and the new Temple (2:.21). On 

this view 10:37 is the culmination of a series of replacements 

·associated with the feasts of Judaism. In chapter ·v the 

Sabbath feast is subordinated to the activity of Jesus in 

doing the work of life and judgement entrusted. to._:.him by the 

Father. In chapter vi the manna of the Passover story is 

replaced by the multiplying of bread as a sign that Jesus was 

the bread come down from heaven. At ·Tabernacles in 7-8 the 

water .and light ceremonies are replaced by Jesus the true 

source of living waters· and the Light of t.he worldo And finally, 

at-·the Feast of Dedication the old · tabernacle and temple are . 



replaced by the consecrated Christ. And we have ·suggested 

that w1thin this sequence belongs another step, indicated in 
. . . 

the geographic reference to the departure of ~esus from the 

Temple·, which symbolizes the departure of the Divine Presence 

from the old aHoly S~ace.' 

·. 

; . 
. ' 



2. 

Not only is the central place for Jewish worship to be 

replaced 'in Christ', but John shows an interest in other 'holy 

. places' which are also replaced or rath~r transcended. Two 

passages reveal this, one in 1:51 and the other in 4. 

In the very first chapter of the Gospel the question of 

'holy places' is at least one motif among others that emerge. 

We are concerned with the dealings of Jesus with Nathanael. The 

latter was sceptical of the Messiahship of Jesus on geographic 

grounds. 'Can anything good come out of Nazareth', ·he asked 

(1:.46). Nevertheless he is called "an Israelite indeed in whom 
q ... :.._\.L 

is no~." This should not be watered down simply tq mean 
<~LA.. 

that "he was a Jew without . ~." The last verse in Chapter 1, 

verse 1:51 implies clearly that John is thinking of Nathanael 

in terms of Jacob and his vision at Bethel. "Al)d (Jesus) said 
I 

to him, "Truly, truly, I say to you, you will see heaven opened, 

and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of 

Man." These words are recognized generally to refer to Gen. 

28:10-17, the story of Jacob at Bethel. But beyond this general 

agreement there is a wide diversity of interpretations. 

It would be arbitrary ·to fix on any single interpretation 

of 1:51 as the right one: the verse is kaleidoscopic. But at 



least among its possibly many cannotations we may. legitimately 

find a contrast drawn between the holy place of Jacob's vision 

which was for ?im 'the house_ O·f G<;>d and the gate of heaven• and 

in person of Nathanael's vision, the Son of Man. The passage. 

in Gen. 28:10-17 reads as follows: 

_· Jacob left . Beersheba, and went toward Hara~. And ;, t. 

he came to a ·certain place,. and stayed there that night, 

because the sun had set. Taking Qne of the stones of the 

place, he put it under his head and lay down in that place 

to sleep. And he dreamed that there was a ladde~ set up 

on the earth, and the· top of it reached to heaven; and 

behold, the angels of God were ascending and descending 

on it! And behold, the Lord stood above it and said, a1 

am the Lord, th~ God of Abraham your father and the God of 

Isaac; the land on which you · lie I will give to you and . 

your descendants; and your descendants shall be like dust 

of the earth, and you shall spread abroad to. the west and 

to the east and to the north and to the south; and by you 

and your descendants shall all the families of the earth 

bless themselves. Behold, I am with you and will keep 

you wherever you go, and will bring you· back to to this 



land: for I will not leave you until I · have dorie that of 

which I have spoken to you. " Then Jacob awoke from his 

sleep and said, "Sure the · Lord is in this. place: . and .I 

did not know it. 11 And he was afraid, and said, "How awe

some ·in this place! This is none other than the house of 

God, and this is the gat.e of heaven. 11 

The point .of John l:Si, in part at least, is that it is no 

longer the ~lace, Bethel, that is important, Qut the Person of 

the Son of Man. It is in His Person that 'the house of God 

and the gate of heaven' a.re now found. Where the Son of Man 

is the 'heaven will be opened' and the angels will ascend and 

descend to connect that heaven with earth, that is, Jesus is 

to pe equated in 1:51 not with Jacob or with the ladder of his 

dream but with the sanctuary at Bethel itself which is the 

link between heaven and earth ·and the place of God's habitation 

on earth. This interpretation has the advantage over many others 

,proposed of rely~ng simply on the Biblical text at Gen. 28. 

Furthermore, it comports well with the idea of the humanity of 

Christ as the dwelling place of God with men and as the new 

temple with which we have already dealt, and especially with 

the concept of the Logos becoming flesh in 1:14. 
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There are two other 'holy places' that are displaced in 

the Fourth Gospel. To examine its treatment of them in detail 

would prolong this discussion .inordinately: theevid~nce . for 

the position presented here must be given elsewhere. The two 

places are Mount Gerizim, the holy ~ place of the Samaritans 

and Bethesda. 

In the fourth chapter Jesus encounters the woman of Samaria. 

In the course of the chapter the following is recorded: 

The women said to him, "Sir, I perceive_ that you are a 

prophet. Our fathers worshiped on this mountain; and 

you say that in Jerusalem is the place where men ought 

to worship." Jesus said to her, "Woman, believe me, the 

hour is coming when neither on this moun~ain nor in 

Jerusalem will you . worship the Father. You worship what 

you do not ~now; we worship what we know, for salvation 

is from the Jews. But the hour is coming, and now is, 

when the true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit 

and truth, for such . the Father seeks to. worship him. God 

is spirit, and those who worship him ~ust worship in spirit 

and truth." The woman said to hiI,It,. "I know that Messiah 



• 

is coming (he who is cal-led Christ)r when he- comes, he 

will show us all things." J~sus said to hei:\ "I who speak 

to you am he." · 

It is impossible not to recogniz~ here the .displacement of 

both Gerizim· and Jerusalem as 'holy ·place' having a unique 

significance for worship: what matters is the Spirit and 

presence of Jesus. 

The case of Beth~sda is more difficult. The ·waters 

of Siloah were famous and signific~nt, being associated. with 

divine Messianic and cultic _power, so ·that we can regard . 

Bethesda as a 'holy place'. The main point of John 9: lf f _"is 

that the waters of Siloah are only truly enlightening if they 

can be ~quated wit~ 'The One Sent'. We encounter .here again 

the notion that a place of healing water has been replaced by 

Christ Himself •. The baptism of the One Sent has ·replaced 

i,; 
the baptism of a holy place~ Siloah. That Siloah had messianic 

connections in Judaism made i~ doubly appropriate for Johri's ., 
purpose. The- King of Israel had to· go to _the .waters of Gi~on· 

and the Midrash on Lev. Rabbah X:8 states-, on the basis of 

1 Kin.gs 1:33 that "King:s are anointed · only at a well". · For 

Jo~n,Jesus Himself is ~iloah • 

. . 
But there is an added significance. I would like to · 



• 

• 

Sl;lg<Jest, to the healing at Bethesda.. Recent archaeological 

research has revealed evidence that Bethesda was not only a 

'holy place' for Jews but aiso for Gentiles. Again the evi- . 

dence must be reserved. But, ·if so :t then we have a remarkable 

. progression in John's treatm.ent ·of .holy places. In chapters 

1 and 2 he throws the light of his criticism on the holy 

· place, Bethel, in the Old Testament and on the very Temple it

self; in chapter 4 the Samaritan holy place comes under attack; 

and in chapter 9 a Gentile ·holy place. The '~lace' where the 

Spir.it of God is to be experience~ is no long,er ·a 'place' but 

a :person • 



• 
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4. 

But what of the land itself in john? It does seem as if · 

the area where John the Baptist practised his. ministry had a 

theological significance for the Fourth Gospel, and it is 

natural to ask whether he ascribed such significance to Galilee 

or Jerusalem. 

Let us look at John the Baptist first. In 1:28, although 

this could be easily deduced from the context, it is redundantly 

noted that the Baptist~s ministry "took place in Bethany beyond 

the Jordan, where John was baptizing." Again in 3:22ff the 

place of the Baptist's activity is carefully defined: "John 

also was baptizing at Aenon near Salim, because where was much 

water there: and people came an.d we.re baptized." The various 

spheres of the Baptist'~ ministry are noteworthy. The reason 

is clear . Although the Baptist was destined to decrease and 

Jesus to incre~se ( ), yet he is .designated as "a 

lamp, burning brightly" (5:35), as · a witness to Christ (1:6ff, 

26: 5:33). That the sphere, "Bethany beyond Jordan," where 

John first baptized was peculiarly. significant appears from 

10:40ff, where we read: ,..He went away again .across the Jordan 

to the place where John at first baptized, and there he remained~ 

And many ·came to him: and they said, "John did no sign; but 

everything that John said about this man was true ... . And. many 



believed in him there. The incidence of this reference to the 

place where John first witnessed to Christ is to be carefully 

noted . 

.f As we have seen, in 10 :22..,.39·, ·there is a kind· of climax: 

Jesus has claimed to be the son of God, just .as in a section .. 
which 10:22-39 strongly recalls, that is, 7-:8, he had designated 

', .) 
I 
\ 

himself •I am• • The enmui ty o.f the jews · .h~d become intense 
. ' ' . 

' (8:59; 10:39). The break with Judaism was clear. But was 

' 
I there ar.y continuity to which Jesus c.ould · appeal? There was_; 
\ 

~n the. mini~try and witness of John the Baptist. And at this 

point of great disjuncture between Jef?US. and J~daism, John. 

\ 
turns to the Baptist and the place where his witness had been 

given. Tn the passage cited from 10:40-42 it . is . impl~ed that 

Jesus exercized a ministry in this regipn, but no· description 

of it is given.: the interest. in the pericope does not l ·ie in 

what Jesus did, but in ·the place where he did it-which was ·the. 

place where witness ·to Him had been. given as . the µamb of God. · 

The ministry of Jesus is attached geographically in this way to 

that of the Baptist not s6lely ·because hi~torically such may 
• 

hav.e been the case, but because there · is obvious anxiety .... ·to 

• 
preserve the relationship between the Baptist and Jesus. theol_. 

ogically. Topography s~serves ·theQlogy. 



,, 
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So much might be gleaned from the pericope in 10:40-42 

by itself even apart from t.he interpretation we have suggested 

for its context. Arid other-·interpre~ations of this context 

than the one suggested above are possible. Bultmann takes 

10:40-42 to be an introduction to a .new section, 10:40-12:33 

(along with the misplaced 8:.30-40: 6:60-71), and with 11:54, 

they constitut~ a framework for the story of the raising of 

Lazarus which Bultmann understands as a theophany. On this 

view no other geographic--theological significance is ·to be 

given to 10:40-42 other than the one we have. indicated above, 

that is, that which finds in them a.n anxiety. to connect Jesus 

with the witness of the Baptist. Bultmann does not emphasize 

the geographic connection but only the theological. Nearer .to 

the po~ition indicated above is that of R. E. Brown. .He takes 

10:40-42 to be a closure for the whole public ministry of Jesus 

and this ~eographic closure subserves two theological interests. 

First, Brown suggests--:because chapters~ 11. and 12 present in

dications that they are editorial additions--thep in the original 

outline of the Gospel which John prepared 10.:42 was followed by 

13:1. The pericope 10:40-2 looks .back to 1:11 (He came to his 
j 

own and his own received him not) which Brown interprets as . 

referring to "the h.eritage of Israel, the Promised Land and 

Jerusalem. 11 At 10:40-2 the ministry of Jesus . among: his ~ own, 



that is, in his own land, came to an end. · When -Jesus is in 

Jerusalem in 13:1 he has crossed the Jordan a second time and 

hi;s going to his 'own _land' . in another sense, that is, to be · 

with the Father. The departure from Judaea in 10:40-2, on 

this view, signifies the fulfillment of 1:11: it is a judgment 

on 'his own land' which has rejected the Christ. Geography 

again subserves theology. This is not essentially modif.ied 

when John later inserts 11 and 12 between 10:40-4 and 13:1 in 

the interests of providing a more dramatic conclusion to the 

public ministry in the raising of Lazarus. Without staying 

longer with the 'land of John the Baptist' we merely note that 

in 10 :42 it i _s no accident that many are said to have believed 

in Jesus there, in the place where witness had been borne to 

the Lamb of God. That place is on the way to becoming terra 

Christiana., and is to be contrasted with Jerusalem where Jesus 

had been rejected and was to be crucified~ Jesus had come to 

his 'own land', but had to escape from it. On the other side 

of Jordan he found a faith which his 'own land' had denied him • 
. ., 

The term ~r<E< 'there' in 10:40 and 42 · is emphatic • 

• Here, we seem to be confronted with . John's use of a geo-

• graphic entity--the place of the Baptist's wl.tness--for a 

theological purpose: here it is that of providing a degree of 



• 
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\ 
\ 

co~tinuity with 'the past' which the unbelief o~ Jerusalem was 

breaking in the ministry of· _Jesus, and· of .illustrating possibly 

the rejection of Jesus in his ·'own land' by providing a con-

trasting place 'where John had borne witness'. 

But how precisely is the phrase "his own" to be understood. 

in the Fourth Gospel. We have implied that it refers to 

Jerusalem and it has been argued that the ··native land• of 

Jews in John is Judaea and Jerusalem not Galiiee: Judaea is 

the scene where the glory was ·most manifested. Others have 
I ." 

refused t.his view and find it impossible to ·find a clear theo-

logical · significance attached either to Galilee or Je.rusalem 

in the Gospel. But even if Jerusalem is the scene of the 

glorification of Christ for John, the Cross being for hiin the 

supreme manifestatio11; of God's glory, it is also necessarily 

the scene of the divine judgement and .here is also a shadow 

cast over it. Desp.ite the manifestatio_n of the glory in them, 

neither Galilee nor Jerusalem are 'holy lands' for John. 

The Fourth Gospel, therefore , presents us with something of 

a paradox. If our approach to it be correct, it presents a critique 

of holy places . . For John as for the other authors of the New Test-

ament the glory resides in the flesh of Jesus .Christ. Bu~ para-

doxically although a person has replaced all holy places· as . the 

seat of the Logos, the doct+ine of the incarnation of the Word in 
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the flesh later was to sanctify all. flesh and to· provide a 

gateway to the revering of many a holy . place. · 



• 

• 

• 

v ·, 

The. Heavenly Jerusalem 

One other aspect of our theme remains. There are pas-
. . . 

sages where the name Jerusa~em signifies not an earthly city 

but a heavenly, and becomes a symbol of the final or ultimate 

community where God dwells with his owh. Only the briefest 

reference to these passages is possibie here. 

The earliest occurs in Gal. 4:21-27. Here, using an 

allegory, Paul thinks of those ·who adhere . to the law r~pre
.\ 

sent$ by Hagarjas the children of servitude and of those who· 

·are ln Christ as the . children of Sarah. In the course of his 

allegory Paul contrasts the homes to which these two groups 

belong. His .argument may be tabulated as follows: 

Hagar 

(=the Covenant of Law) 
corresponds to 

the present Jerusalem 

Sarah 

(=the Covenant of Promise) 
corresponds to 

the Jerusalem on. high 

'The children of Hagar have their home in the earthly city where 

God dwells in the Temple made with hands. But the children of 

Sarah, · Christians,_ who acknowledge a risen and exalted Lord, · 

know that their home is not on earth, but in heaven. Their 

mother is the Jerusalem on high. Paul shares in the apocalyptic 
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view that the heavenly- Jerusalem already exists in heaven. 

B~t those who· live by faith in Christ already live the life 

of the new Jerusalem; th~y are already citizens of heaven. 

Gal. 2:19-21, Phil. 3:20ff. On this yiew, the Church belongs 

to an already existing heavenly city. Notice that Paul does 

not say that this heavenly city will Pe established as a 

visible city on earth. But Christians on earth already do 
"\ 

sh!are in its glories: it belongs to that . realm "where eye 

hath not seen nor ear heard", that is, it is transcendental. 
' 

The same symbolism appears in Hebrews· at 12:18 - 24. 

Hei::e the earthly Mt·. Zion - traditionally the hill of Moriah 

whe're Abraham sacrificed Isaac, where David was victorious over 

the iJebu,sites, where Solomon's temple, the second· Temple and 

Herod's temple were s·ited - becomes a_ symbol of the society 

of the New Covenant, the· sphere of the ·spiritual fulfilment 

of the eschatological hope, the city of· the living God, whence 

He exercizes His rule. It is because God has his seat there 

that Zion is the city with foundations • . But God's· habitat is 

not on earth: He is in heaven and Zion therefore must be a 

heaveI?-lY reality. It is not so clearly implied as in Galatians 

that the Chur~h is part of the heavenly Zion. Rather Christians 

'stand before' or have drawn near to the heavenly city. Com-

-, 
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pare chapters 3-4 where the rest of God, _ not achieved for 

Jews through the conquest of the land by i)'oshua, still re

mains a possibility for Christians. In fact, for the author 

o{ Hebrews it was to this heavenly city that· even the heroes 

of faith in the Old Testament had looked (11:13-16). Chris

tians similarly have no permanent home on earth but are 

seekers for a city to come (13-14), a . c_ity that cam;1ot be · 

touched, eternal . in the heavens. 

And there remains further, the last book of the New 

Testament where the new Jerusalem pl~ys a climactic role. 

We cannot here assess the extent to which Revelation, like 

Paul, thinks of Christians as already participating in the 

heavenly ~erusalern or to what degree that he~venly 9ity is 

constituted by the Church. It is, however, difficult not to 

, ascribe to it a transcendental dimension. It comes down. 

Yes . But it is from heaven that it comes and that to a ~ 

earth. Surely the earthly Jerusalem has here lent its name 

to a spiritual, transcendental reality. 

Our survey of the evidence of the New Testament is over. 

Before we leave it and point out· its sigilif~cance, one thing 

must be emphasized, although it c_annot be enlarged upon here. 



It is this: in all the strata of the New Testament the context 

within which all· that we have written above, about Galilee, 
. . l ';> "Tu ~ v..W\L\i_~· 

Ii. 

Jerusalem, the ·temple, the land,/is that of a cosmic eschatology. · 
. {\ 

This must be emphasized because it sets our treatment in true 

• perspective. The cosmic awareness of primitive Christianity -

its doctrine of the new creation, t:Jle . new age, the cosmic Christ 

a~d the cosmic Church and the . cosmic salvation through these -
' . 

this could not but. pla~e. all Christian speculation on geographic 

entities that were central to Judaism ~n a minor key. (Judaism 

had this cosmic dimension also an~ it too, to that extent, de- . 

presses ·the doctrine of Jerusalem an~ the ~a~d. But that dirnen-

sion is more immediate and ubiq~itous in its intensity in 

primitive Christianity and the consequent depression greater) • 

. . · 



· Our survey of the data is over·. Can we draw: any broad 

\ conclusions? ·The data can be div.ided into two ·groups although · 
·, 

.these cannot be regarde.d -as watertight. 

First, · there ·are strata iii t_he tradition where the dogma 

of the land, Jerusalem ·and the Temple emerges in a critical or 

negative light. In one stratum (Act·s 7) it was rejected outright. 

In .other strata the land, Jerusalem and the Temple were taken 

up into a non-geographic, spiritual, transcendent dunension, even 

though in tP,eir transcendence. they al.so inlpin~ed upon or invaded 

-t'his world through. the -conunwiity o.f God and His Christ ; They 

became symbols especially .of eternal life; of the eschat.ological 

society in 'time and eternity·, beyond. space and sense·. In such 

strata· the physical eritities as such~-land, Jerusalem, -Temple--
. . 

cease to be significant , except as typ~s of realities .which are 
. . . 

not in essence physical.. It is justifiable to speak of the 

r .ealia of Judaism as being 'spiritualized • in the Christian 

dispensation . 

But, secondly, ·there are other strata in which the. :1-and, . 
. . . 

the Templ·e and Jerusalem, in their physical actuality are 

regarded positively; tpat is, they' retain their significance in 

.f. 
Christianity, · that is, in_ a posit;iv·e light. Th'is arises from 

two factors--History and Theology. · The emergence of the Gospels--

Kerygmatic as they may be--witnesses· to a histori°cal ' and, therefore, 

geographic concern · in the tradition which retains fo; the realia 



their full physical significance. The need to remember the 

Jesu~ of History · ent~iled the need to remember the Jesus of a 

particular land. Jesus belonged not only to time, but to spac~; 

and the space and spaces which He occupied took on significance, 

so that the realia of Judaism continued as realia in Christianity. 

H.istory in the tradition demanded geography. 

But a theological factor also helped to ensure this. 

Especially in the Fourth Gospel the doctrine that the word 

became flesh, although it resulted in a critique of distinct, 

traditional, holy spaces,~anded the +~cognition th~t where 

the Glory had a~peared among men all physical forms became suffused 

with it . "We beheld His glory" had the coro;I.lary that where this 

happened became s ignificant. If we allow a Platonic as well as . 

apocalyptic dimension to Hebrews and the Fourth Gospel then their 

authors believe in a sacramental process, that is, the process. 

o f reaching the truth by the frank acceptance of the actual conditions 

of lif e and making these a "gate to heaven." . Physical phenomena 

for them are the means. whereby the Infinite God and spiritual 

realities are made imaginable and a pre~ent challenge. Such 

"Sacrarnentalism" could find holy space everywhere, ·but especially 

where He had been: this sacrarnentalism has informed the devotion 

to the Holy Places among many Christians throughout the ages. 
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The witness of the New Testament is, therefore, twofold: 

it sits loose to the land, Jerusalem, the Temple. Yes: but its 

history and theology demanded a concern with these realities also. 

Is there a reconciling principle between these apparently contra~ 

dictory attitudes? There is·. It ha!? already been, by implication, 

suggested. The New Testament f:i.nds ho.ly space wherever Christ 

is or has been: it personalizes 'Holy Space' in Christ, who, 

as a figure of History, is rooted in the land, cleansed the Temple 

and died in Jerusalem and also lends His glory to these and to 

the places where He was: but, as Living Lord, is also· free to 

move .wherever He wills. To do justice tQ the personalism of the 

New ·Testament, that is , to its Christo-centricity, is to find 

the clue to the various strata of trad.ition that we · have traced 

and to the attitudes they reveal: to their freedom from space 

and their attachment to spaces. 

It is these attitudes--negatively and positively--that 

have i nformed the history of Christianity. Rejection, spirituali-

zation, historical concern, · sacramental concentration--all have 

emerged in that histor~ •. To· illustrate in a b~evity that is 

•, distorting--much modern theology, concentrating on demythologizing, 
1 

rejects these realia of which we speak a~ anachronistic: 1!Bt 

Medaeval and much Puritan thought. witness to their . spiritualization) 

the archaeological intensity of much modern scholarship point~ 
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to a histor.ical concern centering in the quest of. the historical 
. ' 

Jesus~andin Greek orthodoxy and in Medaeval Theology, expressed;, 

in the history of pilgrimages to Palestine and · in the CrusadesJ 

"""hie sacramentalisrn o·f which. I spoke is a striking motif. . To 

illustrate · a_ll this ·in . depth · is ·beyond the range · of this. But 

one thing in the history o·f Christianity--! do not say Chr.isten-

dom--needs no illustration, so Ubiqu~tous is it: its Christo-

centricity. In the end, where Christianity ~as reacted seriously 

to the realia of Judaism, ~hether negatively ·or positively, it. 

has done so in terms of Christ, to wh9m all places and ·all space, 

like all things else, are. subordinated. In sum, for t~e holiness 

of place ·it has fundamen-tally, though ." not ·con.sistently, ~ubstituted 

the holiness o_f the. Person: it has Christified holy · space. 

Professor Urbach has ·recently suggested · that J .erusalem as 1 place' 

. tmaqom) lent its name to God Himself in Judaism: this is '- · 6 t2 

penetrating significance fox:: ou_r purpose. ·Such a transference 

is· unthinkable in C~istianity where the~ Name. that is above 

every other Name is that ·of a · Person . . 
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THE CONCEPT AND HISTORIC EXPERIENCE : 

OF PEOPLEHOOD IN IS.LAMIC TRADITION 

by James 1'ritzeck 
. . 

University of Notre Dame 

Islamic traditio.n contains a plethora of concepts· of people-

hood. Each" of them has be~n employed I over centUries and continents;--

·! 

to denote and conn9te meanings which ai·e o!ten far r~rn9y.ed from their 

original meanings, but seldom. ~otally rinsed of .them. It is therefore 

-incumbent upon us, -at the outset, to utilize philology, the indispensable 

companion of all of our studies, in order to recognize the avenues of 

/ 

distinction which these concE;ipts have -~ollowed. 

All of the. basic concep~s of peoplehood in· the Isl.am le .tradition · 

. . 
have be~en expressed iri Arabic or Arabic loan-words. That is hardly . 

surprising, inasmuch as Islam's early and spectacular expansion was 
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the achievement of Arab tribesmen, and what they had to offer 

essentially was the Arabic Koran. Believed by Muslims to have been 

dictated as ~he final Word of God, . the Koran was naturally the funda-
• 

mental source of knowledge, and spoke particularly poignantly on the 

subject of peoplehood. Reflecting as it did the direction and pro-

gression of the Islamic faith , its sacred words were repeated and 

pondered over and over again, as they are today. 

Letting aside the name of the religion itself, Islam (submission, 

surrender), the most radical term which the Koran gave the Islamic 

"people" by which to name and describe itself was ummah. That seems 

to mean a group of persons, a community (usually within a larger 

community) to whom G~ has . sent a prophet and, even more specifically , 
_;) 

· those who, believing in this prophet, make a pact with God through .. 
1 

him. Obviously, that is already a very sophisticated concept, and 

one which underwent considerable development even within its koranic 
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2 
usage. . ... Mankind were o.nly one· ummah. then they ·reu into variance~ 

But for a word that preceded from thy Lord, it had been decided betWeen 

" 
them already touching their differences (X, 20)," whatever that means •. . .. 

At any· rate, various. urnam (the plural) there were, which Islam Is ummah· 

-
was divine!;: intended to reunite. or to replace. Not precisely in chrono-

logical I but certainly in logical order the ummah MuhammadiYvah (an 

extremely rare ·authorized usage pf the prophet's own name) was the 

Quraysh tribe, the Meccans, the Medinans, including signi~icantly Jews 

and Christia'ns until they received different designations, then all the 

'" 

· Arabs, and finally all of-mankind. 

In terms of the Arabian society into whic~ it was introduced in 

- . : : . :·~. 

· this fresh, native form, the concept of ummah was a highly. revolution-

ary one.. It attempted tq demote ·and indeed· to subvert several purely 

tribal .and milleni~-honored concepts (while sanctioning others) of great 

force. Ev~n more essentially and dangerous!~, it attempted to transcend . 
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and supplant an extensive soc'io-economic structure (by conjoining 

agnalive and cognatiye kin~hip, in parti9ular), with a brotherhood of 

mankind under th~ fatherhood of a single God,· Allah.· It was, .in ·short, 

3 
unpagan; unwelcome; and long unsuccessful. · 

' . ' 

Whether or not one can properly connect ummah with lli!lfil 

(mother) , or the tent of the chieftain's · wife· ~the "motherhou se 11
) , ·or 

just conveniently leave it as. a curious ~amaic loan-word, one must 

go on directly to the word ahl. TJ"ie verb ahala; meaning ".to take a 

wife, live in the same tent with her and prop~gate, 11 yields its noun 

ahl, "kinsfolk, inhabitants, domestic family. 11 · That was the word, 
' ' 

really·, which ummah found it ~asiest to accommoda.te, so to speak, 

as a vanquished rival. Thus everyone within or without tpe ummah 

was a member of several sor~s of ahl. One very prominently interested 

by Islam~ as it developed, was the ahl al-kitab, the "people of the . 

Book' II mainly Jews and Christians before they became ahl al-dhimmah I 
. . . 

----- -----
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the -"people of the. Pact" fo~ed between them and the nascent Islamic 

4 
state. It is ahlan which means "welcome." 

I should say right now that I intend tc:> pr9ceed in a zig-zag. 

fashion with these words, Islamic and "pagan" counterposed, for a 

reason. Sid.e by side with the conc.ept of ummah was jama'ah, the 

group which was the collectivity or· catholicity of believers in Islam·, 

1~ a distinctly proto-legal se·n~e. Oiie might say, with the dictionary, ... 

"gathering." For there is, with a bow to the English witan, ijma', or . 

·"consensus of the community,,.· which was to become ~ without much 

ado, a cardinal principal.of Islamic l~w. The. 1ama'ah is the group not 

only expressing itself but ·also institutionaliz_ing. itself. It is ·the some-

times benign and sometimes brutal "democracy" o(th.e pre-Islamic 

Arabs. But, nota be?e, the major "consensus" of the Islam~c community. 

was the giblah, the orientation of prayer in the direction of the Ka 'bah . . . - . . . 

5 
in Mecca. 
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Perhaps the crassest wciz:d' fc;>r "people II in Arabic. is the one. 

ingrai_ned in our minds from the haunting surah "of the People, II number 

114, ' the last in the Koran, namely nas. It is also one .of the most 

endearing. From anisa ~and anusa u, it means "to· be cornpanion_a_ble, 

sociable, ni9e, friendly." Uns is "sociability, intimacy, familiarity, 

friendly atmosphere." . Ins is man, mankind, ·human race, II and nas 

"peo~le, humanity." 

Nearer to our North Star umrnah is millah, used fifteen times 

.in the Koran, five times with pronominal suffixes, which is perhaps 

best translated as "confessional, creda,l, or religious comrnux:iity." 

It comes from the eighth derived form of malla, ''.to embrace a r~ligion, II 

whose fourth form, _it might l:;le salutary to notice, means "to be tiresome, 

boring, tedious, and contentious. 11 It connotes anxiety, and its partic-.. . . 

ular and concentrated usage by the Ottoman Turks in their millet system 

6 
no doubt contributed to its modern ni_ean.itl9 "nation." 
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Even more interesting are the words wata·n a·nd qawm. The 

word watan itself is not koranic •. The _plural of mawtin, is used opce 

in the.Koran, in IX, 25, "Allah has already helped.you on many battle-

fields." But the root meaning of wa:tana is· strong and,_ despite its 

absence in the Koran, a very important one. It means 11 to dwell, live , 

-reside, stay, settle down., choose for residence, take roof, and live 

permanently." Qawm is probably the most native. Islamic term of the 

lot. It is used three hundred and eighty times in the Koran; always 

with more or less. the same meaning, "tribe" or "nation of tribes." 

Being a.t the same time ~o koral)ic and so secular, it has always been · 

very useful to express the concept of "peoplehood." 

Even with watan and qawm., . the end of our philological journey 

is not even in sight ~ Words for family and group relationships~ like. 

words for· camels and date-palms, cluster in abundance 'in our lexicog-

raphy . . There i~ another I i1.1escapable word .with which we shall 
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te.mporarily conclude, namely sha 'b. Sha 'aha means "to gather, 
. . 

assemble, and raily," as well as, with -the admirable perversity of · 

all the Semitic tongues 1 "to disperse · and scatter." This word has 

essentially to do with branches, ramifications, sub-divisions, "branch-

. ing off" within some life-giving unity. Sha'bi, too, means "people's, 

.. 
nat~onal, pop1:1lar, and folksy. " One can be a far-off branch, or even 

a leaf of a branch, and! still be a ttacbed to the sha 'b ! 

A Tunisian aristocr.at named 'Abd al-Ra~man ibn-Khaldun., after 

. a s~ormy career in politics, retired ·to a caf?tle· in Algeria in 1375 and 

_pegan to write a · history of the world. Before embarking on his "narrative, 

/ 

however, he gave unhurri~d though~ to the nature of .human history. 

That thought, set down in .a lengthy Mugaddimah (introduction) to his 

·7 
history, has won him a peerage among marikind' s _gr,eat thirikers. · · 

Arnold J. Toynbee has pronounced it "the greatest work of its kind that 

8 
has ever yet been ·created by any mind in any: time or place." 
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Ibn-Khaldun was especially concerned with the relationship 

between races and religions! It was he who drew the distinctions 

most sharply between um mah and sha 'b on the one hand, and j ama 'ah · 

and gawm on the other. Like Isaiah Berlin's Tolstoy, he was by nature 

9 
. a fox, but believed in being a hedg~hog. He immortalized the term 

'asabiyyah (group feeling or solidarity}, which was the keystone of 

h{s philosophy •. In a famous passage he wrote: '"Because of their . 

savagery, the Arabs are the least willing of nations ·to subordinate 

themselves to each other, as they are rude, ·proud, ambitious, and 

eager to be the leader. Their individual aspirations rarely coincide. 

But when there is refigion among them, through prophecy and ·sairith~oq, 

then they _have some restraining influence in themselves. The qualities . . ' 

of haughtiness ahd jealousy leave them. It ·is, then, easy ~or them· 
·• 

' ' ' 

to subordinate themselves and to unite as a social organization·. This 
·' 

10 
is achieved by {I slam) the common religion they ·now hq.ve .... 

. .. · 
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Comparatively recently, Louis Massignon forced us back to the same 

11 
dichotomy, with even more persuasive evidence. 

. . 

If this paper were to have a thesis, it would probably be this: 

that in the course of centuries such purely Islamic (religious) and purely 

Arab . (secular) concepts of "peoplehood ,; as I have barely outlined above, 

by Islam's very nature, have intermingled astoundingly, for advantage 

and confusion, throughout the Islamic "world, 11 which encircles the 

globe. 

One could wish to take refuge in a specimen far removed from 

here, for example the creation of the Islamic state of Pakistan, or, safer 

still,. the modernization of Islamic law in northern l'.-Jigeria, to illustrate 

the contemporary results of Islam's historic experience of 11peoplehood. ". 

Instead, I propose to look straight in the eye of the obvious best example, 

modern Ai-ab nationalism. 
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Moderl) Arab nationalism I in my view I began as the creation 

.of s~me Lebanese Christians who belonged .to literary societies 

._ sponsored ·by American Presbyterians and Frei:ich Jesuits in the middle 

I~ 
of the last ·ce.ntury. For three centuries before, most of the Arab 

. . 
world had been part of the Ottoman Tur-kish empire -- numbed, exploited,· 

and made to feel' inferior. Foreign missionaries, working principally 

among Arab Christians, strove to revive interest in Arabic literature 

as a means of df?veloping a sense of pride in "being Arab. " 

Just as European nationalisms were made possible by the 

simultaneous l~ss of the ideals. of the one imperium and of .the ·visible 

unity of the C~istian Church, .so the successful transplantation a~d 

fertility of nationa~ism in the Arab world was made possible by the 

similar lqss in and beyond that world ·of. the ideal ·o.f ·a urtified Dar 

al-Islam (abode of Islam) .. But there was an immediate and obvious 
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difference in the·. situa~ion of Islam a·s it confronted its first nationalistic 

stirrings. That difference derived from Islam's singular character. as 

a religious polity whose dual nature was not intended to be distinguished, 

let alone disengaged. Although tht;? actual political unity of early Islam 

underan ecumenical caliphate had disintegrated within a few ce~turies 

~fter its establishment, the problems resulti.ng from that disintegration 

could not be called problems of "church a.nd state." 

Early Arab nationalists found themselves, therefore, faci~~ a 

peculiarly unac¢ommodating set of contradictions. Their new and alien 

notions ?PPeared to offer a choice, where one had not existed before or 

naturally, between. the religious and the politicaL Except .insofar as it 

. . 
was Willing to be regarded ~s an apology·for the East against the West 

(which was not far)·,· Arab" nationalism was account~d subversive by. the 

Turkish government in Istanbul_ and many of its le~ders were forced to 

seek r~fuge in Egypt. At-the · sa~e time it was. c~ught up i~ a Pan-Islamic 
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111ovement initiated by Jamal al_.Dfn Al-AfghRni, which the Ottoman 

sultan, for a reason to be mentiqned later, warmly approved. The 

·tenets and fundamental impulses of the two· movements were dist~nct, 

13 
it is true, but they were related. 

The vast majority· of Arabs instinctively· view themselves as a 

·segment, even the most important segment, .of Islam. ·wilfred CantWell 

Smith expressed the matter about as well as it can be expressed: !'No 

other religion in the world has been so successful as Islam in eliciting 

a c::onfessional pride in its adherents. However, in the Arab's case 

this pride in Islam i-s not separate from his nati<?nal enthusiasm, but 

infuses it an~ gives -it added point. On the personal ievel; it is Islam 

that .has undergirded and given ·cosmic context to the individ.ual human · 

dignity tpat is the Arab's honor. ·It was the Arabic language which God 

chose for His supreme revelatiqn to mankind; and which anyone·mu_st 

study who would closely know God.' s will. It was -the .Islamic impe-tus 
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that carried the Arabs from their obscure home into h~storic greatness_, '.· 

in conquest and cre·ativity . . Islam gave the Arabs earthly greatness; 

. . 

and vice versa, it was the Arabs who gave Islam its earthly success. · 

·. 
"The synthesis is close: an "identification, at times unconscious, 

of Islam and Arabism. On the one hand, _an Arab need not be pious or 

s~iritually concerned in. order to be proud of Islam's historic achievemen_ts; 

Indeed, he need not evep be a Muslim; Christian Arabs have taker! a share 

in ·that pride. On the other hand Muslim Arabs have never quite ackn<;:>wl-. 

edged, have never· fully incorporated into their thinking and especially 

.their feeling, eit,her that a non-Muslim is really a complete Ar.ab, or that 

... 

a non-Arab is really ·a complete Muslim. Arab Isla.m has neve.r given 

much serious thought to either group. · It is uninterested in and virtually 

unaware of Islamic greatness after the Arab downfall. The Arab sense · 

·14 
· of bygone splendor is superb~" 

There was much in Al-Af'g~ani's P.an-Islamism. which appealed 
. . 

. . . -

to Arab nationalists. Like themselves, the Pan..:Islamists squght to. 



unify and streng_then the Arab nations-, though they envisio~ed a muct~ 

. . 
larger unification of th_e entire Islamic world and the re-establishment 

of the caliphate (hence the approval of the Ottoman sultan, who curiously 
.f 

s~w: himself-as the likeliest candidat~ for caliph). Muslim Arabs found 
• 

. no irreconcilable conflict here. 'Abd al-Rahman Al...:Kawakibi and Muhammad . . 

'Abduh brought the two· programs into formal harmony-. The Arabs, they 

contended, were meant to be pre-eminent among the Islamic peoples. 

. . 

According to traditional Islamic law only an Arab of the. Quraysh tribe . 

(the tribe of the prophet) could become caliph. The· conclusion was quite . 

obvious: Arab unity would- lead eventually to Pan-Islam under the rule of 

15 
an Arab caliph. 

Me.anwhile Christian Ara~ ·nationalists, taking careful note of 

thes_e developments advanced a theory of secular nationalism and 

em_phasized the anti-Turkish implication of the movement. But some of 

them had gon~ a ~ong· way toward accepting the ·Muslim goals • .. The Ligue 
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de la Patrie Arabe -in Paris, under a Christian leader, advocated the 

replacement of the Ottoman suitanate in Istanbul by a~ -Arab. caliphate 

in Medina. "Let every one of. us say, 'I am Arab'" another Christian 

wrote I "and if being Arab is only possible by being Muslim, let him say I 

'I am Arab and Muslim. '" . 

The uncertain state of Arab nqtionalism. ~t the outbreak of the 

First World War and the commencement of the Arab Revolt is well illustrated 

in the contrasting views of the nominal leader of that -Revolt, Shar1f ~usayn 

of Mecca, and those of his son Amir 'Abdullah.. Sharif Husayn was exactly . . 

the type of candidate for the c·aliphate that the Pan-Islamic rnove.ment, 

Al-Kawakibi, ·and the ~igue de la Patrie Arabe h?d in mind • . Yet. ~usayn 

espoused no theory of Arab nationalism; he was pl~dged to a traditional 

Islamic theory of the state as modified by Turkish practice. His son 

'Abdullah, on the other hand, .was an ardent Arab nationalist who looked 

forward to a "free, independent, and leading Arab nation." 'Abdullah · 
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went on to say: "The Arabs are nothing without ·Isl~m, . and it is one 

of their duties to strive to re~tore their greatness, their right, and their 

16 
caliphate." 

The prospects for any· spacious Pan-Islamic or even .Arab unity 

were substanti~lly dimmer after the First World War than they had been· 

ju st before it. The Ottoman empire had been defeated and dismembered,· 

. but the settlements at·v~rsa1lles dasheq the high hopes of /µ"ab natioi:ia~ists . 

and reinforced their aggressions against the "Great Powers." Sharif 

Husayn assumed the title of caliph in 1924, but he received so little . . 

alleg~ance or support that before the year ~as out he was no longer even . . 

. 
king-of Arabia; I should prefer, for the purpose of .this enquiry: to stop 

history right there. 
f 

. . 

• I do not recall having ~een it pointed out that the word 'arab' 

(Ara.b or Arabs). is never used in th~ Koran. The relafed word al-a 'rab, 

however, which is ... usuq.lly translated something like "wandering, 
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unsettled, uncivihzed tribe-smen, " 'is used ten times, six of them in_ . ·, .. 

the same surah (IX)~ and always With a rather bad connotation, for 

( - example 11Among those around you of the wandering 'Arabs' there are 

•• ·un an · hypocrites (IX, 101) . 11
• The .. words 'arabiyy and 'arabiyY , "Arabic" 

in the nominative and accusative cases, are used el~ven times, seven 

times as ·an adjective with the word Qur'an, indicating of cours~ the 

la.nguage in which the Koran was ''.revealed;" three times with the word · 

lisan_ {tongue or language), ·and once with hikmah {wisdom), obviously 

with the -same linguisti_c meaning. 

. . 
In 1881 a Muslim Arab nationalist ventured the_ following definition 

of watan: "In general watan means the land in which the ummah lives,. 

I 

< but specifically watan means· a habitation: the soul is a watan because 

it is the habitation of_ perceptions, the body is a watan be.cause it is · . ' 

the habitation of the soul, clothes are a ·watan because they are the 
- . 

habita_tion of the body I the house I the street,• the town, the country I 
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.17 
the earth, the world-, are ·au. wata·ns because they are habitations." 

Mu~ammad 'Abduh defined watan in a similarly guarded way: · 

"Li_ngui stically, wa ~an means ~ without exception, the place where . the 

person lives;_ it is synonymous with the word · sakan.. . The -word as 

used. by ·those who. study politics (ah!' al""siya.sah) means the place after 

which you are called, where your .right is. sa.fegu.arded, ar:iq the claim 

of which on you is known, .where you are secure in yourself, your kin 

· and your .possessions. ; .• Watan was defined· by ~he ancient Romans:. 

(sic!) as th~ place wh.e~e the person has rights and poli ticalduties ••• 

There are ~hree things in a watan which compel love, soli'citude and . . 

vigilance for .it. They a~e as follows : First, wa:an is the abode where 

there is food. protectipn ' · kin and children; Second., it is the place of 

rights and ·duties, which are the focal poi~ts of political life a·~d the 

importance of which is obvious; Third, it is the place with which. one 

is associated and through· which man is exalted and honoured, or cast 
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as rooted in ·the will of God. National 

feeling was given an out-an-out r~ligious 

colouring ••• " (2) 

The second quotation is from Vol. II. In an important cha'Pter 

on the place of Han in Creation Dr. Eichrodt writ.es, 

" •••• in his co~frontation w-ith autonomous 

Nature Man sees himself' as having a divine 
. ' 

vocation. This shaping of the Man-Nature 

relationshi~ into a matter of ~ersonal conduct 

acquires its focal point in the bestowal 

on Israel of Canaan as the God~giTen land 

of her inheritance. By making possessio~ 

of the l~nd depe~dant upon !aitbfulneee to 

the covenant God includes M~n'e relation · 

to lfature within the sphere o! responsible 

human behaviour, and impresses upon· him 

his dietinctive position 1-n the world ot 
creatures.'-' Q) . 

That second quotation ha·s a universal significance in' 

the ·history of. mankind. ·.It points back to the very roots o! 

man's primaeval religious consciousneea, aa it also points 

forward to this World Conservation Year. 

The first quotation speaks directly into the historic 
' . 

experience of religious nationalism, or, if you will, or ail 

~ational religion. In .this colloquium we must ke,p our 

perspectives wid~ • . And it goes without saying that part of 
' . 

our perspective must e~brace the world ot ~slam, and the 

}~uslim focus upon this particular land. The relevance of 

; __ ,._,, ·-- · - ··----
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t::i~ to r.!y subject yo"J. will soori discov_er. 

If it be tr:ie that . there is no Je_wish pr.iyer w~ich · do:?s 

;iot :-e!e:i: t\> J~ :-l.i:salec: and the Land: th.at Jews all pray towerds 

t ~1 : s.;\~!C centre; and are in spirit in -that centre: th3.t the ful~ess 

Jf t~e Je~is~ pe~ple c~~ only be expr~s~ed in th~ land: tnen at 

leagt we ~ust be prepared t~ see a kind~e4 relationship in the 

~:c-:-~'."ience o:' i·.uslia:s. 

It is a,... i ndisputable f::iet that in the fullest s e !'\se of 

t he word :i :-~uslim can !)nly be a l-iuslim if he l:!.ve:l i n a i':uslio 

state unc er a ~':usli_::t government \':hich fully observes the Shari' nh. 
ls a di~tin~uished Arabid schpla~ re~inds us 

" 'i'ne tribes of men, as the Qurl~n sees them, are 

·~nstallcd in their habitations'- 'caused to colonize' is 

t h e r:hrase in .;>ura x1.l1 - for t~e saoe purpose~ 

o f ':tn.~nifyir.g the Lord' that belon5 w-ith t!'le Hebrew 

~ enze ~f 7oc~tion to a 1od~fear{ng husb~ndr~ 

and a •Jo :l-c~hf'~ssi !'?g sccie.ty'' ~) 

·we a:re all tenant-faraer~ ot God's goocl ear.th, a truth 

deeply written into the religio;.;s heri tase or the J.ew, the 

Christia n and t he i·iuslim. The saiz:e writer can add by w~y 

"I'here is about Juciaism, Christi<:nity an·d 'Islam 

in the i··iiddle "?:ast, a coCl.l:lon i! ad::ittedly . . . ' 

diversified sta~e in the .territorial concept, Each. 

· in their. different ways · involves a trinity · 

of peo ple·, ::io,,k e nd land: · ana .thi·s ·::easure of 

ioentity is no s~'"ll part of thsir disc·ord 

and unt3s onis:::, both actual and abstri'lct." (5) 
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In the setting of our contet~-porary v.'orld we dare not forget 

for one moment that the na~es in Arabic by which Jerusale~ is 

!en own to Arabs and Husli!!!s, are Al-'-~uda t Bei t al-Y.a·qdis 1 and 

Beit al-Huqa<!da.s, .- all of which derive froll'. the same root 

to signify holy, sacred and hallowed. There is ·a deeply 

cherished tradition that the Prophet Muhammad sai.d of 

.Jerusalem 

"it is the land of the in,gathering and 

of ag!:?'egQtion; go to it and worehi~ in it, 

for one .act of worshi~ there is like a 

thousand acts of worship elsewhere" (6) 

And we· ou~ht not to forget another Muslim conviction expres~ed 

. by Al:.Muqaddasi 1 . a tenth-century citizen o! Jerusalem who 

could write 

"Verily l·!ecca and r~edina have claims to· superiority 

on accoutjt of the Ka'ba and the Prophet, but 

in !act, on the Day of Judgement these two 

cities will come to Jerusal~m and the perfection 

of all three will ·be united together." {J) . 

In the fullest understanding of the significance of Jerusale~. 

tor all three Faiths, Jew, Christian and Muslim_. all three 

together should be able to say 'Amen' to that visi9n of the 

culainatio~ of hu.:nan history. 

'«ii th th!s, !or me, -indispensable · introduction I turn 't!) my 

c :i.in ther::e. My attention has b.een drawn to a qu·otation fron: 

. Herbert. :'ieiner' s book The wild ~oats of 'Engedi, a quot.at ion 

I have not been able to verify, in which ne oays 

"Christianity has never taken in the Roly Land'' 
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There is, of couroe, a very real sense in which what ~e eaya 

is · quite true. Christianity· in its foundation document, the 

New Testament, is not territo.rialized. When in the first of .. 

the lett~rs attributed to st. Peter he addresses "those sca~tered 

abroad'' as· the. "elect people of God" (8) .he is_ not thinking of 

thee! as potet1tial ima:.igrants to some still-to-be-recovered· 

ho~eland. When .St. Paul l'ITites to the Christ~ans in Galatia 

about Jerusal.e!!l he is at p_11ins to distinguish between the" 

Jerusale!:'l, the· e3rthly city, and the 'Jerusalem whi.ch is 

abQve ••• which is the f.lother. of us all'. (!}) noth, as Christians, 

are echoing the words of Jesµs Christ in his talk with the 

wo~an of Sat'iaria, as the Fourth Gos'[)el records it, ·as insisting 

that the hour is coming when the true worshippers will be those 

Who worship 11in S'[)irit and in trutb11
1 uncommi~ted to . aif{ earthly_ 

sanctuary. 

As touching the four.~ation documents of -the Christian 

.faith . there is no imperative about Jerus;Siem, .nor is there ~ny 

fixation about the Holy Land, the mainly sordid record of the 

drusadea notwithstauding. That, however, is not to say that 

there · is not a powerful sentiment well-ex-pres~ed by . the · l~nes 

"••••••••••: ••• those holy fields 

Over whose a~res walk'd those blessed feet 
Which fourteen hundred year~ ago were ~ai1'd 

For our advantage on ~he ·bitter eroas'' (10) 

Down the centuries saints and scholars· and eountlel!s multitudes 

of ordi nary ~en an~ . women have made pilgrimage there in fact or 

in imagination. Tw~ other l'ef'erenc·'a from English poets may 

suffice to indicate the mystical significance of Jerusalem for 

Christians. · The first I aiso take from Shak~speare • . 
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But a word· of explanation is called for before the <iuotat-ion~. 
' As part of 'il'estminst~r -"•l?bey, E~<s1a;nd' s nattonal shrine, 

which I ·hnve the privilege to serve, there is~ very glori?us 

chamber kno\.in as 'Jerusalem•. That word of explanation is 

~~cesssry if you would get the ~eaning of what follows taken 

from Shakes~eare's plai Henry the Fourth,Part II. In Act IV 

the dying king is lying ~n that Jerusale~ Cha~bir. Ad4reasins 

his son al'!.d heir .the dying ·king says ·"I ••• had a pur"T)ose now 

to lead out many to the Holy L~nd. 11 Unconsciousness supervened. 

~7'e ·covering for a moment before he dies be asks 

"Doth any na::ie particuiar belong 

unto the lodging ·where . I first did swound?" 

~'~is called Jerusaleo, !llY noble Lord" . 

"Laut:! be to God!" (the king replied)" .even 

there my life muat end. 

It hath been prophesied to me ~any years 

! ·should not die but in Jerusal•m, 

which vainly I su~9~5ed the aoly Land. 

But ~ear me to that Chamber; there I'll ~~e 

In that Jerusalem sh11ll Harry die" (i1) · 

Two centuI:"ies later Williar:: Blake picks up the - thought of the 

older poet 

.. 

"And did those . f'eet in ancient time 

·1!ia.lk u:coh; E:ni;,1and 's mounta_:1.ns green 

and was the holy Lamb of God . . 

On England's pleasant pastures ·seen 
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11:\T?d c iti t!1e 9our..tenancc Divine? 

S~ine · forth up~n our clouded- hills? 

· A4d was Jerusale~ builded h~re 

~mong these dark Satanic mills? 

. 
'·'I will not cec: se from ~·.ental F~gl:t 

· ~!or shall my -Sword sleep in ·my hand 

'l'ill WE· have built Jerusalem 

In· :::.n,::;land' s green and pleasant lo.r.d ,, 

,. 

(12) 

· ! ~ave ~rcfDced ~Y ~6rc tistorical tre3t~ent by the•e refercn~es 

to two ?Oets because I woul~ not have you think I underestimate ·· 

~enti~ent or icafination. ~hese two qualities of t ·he hui:r.an 

spirit h~ve ~rofoundly influenc~d Judai~~ o~d Isla%, as in a 

rather differc.nt way they have influer.eed Chri:stian~ty and, 

in '!)articulcr, the rnaj.or "destern religiou,s tr~di tions · in re;r..rird 

both ~o . Jen;sa1e~ and the iioly Lan.1. 

i\n e::irl:; : h:-is t is:-i ,"..pologist could :Jive vivid e~ression 

to t 'le . :~e\i Test =Jr.:~n t i "'isi.~~ ts alreadr quoted whe;1 he wrote 

t6 .. ,·o.ras the end of the second century . of the Christfan era -

"Ch.ristian.s are distinguished · i'rom the i:'~st o! 

~er. ~either by country nor by langl.lage nor 

by cuatoo u •• ~ They live in . fath~rlands ~f 

their own but QS n~ienj~ They share ~11 things 

as citizens and suffer ~11 _ thinK~ tis strangers~ 

?.v,;ry · f'oreis !l land ·is the-ir retherlant'_ a ·r..d every 

fr.therl:.ind a fo.reign land"· -~IJ) 

~hat has .r~~ai~~d an 8Cthentic st~ain in historle ~hrist18n~t~, 

it has ·been renect.e~ in the cissionary expan~ion of the Christian 
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Faitb, ·but it cannot be said to have been characteristic o! 

ordinary Chr.istian· thinking down the · centuries. 

ouch more land consciou~. 

He bas be~n 

His thinking has be~n ·ambivalent. And here let oe state 

expli citly that as touching the the~e I am trying to unfold 

Ctiristian tradition has been recarkably uniform !or all the 

diversity of organisation/. Ro'!lan Cathoti·c, Lutheran, Reformed, 

Anglican, to meption the four main •;iestern' _expressions of 

Christianity, have, as I will show, much in common. 

(I ao n.,t overlooking the great Greek tradition of Orthodoxy, 

or the other Christian comctunion·s or the Middle East, but 

these are not contained within my brief). 

Thia co~oon horitase of all the !our major Western 

traditions h~s at its very heart an ambivalence which bas to be 

understood. On the one h~nd there is a funda~ental ineistanee, 

demanded by loyalty to the New Testament, on what we cay call 

ex-territorializ~tion, a refusal to think .in terms of any kind 

of geographical limitation. 

It was during the death-throes of -the Roman ~apire that 

Au~ustine wrote his City of Ood, with its bold distinction· 

between the C~vitas Dei and the Civltas Terrena. Ae 
Chris topher Daws~n has we~l su~med up this view of history, which 

has influenced all subsequent Christian thinking, and, in particular, 

has deternined the· shn~e of Europe's Middle Ages, 

"Two loves built two cities. · The love of 

Self builds up Babylon to the contempt 

of Cod, and the love of God builds up Jerusalem 

to tho conte~pt .of Self. ·All histqry co~sists 

of the evolution of these principles embodied 
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in two soeiet ies,- 'blended one with another 

and ~ovi~g on in all changes of time~ 

fr~~ the beginning of the human race to 

'" 0') the cne of the wor~d~ Y- 'I-

?hat underst~ndins on the one hand. But on the other ho.nd. 

a~~ ~t the s~me time there was the ceep historical 'ex~erience' 

of Chrintcnf.o·n - and Christ~ndo~ was essentially a terr'itoriai 

concept. ~~d it ex~ressed the ideal unity or people, Faith . end 

lano. 

True as it is that mediaeval Buro~e was a loose federation · 

c-f ve,ry niverse rnces ancl .cultures yet it had a unity im-ooscd 
~ . ' . 

upon it by a com~on relieious and ecclesiastical tradition. _ ~he 

key concept or mediaeval think~ng was ~r one indivisible .divine 
-

institution presided overy ·by God's vice-r~gent in Rooe. This 

- ~eant that in every particular kingdom in that mediaeval world 

the papacy exercised an i~perium wh?se subjects, that is all 

.the inhabitants of Christendom, stood i~ an im~edist& retatio~ 

of gubjeetion to the occupant of st. Peter's Chair. ls it has 

begn well e~ressed 

"the fundamental idea of the r-addle A~es 

had been that of the CO•Ordination of 

church an~ state as the co-ope~~ting orga~s 

o! the corpus ChristianUl!I". {!5) 

-r11~ Hol.:t Roman Church a.!ld the Holy ~-ll!lan So~ire ..,ere the co~pos~te 

i1foal which haunted the minds of. men f'ro::i the moment when th.e -

- ·~Ark ~~es' felt the . lightenin~ or' the dawn of n new age, whoee 

sy~bol was t he c~ronation of Charlemagne by ?o~e Leo III. Ideal3 . . 
that haunt men 9re no less id~als because they ar~ not realized. 

7his ideal of Christe~do~ is ati'l alive, ~ost co~~only in the 
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ft)r ;;· of :.:rords '~hr.istia!1 civiU.~ation', which a!forC. si:me of the 

rr: ·:')St unl!b~ly politic.i1-t!"l3 with rich · scope for rhetoric. The 

tri~ity of ?eo~l~, Faith an~ land s~ill holds itA mediaeval 

'S'::~:.r (')Ver the imagination ~~ r:!odern white ::ien in s~11ther~ Africa. 

!he med iaeval aynthe~is had its ~oments but th~y .were brief. 

~ediaevul idea. ~he ~efor~ation br~ke its o~ganisation&l unity. 

?h~ ~atio~ st~te hecaoe the legatee of the Cornus ~hristianu~. 

~hot is i=nort3nt for ou; 5U~jeet is to realize that the 

u~h~nval~ of the 15th, 16th and 17th centurie~ did not destroy 

th~ unity of ~eo~le, Faith and ~3nd. ~hat t~ese urheavals did 

was t~ ~ive to thi~ trinity a ·new understanding. 

historia~ ~~s ~ut it 

As 3. Lutl:tera!'t 

rr;.-he !oun~c::-~ r,f the ~~diaeval "Sur-:>pea!'l ~Tutional 

st~te~ fo11owa~ the exa~nl~ oi the on~i~~ts. They . 

·!:!C'->!)ted C!:r1.st5.anity ns t ·he official rel!.e;ion. 

of t heir real~s with th~ expectation of 

secu.rtnr; ?'::!litical unity." 6:6) 

Blsewhere t"ie snr:::!? hl~t~rian writes o! the ;!cforrr,ers that 

"They r::aintained the tr11di ti.on that had prevailed· 

thro1i r:hout the I-!iddiE Ages ,'lnd h.ad · 6ho.ped all 

in~tituticns, nn~el~, that ~eace, ·etincord, an1 unity 

e.ould 1.ot !)revail in a soeio-politiea1 C·~!!lrriunity 

unlee~ all its ~emtiers wera b~und together by 

·the ~2me re1.1.$i~us conres~ion. '' (i 7) 

In the sequel we fi!'ld the ~~inei~le or euju~ ~egio ejus religio 

established evP.rywhere in the .old territorial unity of Christendom. 
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. Peop1e, Faith ·a.ud Lanq ·are 1 if pos~ible !:lore completely conjoined 

than ever, at least in theory. And how powerfully and painfully 

.. that the(')ry \i<lS practised is written: large in the history of 

religiou~ dissent in· \·ies.ter'n Surope 1 right do.wn to the 

19t.h century~ 

· The Stata;.Churches of Sca.!ldinavia and Brftain, of Spain and 
' - . $ . 

.f,ortug:il, the Land~irc;hen or Germany, the J>apal States, still 

reflected in the diplomatic office· of the Papal .Nuncio• all these 

are· ex-pressions of the religious corn-promise cujuS- regio ejus religio~ 

Nor is the gr~at Calv~niot tradition a genuine exception. 

'!'rue enough Calvin himself ·woulcl have : nothing to do with the 

princi~le ·cujus regio ejus reli~io. The· v'ry idea of a 

natiorial church is, . in <;:al Vin 1 a own ~bought a contradic.tion . in 

terms for the church by its very natu~e is universal. Yet, be 

that ~o, it remains a fact that Calvin's Gene·va . 
:-·•·· ··· 

"proclaimed that the Church establish.:nent 

was coterminouR with its boundaries. Gcnev~ 

indeed was a .Church as much as it 

was a State". (}8) 

' In Calyins Geneva the Reforced ty-pe oi Christian~_ty was accepted 

aiter -public deba~• and by deliber~te resolution 9 Th~ deeisio~ 

was en !orceable by .. law.· Any who pe.serte·d ot~er principles were . ' -· . . . . 

deemed to be enemies of the commonwe~lth, and were liable to be 
\ . 

tre_at·ed as . crioinals. !nd"'ed 1 t b~came impossible to distinguish 

betwee~ trial by the Cb~sisto~y artd trial ~Y the Magistrate~ 

"Calvin ••• endeavoured to build · a city: 

of Go_d in .the civil cozmuni~y because 

he was pi::rsuaded . that. the "whol:e 

individual and common lif'e o·t men should be -

.· . , 

·• 
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3. One might well consi_der, for in.stance; how and why Islam was 

. . . 
. in Abyssinia even before it. was in Medina; and th~n consider how and 

.. 

wh_y it. was iri northern France precisely on the centenary of the prophet's 

' death. : ~ 

4. "You have com~ to your people.," approximately. 

5. Massignon, ..QP. cit., p. 98. 

6. Bernard· Lewis, A Handbook of Diplomatic Arabic (London, 1947), · 

) . 

. p. 59. I suppo~e the most convenient account of the millet system is 

· . . . . 

to be foun~ in Islam.ic Society and the West., ed. H.A.R. Gibb and H. Bowen 

Vol. I, Part 2 (London: Oxford University Press, 1957), pp. 207-6'1. 

7. . The Mugaddimah: ~Introduction to History, tr. Franz .Rosenthal, · 

3 vols.· (New York: Pantheon, 1958). 

8. A Study of History, 2nd ed. (London: Oxford Uni~~rsity Pre.ss, 

19 3 5) I p • '3 2 2 ~ 

. . . 

9. Isaiah Berlin, The Hedgehog and the Fox (London: Weidenfeld a~d 

Nicholson, 1953),p. 4. 
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10. The Mugaddimah, vol. I, p. 305. 

11. Massignon, QQ.. cit., p. 98, n. 4. 

12 • . The classic study is George Antonius~ ·The Arab Awakening 

,; {New.York, Putnam, 1938); see also Hazem Nuseibeh, The Ideas of Arab - . -.- ---

Nationalism {Ithaca: Cornell. University Press, 1956), and Arab Nationalism: 

An Anthology, ed. Sylvia G. Haim {Berkeley and Los Angeles: Un.iversity 

of California Press, 1964). 

13. Cf. Malcolm ~err, Islamic Reform {Berkeley and Los Angeles: 

1966); on the Turkish experience, Niyazi Berkes~ The Development of 

Secularism in Turkey (Montreal, 196.4). 

14. Wilfred Cantwell Smith, . Isla~ in Modem History (Princeton; 
. . 

Princeton University Press, 19 57), pp. 9 4.,...5. 

15. Harold W. Glidden, "Arab UnitY.: Ideal and Reality," in The World 

of Islam, ed. Jame's Kritze9k and R. Bayly Winder (London: Mai;:mill~n·, 

1959) I p~ 251. The texts may be found in Ettore Rossi1 Documenti 

sull'origine ~sill sviluppi della guestione araba 1875-1944 (Rome, 1944). 
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16. C. Ernest Dawn, "Ideological Influences in the Arab Revolt, !' 

in ibid o I pp·. 233-.48 o 

17. Al-Kilam al-::thaman (Cairo, 1881) I p. 16 .. 

18. . Cf. my "!~lam y nacionalismq arabe, II . Estudios Orientales 

Vol. IV, No. l (1969), pp. 1-15. 

19. Sons of Abraham: Jews .• Christians, Muslims (Baltimore and 

Dublin~ 19GS), p. 95 . 
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T~e· Coneept and Historic Srperienee with. Land 

in Major ~estern Religious Traditions 

- an In~er~retation 

by 

Max Warren 

A very distinguished citizen or the State· of Israel 

was recently quoted in the London Times as saying 

"Our roots in ·the land o! Israel are 

deep but our young branches are still 

tender. · We h&ve · just begun to build ..-· 

our land. :.very ,11.1age 1 vineyard and scho~l '. 

are the fruits of our efforts to trans~orm 

a people dispersed in- exile into a 

nation welded to the land." (1) 

' 

If I am at all to d~scharge the task committed .to me 

in this Paper l must begin by indic;ating a sycipat~etj:c 

understanding of the statecent which I have just · ~uoted. 

i'urtbermore I must relate it to the his.tor1 .•. the long 

history which lies behind it. And to that end I would give 

you two abort quotations from a distinguished German theologian, 

Dr. Walther Eichrodt, in hi~ ·two volume work - · 

?~eology of the Old Testament. I quote from Vo1. · 1.· 

"Because the divine covenant did not 

embrace simply the· Israelites as individuals 

or the t 'ribes. as separ·ate_ .entities, but 

the- peo-ple· as a whole, . it . wa.s. ·possible . 

to recognise the existence o·r the nation 
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.one of obedience to the divine commandments"~ (i9) 

By way of a eol:lI!lent on that I received, while preparing thia 

Paper, a letter ·rrom one of the most · e::inent of ·our .Oritish 

theologians who w~uld . certainly claim to be an enthusias~ic 

disciple of Calvin. · Re wrote as follows, 

"For Calvin ••• God rules (!Ver Chu.rch and · 

State by one · and the same Ruler~ the Mediator, the 

ascended and enth_roned 'EUgh Priest. Hen~e God 

rules over the State through the proclamation 

of Christ and his Kin~dom. to the State. But 

Calvi~is6 tended often not to follow 

Calvin here." (-io} 

The 1ettcr goes on to show how Calvinism developed the view 

of "a covenant as a contract that included the whole people9 

.be;lievers and unbelievers, but within which the Church existed 

as a visible canifestation of the . Cov.enant of grace" (.2o), 
This in turn led to that Church-State relationship which emerged 

.in Scotland and Holtand. 
· . . 

I have. ie!t to the end any consideration o.f my own tradition 

which is th·at of Angli.eaniso.; I do .not pretend ·to anything .very 

distinctive. · ror at least thirteen· centuries the Ecclesia Anglicana 

subsisted within the great Christian tradition of the Western \·lorld. 

It had its o·,.;n insular idiosrnerasies then as it ·has now. 2.erbapa 

its c:ost ir::portant eharac·teristie was its own form of the parish 

system. This was nt one and the sa:ne· time the expression of a 
II . 

E.ipiritital, political · and econol?lic ,a'nity and• in thie rea-pect, was 

rather differently composed th~n it was on the ·continent. 
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nTo th~oind of .t.he ordinary Sl!glishman in the 

Midrlle As~ s , there ~3S little distinction between · 

church and state. ,~ ·t the· p'lrish meeting .held in 

the. c"hur.ch under tbs guidance or ~he pr~est, all 

~atters affecting the well-being of the 

parizhoners w~re considcred ••••••• so well did 

the parish ~egulate its affairs, that in 

the .c:iiddle of the sixteenth century, wh·en 

some definite area had to be made · 

res~onsible for the rapair of the highways, it 

was ~~t the lay area of the manor nor o! 

the to \·tnship which was Pelected, but 

tne eceleoiastical area ~f the parish. 

Since the parish ha4 rilways be~n 

t f,e focuo o! the social life of the people 

i~ was natural tt~t, when the strong 

central gov~rnroent of the Tudors attacked 

existing abuses and endeavoured to remQVe 

ther.i by !'ns:;i:is l :l~vs which re~lated trade 

and labour , i a accordance with the economic 

thou~ht of the a~e, the adcinistration of 

these statutes also should be delegate_d to it. (21) 

How intimately t he whole life o! the com~unity1 people Faith a~d 

land were thus integrated oay be seen i.n ano~her ~assage fro!n the 

same source 

"O~her nuties devolving on.· the Cburchvardens, as 

the representatives of t~e ~arish. were the 

repair of the Schoolhous~. the supervision . ~ . 

of hawker 8 and pedlars ·, who were 1'.'0t 

allowed t ·) trade without a licence,, the · 

extinction of verci~n. the arrangemeut fo:- the 
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burial of the un~nown corpses, the ear.e 

of t ·he arciour, provision of muskets, powder 

and match, the equipment and pgyment ·ot the 

soldiers, who served for the parish in the 

. trained bands. (z2) 

Ia thie 1 af'.ter alt, so very remote from the Kibbut~_il!1?1 
. . . 

In this closG integration of the whole o! life in the earlier 

days o! the Engiish -parish we see how .. profo\1!1dly the 

country=an's faith was related to a particular piece .of land. 

Re faithfully fulfilled what we have already seen to be the 

piety of . the l·~uslim who likewise saw his .respon.sibility as 

that or a colonizer. E.B. Pal~er's Translation of the ~urlin 

gives us in Sura XI a picture of simple piety 

110 my people: worship God; y., have no .· go~ · 
· but him. Re it is that produced you 

from the earth, and made you ii:ve therein! 

Then ask pardon of Him; .then turn ae;ain · 

to Him: verily my Lord is nigh and answers." (2'5) · 

Whether in Parish Church or Synagogue or Mosque we a:ll 1 like · 

the fealitist o·r old, have cause oft en to re-peat• 

"I cry to thee, 0 Lordi and say 'Thou . art 

my refuge; _thou art alt I have 

in t~e land· of the· living " ~4) 

What I have sai4 about the . all-embracing nature o,t the 

p.arish ir. the English countryside, for at the very least a 

thousand years, is a faithful renection at gra_ss-roote level_ 

of the whole r:iajor. t:/est•rn religious tradition in reg~d to the . 

. co~e-ept and qiatoric experience with land. 

.. 
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I give yo~ here tw~ (i~otations. The first cay be said 

to reflect the broa d traqition of Protestantism, the second . 

the ~road tradition of Western Catholicism. I n the first 

I quote fro.:;: .Professor Dicl:cens book Hartin Luther and the ::~eforoation 

"Ee (Luther) proposed an ine).usive territorial Church 

to seek the salvation of all men, not a string 

of cells cpnsisting of self•styled saints or parfecti. 

':hen he illustra-tes froi:i Luther• s ow:n words written at a :ilo::ent 

when radical sectarians w'1ere preaching a Gospel fitted only for 

the athletes o! God, 

"You have gone too fast", he wrote. "for there 

are brothers and sisters on the other side 

who belong to us a nd ?:.ust still be won ••••••• 

There are some who can run; others oust 

walk, and still others who can only creep. 

Therefore you must not look on our own 

but on our brother~s powers •••• we must 

first win tbe hearts of our people.•• .it · 

you win the heart, you win the wh.ole man" (25) 

'.~1th that · r .nateh this passa g9 froo a ~Iel!l~ir written about a 

gre~tly beloved Anglican priest who lived at the er.d of the 

19th century. The author of the •·~emoir writes -

"ile was one of the few amongst our contemporary 

priests who seamed quite clear ~n the perception 

of wha ':. a P:iriah· is · aecorcii-ng to the belief 

and practice of the _Church. .· Ue knew that the 

Parish was the soie 'congregation' recognized 

by the C~urch; ·· He knew how it differed froo 
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any aggregation gathered_ round a trr~eaeher· 

and parted by"his own individual effort1 he 

knew also how it differed from any s egregation 

gathered out of sundry parishes upon ~he -

-sectarian and snndy foundation of like-mindedness 

in culture, opinions and tastes. Be knew that 

the Par i sh was a congrega tion of unlike-minded 

men which the Word or God Himself had gathered 

into ononess and community by Ria ~rde~ing 

or history, and by His rule over the personal 

and domestic life o·f each man, woa:ian and child. 

He knew that the Will of G~d bas congregated into 

each parish as Re has done unto each family 

anq each national Cooconwealth, such 

diversities of persons as would never have 

drea~ed of constituting themselves into one 

body, ~nd whose nntural drea~ is that they 

cannot properly be .what H~ has ~ade th~m, 

ins-pite of their own wills and their own o-,;>inions, 

to be, really the members one of another 

in the same .body. It is not in a self-imagined 

inward unity or the like-minded and l~ke-eonditioned 

(which is the creation or our own wiils and tastes), but 

it is in the outward conformity of the unlike-minded 

and unlike-conditioned (which is the social creation 

of .the common Father) thet we discern 

the valid mark of the Cathol:ic Church.".· @6) 

That is a . very ~igh ideal. But is there anyone here who doubts 

that, as an ideal, it is ir!!1:>licit in the teach~ng o_f Moses, 

Jesus and Nuh~rr.ad, to ·mention . no others. 
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I end on a more pro~aic note with two s~ort references 

which, ! think, are t~levartt to our theme. The first comes as 

a closin~ paragraph in an article by a Scots theologian, the 

title of which is 110n Being the Church Catholic". \·/hat he says 

is relevant. beyond the borders ·· of Scotland, arid beyond the 

adherents ·or any branch of. the ·Christian Faith 

"Is there a danger", he asks, "of a national Church 

b~ing so caught up in the e~erging self-consciousness 

o·f the Scottish nation · that she could lose eight 

of her catholicity, that the very Gos~el ·of Jesus 

Christ in our day summons to re!;ognise that 

we belong to the one body wh~cb transcen~e every 
national .loyalty?" (27) 

The second quotJltion 1 I interpret as being addressed t9 all !or 

whom ~eople and land and faith are precious, that is to all of 

every t'ai th and race and nation and to s~ce wh? are at best 

agnostic as ttJ the Faith of their Fathers~ . The ~asaage runs 

"Is the i.and now no more than the 

territorial location .of a ae~ular 

n~tionality apostate from itself? Is 

the sacred soil still a sacrament 

of a divine 'Pur'Poee that embraces the 

world? · Or hae it become a religious 

asset, ~on~enient. to a statehood that 

has lost its hidden myaiery?" . ~8.) 

/ 

: 
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Mr. Chairman, Distingu_ished .delegates, and .. brothers and s1steres; v 

I. am· most grateful to the Truman Research 'lns·titute, The Hebrew University 

· authorities and Professor Werblowsky, for generously· extend!ng the invita~ion to 

me to participate in the International Colloquium on Re.I igion, Peoplehood, Nati~h 

and the land, being held from November 1st to 7th, 1970, under its auspices, ' in . 
~ 

the Holy Land ' of Jerusalem. The selection of this Holy of the Hot ies in the . 
.... _. .. 

world as a place to hold this Conference is in itself most signi.ficant. I· feel 

~uite certain that this meeting is timely called to action in the context· of ·.the 

present world situatiOn which is facing unparalleled crisis, unheard of in its · 

. history, is bound ~o lead us to the desired solution for world peace and under-: 

standing . In spite of the fact · that the world has ~ade tremendous advance_ment 

and progress practically in every branch· of knowledge, particularly in the .fields . . . . - . 
. . 

of sdence and technology, _ yet people are drifting more · arid more towards material · 

.conquests, at the expense of mental. and spiritual well-being. They talk .of peace, 

happiness, love and brotherhood everyWhere .all over the world. O_rganizations . . 

. work_ing for prom0ting peace and ~nderstanding spring up in various parts of the · 

world. But their conceptiin~ - of · peace, happiness; love and brotherhood, is more 

or less based on the results of man's mastery over matter and space, which does · 

not constitute peace for one and all, but for the few at the expenses of the ·· 

many • 

. · There is no denyin.g that science" and tec~nology have made wonderful disco,veries 

and . inventions which lure man's . mind away from th~ main issue of human suffering, 
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l ' . . ' . 
unknown ·and- unhear-d ·of .. by ·our-ancestors. It has made this wor-ld so rich with 

material wealth, and has enabled man to land on the moon · and other p.Janets. It 

is indeed a wonder of wonders beyond ·man's imagination. But i'f we look at the 

othe'r ~ide of the world situation as it is .today, we shall not fail to see 'that' 

in the midst of al 1 the gt itteri.ng achievements sciences and technology have 

made, ·there are poverty, sickness, ignorance, illiteracy and hunger in various 
' ~ ' . L~~s 

parts of the world. t-f-we.,,,fionest-l)t scrutinize the wor-ld's condition as it is today 

and ask ourselves, are we happier than before? - we cannot but :·,honestly admit 

that the wor.ld is not as happy as we expect it to be. For there ·are conflicts 

involvi.ng bloodshed and killi .ng a~d d~struction in various parts of the world. 

This has fed thinkers all over t~e world to come to the conclusion that peace is 

not to be found on the moon or Mars, but on this very earth in man's mind and 

heart. If it i sn 1 t to be found he re, it c_an 1 t be found anywhere.. It is on th i s 

earth that al 1 of us should put our heads together and work cooperatively with 

heart and soul to establish peace . The conquests of outer space· and the discovery 

of nucle~r energy has bro.ught more fear in man's mind than the joy he derived 

from it. Fear gives ·rise to mistru·st, mistrust gives rise to .defense, defense 

gives rise -to offense. This is the whole chain of dependency. 

-
We are all born, brought up, and living together under the same huge roof -

the. world, as brothers and · sisters who actually share togethe'r the happiness an1d. 

the unhappiness of life on this earth . If this idea of brotherhood of man is 

·implanted in man's mind and heart instead of hatred, there will be no pl-ace or 

room·· for quarrel, war, confli·ct and hatred. This we can imagine for ourselves . 
. .. · ' ~%. 0 ~ ' 

as .tQ how .the world witho~t hati"ed, , quarreli.ng ·and conflict will be·) _ then why. 

not put our heads together to build such a worJd ·for ourselves to live ~ogether? 

Wi 11 it not be a wonderful place to ti ve in? 

A11 beings, b.i.g and small yeal"t;l for peace. · Peace is a .part and parcel of 

f~-vl~ /1. \M-~- . ~ ~~I' .~ ~ ,.. ~· ~ ~"~~ ~ 

.· 

- - h ,· - ---· -- ..!,..,_ ~ '--~-------.. 
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life without which ·nfe's existence has no ·meani'.ng. It is the · birthright of· every 

m.an to live in peace In this world • . Every. man is a r_ightful shareholder of this 

.world. Therefore it . ls his unalienable right to share eve'rything provi·ded by 

this. ".'odd wi-th'. his brothers. and sisters and liy~ t :ogether. in peace ·and harinony, 

· with complete. freedom of tho_ught, speech and action. 

Of course· I· d~ re.cognize certain circumstances under which we are. c.ompell_ed 

to lose .sight of the facts ment loned abOve. · 

. Being~ Bud~hist, _I would like to present before you a sto.ry of. the life and 

work of a Buddhist king who was a most successful warrior and conqueror. who 

co~quered almost the whole of the st.J.:, .... continent of lnd.ia. He. subdued -o·ne 

st.ate after another like Napoleon did in Europe. And after successful conquests 

he turned Buddhist and threw away his sword and renounced war once ~nd for all. 

He was King Asoka the Great. He was known to be a· bloodthirsty king. who took 

pleasure in hunti.ng, kil,ling, f.ightlng and conqueri.ng. In spite of . the fact 

that he had almost the whole sub-continent under his feet, yet his thirst for 

conquest was still unquenched, and he craved for 'more and more conquests . At last 

he met with stiff resistance at the Battle of Kalinga where .hundreds of thousands 

of people were killed and hundreds of thousands more were captured and taken as 

prisoners and sl'aves. Villages and town:; were devast:tted, deserted and razed to 

the_. ground, resulting i.n m.aki.ng hundreds of thousands of others home less and 

des-ti tute. 

Witnessing the untold sufferings which his war lords inflicted on the innocent 

people, Asoka's cruel heart ached and meJted. He became so miserable at the sight 

of such sufferi_ng • . He sought the Buddha's guidance_ and protection and took refuge· 

-in him to save himself from his agonizing guilty conscience. When he came under · · 
. .. {-,~ 

the influence of Lord Bu~dh~'s teaching of universal kindness and co~passi~n for 

one and · all_, he came to realize for the ·firs.t time .in his life that the conqu~sts 
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by force ·of arms and violence involving b.loodshed and ki 11 ing was not at al 1 the 
:•. 

J • • • 

·true conquest. The· true conquest was the conquest of ·man's heart an·d mind through 

· non-violence, loving ki~dness, and compassio.n. When ·this vision dawned in his 

mind, he threw away his sword and renounced war once . and for all and installed in 

his heart the virtue· of loving kindness and compassion . "A man may be able to 

tonquer . thou~ands of ... h~·s _enemies in __ thousands of b~ttlefields, but the greatest 
. ~t~-

onqu~ror is the man who has conquered -~" Buddha. · 

It· was during .his just and virtuous rule based on the universal loving kindness· 

and compassion as preached by Buddha, that 1.ndia's prosperity, social, cultural 

and economic life reached its· pinnacle as never before. It was he who ordered 

'the building of roads, planting of trees on both sides of the road to_ give shade 

to the weary traveler, bui l d~ng of rest houses alo_ng the road sides al 1 over the 

country, and d.igging of water wells wherever .water was· scarce. To. guide you to 

better understandi~g of the turn of heart ·and mind o~ this soldier-king, I ·would 

like to quote a .few inscriptions found in vari.ou·s rock ·edicts and stone pillars 

which are still in existence for everyone to - ~ee . 

. · From .Asoka, Rock Edict XV: . "AJ.1 men a·te my children. Just as desire · that 

all my children be provided· with all kin!is of ·we·lfare ·an~ happiness in this world 

and the next, so also desire the same for all men." 

beyond the border of my dominions, should expect from me only happiness and no 

-~· misery." 

lY'.~~'$ ·Also on the Asoka, Rock .Edi.ct VII, it says: 
J ~.LJ 
ttJJ-. 
'r)Y'\ . 1 
~~\ 

1'-f' ~ 

11Al ·l religious sects should 

live harmoniously in all parts .of my dominions." 

· And on Asoka, Rock Edi ct VI : 111 am never complacent in reg~rd to my efforts 

or the expeditions of the · people's business by me~ And whatever effort I make is 

made in order fhat I may discha.rge my debt, I owe to all Jivi_ng bei.ngs." y 
~.v/P How lofty and subtle the 'idea ·and ideal Asoka had been teachi.ng us through 
~ . 

~;~~ese inscriptions~ ·,. 
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With. aH :these ~eachi _!19S and precepts, why are. the Buddhists "fighting against 

. Budd~ists; Musi im against Muslim, Christian against Christian, and so on. And 

yet all claim to be c:;ivilized and superior _to all othe.r .forms of. ani·mals . · 

·1 be1.ieve that all religions big · and sma11, without exception, teach man 
.. 

to be_ good, to ·love one another as brothers and sister.s. No religion teaches 

man to hate one anothe·r, cut the throat of one ariothe r and destroy each o~he r. 

Then from where did .such unparalleled cruelty, barbarism and hatred coine to dwell 

in man's heart and mind which put to shame even the savages and lower forms .. of 

f e roci ou s w i l d an i ma 1 s •· 

I agree that love, kindness, compassion, non-:violence. and pacifism are the 

· highe.st and sublimest virtues to be cultivated, but there are ._ difficulties".or:i);~s 

part. Can any nation practicing loving kindness and compassion ·and pacili.~m·.:s~r.v·i~e 
. ·=- . . . 

~ ; . 

when tt)e rest of the world are practicing violence and hatred and arming. th~IJlse·lves 
• • f • 

from toes to teeth with deadly weapons that can annih·ilate the entire worJ4 . t~ 
. . 

minutes ? This is indeed a di_fficult question to answer. ·Altho_ugh I myself be1 ieve 

in non-violence ·and learn. to live up to the· teaching of love and compassion~ I do 

not want to impose my belief on others. only place before you what lord Buddha 

has preached and what I believe to be good and necessary for creating peace and 

harmony among men . . 

· Anyway let us stop to ponder for a while and suppose that the whole world 

.turns to:.:vi.ole~ce and hatred, what kind of world will it beJ On the other han.d, 

if the world is full of loving .kindness and compassion, what kind of a world would 

it be? Another question is, which of the .two would you like to have? 

· Accor.ding 'to my humb:I e expe r i enc~ I have observed wi:th dismay .that in the 

past reHgious men us~d to .stress in their ·speeches the ·superiori·ty .of one 

religion over another. As a matter of fact· no religion is inferior or super) or. 

All are equal. For ~ach and every one of them teaches man to be good and to love 

.one another as brothers and sisters : No ret'igion teaches man to cut the ·throat 
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of one another and to hate each other. But it is a .sad experience that rel i.gioas 

men used to look at each other .with suspicious eyes, though t~e.re has been great 

r· _improvement in their rel at i onsh i p in recent · time. . It is time now for reH gions 

to forget the pas.t and instead put their heads together, work together with the 

spirit of cooperation and understanding for the .promotion of world peace; for 

peace must have its first place in religion. Religion should give good example 

by leading the world to establish better und~rstanding, loving kindness and 

compassion in their heart and mind instead of hatred and ill will for one ·another. 

The· majority of world population are fol lawing alto/ one religion or · an~tG.-v 

religious faith. Therefore it is quite reasonable and logical to belie.ve t;hat 

religions still have their hold on the people·. But the difficulty is that .. 
rel ig·ions ~se.L¥64i are not united among themselves yet try to preach to . the 

peoples to unite. They used to tell people to do things which ~hey t~emselves 

did not practice . They stood looking at the suffering world as unconcerned 

spectators f~rgetting all about the important role they ca~ play in bringing about 

world peace .. ·Now it's· time th~y learn to feel the suffering of the world as· their 

own. Of course~ I must admit tha! it's easy to say, but it' s difficult to practice. 

But if al-1 re_ligions and- rel_igious denominations forget t~e pa·st, put their hearts 

t .ogether. with the spirit of "give and take; live and let live", understanding and 

cooperation, I have no doubt that they can achieve anything which was impossible 

for a single individual ~ligion to do and the goal of world peace is within the{r 

reach. They have ·a most imp_ortant role to -pl_ay" in promoting world peace. They have 

in the past made enough of preachi_ng . Now it is time to act. 



-. 

Science an~ technology has up to now devoted its time and energy to the probing into 

the outer world of space with tremendous success ever known to mankind. Once it turns its 

attention to another. phase of.life. aqd ·mes·:to probe' irtto the inner world and explore into the 

deep recesses of man's conscious and sub-conscious raj.nd where lies the fountainhead of all 

ill-will, hatred, war, killing and destruction, it will certainly::succeed in discovering new dimen

sions and unfolding the mystery of life which may shape the world with its astonishing result 

which will bring hope for the futre of mankind and reveal° the cause of conflict. Once the 

cauSe is found, it will be easier for us to .find the remedy. 

I wish the Conf ere nee every success - may peace be to all beings! 
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THE CONCEPT AND THE HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE OF 

THE IDEA OF PEOPLE IN JUDAISM AND IN CHRISTIANITY 

lntroductiQn 

A quick reYiew of the most current theological literature plainly shows that 

the idea of ethnic and cultural community, as a concrete fact, is only rarely entered 

upon (peoplehood*) and "Volkstum" if, · at least, this. latter word may Still be used. : 

This is the rn,ore astonishing as it is a question dealing with a primary human real

ity the impact of which is felt throuibout life. Only a few "vUlkische TheoJogien" of 

s inister memory have attempted in the recent past to enter upon this problem. 

Nevertheless, the modern theological currents react to this abstract presen

tation, too often cut off from reality, from the spirittial realities: the attempt is· 

m&.de from now on to start from man, and to understand the spiritual ir>: the human . 

context and no longer outside or above this reality. From that -moment one can at-
·- - ---·-- ·-

t empt to di.stinguish the importance given this human reality in contemporary theo-: 

1..J.gi cal and religious thought, more particularly in Judaism and in Christianity. 

From that moment the plan of our essay is outlined. 

Christianity having sprung, historically, from Judaism,. one must try to 

comprise the identical phenomenon in a single study, sho~g· the convergences of 

v·isior. a5 well as the differ~nces. The fact that the concrete Jewish filiation of 

Christianity is often obliterated by the · contributions of a line·of thought resting·on 

non:-Jewish categories does not represent a contra-indication to .tQe ·me~od we are 

proposing. 

In some respects historical considerations govern our course of action. But 

in conformity with the method indicated in the very title of this study, this is much 

* In Engli~h in the original. 
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less a more or less faithful description o~ a historical evolution than an.attem·pr en":

deavouring to place a mass of phenomena on the level of lived experience. This 

is an important aspect which must be ever present to the mind. It also explains 

how the idea of historiCity must be understood in this context: to· perceive from 

the inside the web of a constant experience we must necessarily rely on the indica

tions supplied by· docwnents. In the case in point these documents are mainly the 

Bible, what is generally called with a far .from appropriate term, the Old and the 

New Testament, a.swell as several writings·belonging to the Jewish and Christian 

religious traditions . Now, although r~lating ·experiences concretely realized in 

h_istory, these dociJ.ments are evidently not ·11historical11 in the scientific sense of 

the word. This is ~ religious literature which, as such, describes a certain num

b er of phenomena and experiences issuing from ideolosi;cal considerations which . 

in themselves are foreign to.the facts: this perspective wh.ich is. not properly 

speaking historical is closely dependent upon the movement of history and, . in part, 

origin~tes it. 

This established, it is· certainly easier to realize why, in the stUdy of the 

different phases of evolution of reality which is the· central ·point of our investiga

tion, we have essentially takei:i into·account the concrete experience which the . 

documents stand for. On the basis of these documents our point of view remains 

"theological" indeed, although we have ~onstantly refused to penetrate deeper into 

tb.e m echanism of theological reasoning. We have consequently· rigorously refrain

ed from any value judgement in this sphere . 

Besides, it would have be~n difficult to proceed otherwise, our essay bear

ing preciseiy on the attitude of the great religions within a determined sphere. J\nd 

this essay, cQnsidered also from the point of view of concrete actuality, remains 

evidently tributary .to aiJ. entire evolution the roots of which can be sit:uated in the 

past and consequently in history. It is conditioned by this evolution but tries to 

disengage itself in as far as this does not amount to disavow its own basis. 

If our course had been governed by the exigences of historical and textual 

criticism, .the presentation woµld certainly· have been different .. We acknowledge 
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this criticism as necessary and valid on a level proper to it, but it does not take 

precedence over an experience. It must restrict itself.to delimiti,ng and carefully 

situating the frame within which the experience could have been lived. Considered 

in such a way criticism .tnost certainly provides a precious asset, constantly re:-.. 

ferring matters back to a . precise reality. 

However, religious reality is conveyed also through other channels, equal~ 

ly subject to the laws of evolution·bµ.t which are neve~heless situated on another 

level. There the physical experience become spiritual, religious experience and 

can be interpreted as such. And it is ·on the level of this interpretation, such as 

it is evident from the qocuments, that we place ourselves. This method will al

low us to perceive a certain number· of constant factors in this interpretation it~ 

self. We shall have to take them into· a~count ~ our· view on the· present situa

tion, as well as in the interpretation of the signs foreboding future evolution. 

We thus reach the point at which we. ·place ourselves withiri tradition in the 

widest sense of th~ word: a vital or dynamic element of any reHgious vision ... 

From the entire "historical" aspect of our analysis ·the· imperious necessity of a 
. . 

permanent reinterpretation of what we have· just called "the constants" of this 

tradition will become evident. The religious traditions have.to dedicate.them

selves to this effort so as to be significant today as they were· yesterday, to be 

true and to :conform to.their reason for e'.xisting. 

our perspective wants and has to remain religious·in the widest and least 

conventional sense, true to· a profound inspiration with which we declare· ourselves 

solidary. Resolutely open, it must renounce any fixity to go forward in .accordance 

with its fundamental inspirati.on. 
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·' . 
THE VETERO-TESTAMENTARY PERSPECTIVE· 

In the vision o~ the Old Testament theology one can almost set aside an arialy

sis of the terms which are used to express the reality of "people" in the Hebrew text 

of the Bible. It is in effect evident tnat in the Jewish perspective the people "par ex

cellence" can only be Israel ·as cornerstone of God's action wi~in the framework of 

human history. Therefore "people", in the vision of a biblical theology, is equal 
. . 

with '"chosen people". The idea of ·choice in this context must moreover not be· con

ceived in the sense of a superiority of whatsoever sort: it is a particular way of 

living which makes of Israel a privilegea instrument iii the designs of God. This fact 

.imposes a hard servitude on the people: ·unconditional and absolute faith in the will 
of God as expressed in the Torah, unconfortabl~ situation of being different as coni

pared to the other nations, permanent function of bearing witP.ess in favour of a di

v~ne .Pl.an t~e final aim of which remains th~· recognition by the entire humanity of 

(~:: . 56:7) 

I ' ) : " •: 

God's sovereign dominion: n'::i::i C'nnr.iwi 'Wip ,;i ?~ c.,n,~.,::i:ii 

C'r.>Yil ?::>7 ~,P' :i 1n:in n'::i '=> m::irn ?y :1i:i,? c:i,n:in Cil'rn?iy 'n?,~n 

(Zach. 14:9) ,n~ ir.iwi in~ ':i ;:1''1" ~iilil ci':i y.,~;i ?:i ?y 17r.>? 'il ·;i';i' 

· ·It is a fact that the "biblical-idea of peopte, j'ust as. all the otb,er ideas of the 

revealed patrimony, has undergone a long evolution from the· starting point of the an

cient common semitic foundation. Vestiges of this evolution are still visible in the 

various biblical documents and one notices a distinct progr~ssion, very logical in 

fact, frQm particularism to universalism; without nevertheless having·.to insist too 

strongly in this domain. It is important to stress this already at this ·point, because 

a certain Christian interpretation of the function of Israel has strongly relied on this 

element, attributing to Judaism a particularistic vision which would be in oppos.ition 

.with the universalistic conception of Christianity. 

A good example of the evolution under~one by the idea Of people is the version 

of the LXX, where the term ltoj shpws::~ net tendency towards substituting 

1 •'. ' • ,. 

;.i 
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itself to an entire gamut of Hebrf;)w terms .. particularly (very rarely DY), but also 

oiN-? , ,mn7.:> in the sense of "troops''. . (Jos. 10:5), 717.:>:i, "multitude" (Job 31:34), O'"IVJN 

(Judges 18:22), ?;ip -,,7Nl ~i~y etc. This· unification is neither general nor systema-

ti·c, and the unip 'll in Ex. 19_:6 -for instance, remains ~&vo5 :J...~LOI/ , but it 

is nevertheless· very perceiv~ble~ 

In the.usage of LXX, , lJ..65 ~es nof signify so· much "people" in the 

. general meaning of the term, but rather "ethnic group", as for instance in Gen. 34:22: 
. . . 

the inhabitants of Siclieni and.Jaoob's family ar~ ·called upon to unite and thus become 

a inN cy? ~&~E .ffvcU- l~v .f'lJ~· as the text says ._ consequ.ently to constitute 

an ethn.ic unit. 

Still, the people. "p~r :excellence" 'ts· 1n the whole of veter<>-'teStamentary· liter-

ature Israel as 'i1 CY . , tJ..O:S: . , the community. of Israel con~idered 
from the point of View of its religious mission within the designs of God. All through 

.its history, Israel constantly experiences this". mission and· this function, inherent in 

its existence, so that it can be said that it is·thl.s exp~r"ience which allows it to be

come conscious of its ·progressively.". The element proper to Israel's specificity is 

its very Spec:ial relation with God, who has reserved Israel for Himself as :i7lo 

O"l.lY:'l 7:::>r.> (Ex. 19:5, cf. Deut. 14:2, 7:6)". Thus Israel becomes i17m' oy (Deut. 

4:20), · "i"I n7nJ • It is for this reason_ and not .for any cu!tic .sanctifi.cation in partic'""" 

ular that Israel is also 

i1_7.:l1N:1 "'J!l 7y ,WN C'Z:>Yil .7::>7.l i1,lC CY' ,., (Deut. 7:6). ' As long as 

Israel lives in strict conformity \vith the will _of .God as expressed in the Torah, it is 

i::i,p o.:v (Ps. 148:14), the people to which the L9rd ·i~ close and to whom he harkens: 

wh~never it calls upon Him with·confidence:" (Ps. 20:10) 

.· UN,'P but also the people that. enjoys God's permanent protection: . NWlJ 7N"lW' 

iY '7!l7iy iy 17.>,_:ln -N7l lWin N; Ci'?.:!,lY niyi,;n ';i:i (Is. 45:17). 

This unique and absolutely sli.r" generis relatiolish:ip is the result of a free 
. . 

choice on the side of God, nQt at all motivated by any special particularities of :. . . 

Israel's. On the contrary: Israel is C'r.>Y:-r .,:::>?.:> t:>y·r.i (Deut. 7:7) the most insignifi-

cant among the peoples, and God alone has taken the initiative in making of it a unique 

. ·.; 
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locus where the Unfolding· of history and the historical experience become at the 

same time sacred History and the history of the action of God among men and in . ' 

their favour. . This -is how Israel has .become the pr<L!>totype of humanity. Its own 

history is evidently only a stage within a whole and what God is aiming ·at is the 

entire creation. God is actii;ig throughout with sovereign freedom. Nevertheless 

there is nothing abstract, disincarna~e in his action. On the contrary: it always 

takes its place in a concrete b:istorical development (cf. · Duet. 4:37-40) • . 

'IV''1i:i7 :Cl'i:':ti':)T.) 7nl:i in::i::i Pl!>:l 1N'l,.,, ,,,nN lYiT::l in:l,, 1'ril::lN nN :i:i~ ':J ·nnni 

• m:i OP:> :i7m Cli~ nN ,, ·nn7 1N.;:ii1? 1'HIT.> 17.l7.l· 0'7.lilYl C'?lil O'il7 

The ultimate nl'oh.veGof His .:::aclfon is~- His·' love and. His unshaken loyalty to "the 

promise He has "freely given: 
. . 

1i!>'l i1PTn i':l l!J::;)MN ':i N'l1:i C:l'n1::lN7 Y:lU?l iU?N y::iw:i nN ,,~U17.l1 c::>nN ';.., n::lilN7.l '::> 

:. · -(=Deut. 7:8) O'i:.i:·r.i i?r.i ;iyi!l 1'7.l C'i:l?' n'::ir.i 

It is the concrete, historical experience of this devine epic, with which the . . . 

people' is intiniate~y associated, which also furnishes.·the explanation of the import

ance that the biblical tradition already. attributes. to. the event which, in a way, con-

ditions and mak~s possible everything else, namely the Exodus, 

This God, who made Israel His instrument and His witness, is also the God who 
' . . 

uz:>z:> :iptn i'7.l :l)'Y' nN ili5l (Jer. 31:11), Qy leading his people out. of Egypt, 
. . . 

?ri::iil il::>r.> out of the '.'iron melting-pot" (Deu~. 4:20.), . C'i:l~ n':lr.> (Ex. 20:2). 

by means of an eX:traordinary intervention, 0"1,,il . C't:>!>WI'.)~ . (Ex . . 7:5), 

i1U?Y 1U?N ?::>::> C'?il C'Niiz:i:ii :1'lt:>l Y1il::l1 :ipm i'::l1 i17.ln?7.l:J.1 O'n!>17.l::l1 nnN::l ncr.>:i 

1'l'Y? D'1lZl::l 0::l'i1?N ":i c:>? 

It is through· the . event of the exodµ~ that Israel becomes a people in the 

strong sense of the word and that God can make it into His people. It is around 

the Torah and based on it that the ethnic life of Israel will organize and structure 

itself. 

. . 



Israel and it.s tand. · 

It is also at this level that another·constitutive and insepa:i:able element of 

Israel's historical experience arises: the close link between the people and a par-. . 
ticular la~d, that of Canaan; which, as 3: consequence of this link becomes yiN 

?t\i'tV"·the land of Israel. Here too, ·that which interest's us particularly within our 

precise perspective is not so mucq .the . historic~i stages which have allowed the 

people to become aware of the intrinsic link existing between itself and its land, 

as the vision which at the end of ·this evolution becomes evident from the whole of 

the· biblical documents . 

In a vision of biblical theology the land of Israel is an integral pa rt of the 

vocation and the mission of God's people: God has chosen this people from among 

the nations and, in the Torah, has designed a rule of life for it which should be ·put 

in practice in a determined irame":ork, which is the land of Israel. It is not by 

chance that so very many nn:::tz:i of the Torah are yiN~ Mi"l7n , as the rabbinical 

tradition calls them and that their practice supposes the people to live effectively 

in its land. This is also why any other mode of existence of Israel, such as life 

in m 1n , exile, seem basically abnormal in the vision of the Torah and that one 

of the major aspirations of ~he people ~n exile is .the rt:turn to the Promised Land. 

The function of the Covenant. 

The ';, n"i:l establishes very precise conditions of livi_ng for Israel. Free 

and sovereign choice on the part of God, acceptation and ratification on the part of 

God, the Covenant establishes very precise links of dependence, duties and responsi:- . 

bilities 'Qetween God and the people, ~11 based essentially on love and fidelity. God 

has freed Israel from Egypt to become its God: 

(Numb. 15:41) 

and it is again He who has set the people aside for His service (Lev. 2·0:26). On its 

side Israel must wholly assume this c;:ondition and prove its love and attachment to 

God through its ~aithfulness to the· nn:U:l 

l 

. : " 
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1
,, l'::l.iU~? 'iOMi'!l n'i::l.il iZ>W V~ttlil ?Kil D'.?:"1Ki"1 Kli"1 1i1'?~ 'i"1 ':l n:V1'1 

(Deut. 7:9) · .. : .. iii l'j?K~ lnl;i;Z> 
... .. . I. 

God,. indeed, has sanctified Israel once and'for all.by His choice, but the people 

must constantly ratify this state of things ·by its behaviour,- and be holy: 

(Lev. 19:2) 

as the biblical text so often. says. 

The prophets' l'nterverition beco~es necessll:rY precisely because in its 

co~duct Israel does not conform to this fundamental demand of the Covenant. God 
. . 

then intervenes directly once ll10re and harshly punishes His people, submitting it 

to the four corners of the world. HOWE;!Ver in all of tl~is God's aim is not the destruc

tion of His people, but its return towards Him: · ·in spite of everything Israel remains 

the people of God. ·By. means of the successive. ordeals which befall His people God 

will finally. transform it internally in such a way as to create entirely new relations 

between Himself and His people: . 

(Jer. 31:31) 
'niin nK 'nm 'il DNJ c;iil D'Zl;il ,,hK ?ttiW' 'l:l nK ni::>K iwK n'i:li"1 mo '=> 

. cy? '' Pi'1' ilZl:ii D':i~~? Di'!i; ,n,~i"11 ilJ::i.n:>K a::i.? ?yi a::i.ip::i. 

The manner will indeed change but tbe·underlying real_ity will nevertheless remain 

identically the same, namely the Lord's Torah. Thi~ is how, biblically speaking, 

one must interpret the phrase :iwin n'i:i (Jer. 31:31) . 

This is the starting point of what would become the eschatological expectations. 
. . 

Not least because of .the result they have had in the Chri!)~ian perspective, they have 

a gre~t iinporta:r;ice for the idea of peo~le, but they .nevertheless remain outside the 

frame of our subject. Conc·erning more particularly their evolution within Judaism 

itself, it must be specifieq that they always remain very concr~te and deeply rooted 

in earthly reality. Jewish eschatology is i.nconc;eivable without the Jewish people 

being in the centre, in the unfolding of the· different phases, as a precise reality in 

the biblical sense. 

. . . . 
:': 
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Israel and the nations. 

The evolution of the_ idea of people in Judaism cannot be treated without 

entering upon the ma~ter of the relations betwe~n Israel and the other nations. 

However, this is such a complex problem," demanding such an amount of historical 

details, that it is impossible for us to deal with it. To reach a just and well-balanced 

vision, a llowing one to free oneself from a large number of cliches which are still 

in current use, one would evidently have. to study the problem as a whole, in its 
. . 

historical context, and to take into account the different evolution levels it has 

known. 

It is true ~hat, historically speaking, the vision of other peoples which is 

revealed by the books of the Bible as well as by the documents of rabbinical literature 

is often strongly pessimistic. There is nothing surprising in this if one takes into 

account the condition of life of the Jewish people and the behaviour of other nations 

towards it. But theologically· speaking Judaism has never lost sight of the fact that 

God's plan concerns the· entire humanity and that the real aim of Israel's progress 

across history; including all the vicissitudes, always. remains ·- as we have already 

s tressed - the spiritual promotion of ~umanity in its entirety. Even more, the . . 
biblical doctrine of creation implies the idea of the fundamental solidarity of all 

men whq all share the claim to a c_ommon ancestor. The first rev~lation of God 

addresses· man as. such, the prototype of whom is Adam. The representative in 

the second revelation, through.which God enters upon a Covenant with the whole of 

humanity, is Noah and the rabbinical tradition Particularly insists on this point through 

the idea of the Ml "l:2 nut> y:iu> . And the appeal a_ddress~d by God to Abraham 
. . 

and with which begins the _epic of Israel concludes with the prophecy: 
. . 

:ir.>i~:i nn !JU>?l 11in thee all the "families on earth will be blessed" (Gen. 12:2). 

Although Abraham, by divi1,1~ summons, became the ancesto'r of a particular people 

that was to have to fulfil-a partict~lar mission· in history, the Scriptures insist at 

the same time on the final aim of tl;iis victory which comprises humanity as a whole. 
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The very real antagonism between Israel and the nations is, we have just 

said, the result of a· concrete ·situation. In reality; the biblical as well as the post

biblical one, there is on the· one side Israel and its mission and· on the other, "th~ 

nations of the earth" o?°iy:i niznc , as rabbi~ical tradition-will preferably say, an 

entity fundamentally different fr'om Israel by its vi~ion o'f the world. What distin.

guishes Israei froyµ the other nations is the fact that Israel is the people of God, 

dedicated to the cult of an onlr ·God, while the -other natioris are ni7rt>i C':i:>i:> '"T:l1Y 

"worshippers of the stars and the signs of the zodiac" and the'refore pagans who do n0t 

recognize the sovereignty of the only God: 

(Mich. 4:S) · 

1lMlK1 ,,i1'nc OW) W'K i:>7' C'Z>Yil 7:> ':> 

-Tyi a?iy? u~:i?R ':i aw::i 

One of the sources of this antagonism often so str,ongly brought out by the 
. . 

biblical and rabbinical documents must be sought for in the fact that before the 

perspective imposed itself generally; - and this was only to be after the Babyloriic 

exile - Israel whom God has chosen "among the nations" '1l :::i,p7.l '1l (Deut. 4:34}, 

permanently continues to suffer the influence of the environment from which it has 

sprung, in spite of the solemn and repeated· warnings that were given it in all kinds 

of manner: i:i,,n oS'il?R ';f ,,nR(Deut. 13:6) and 

(Jer. 7:6). 

. - ' 
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II 

THE .PERSPECTlVE OF ANCIENT JEWISH TRADITION 

Jewish tradition has in turn and in its own manner developed the great biblical 

.themes of the function and mission of Israel. For it, as for the Bible, Israel is 

above all w,,p cy the holy people. The root of Israel's holiness, is the heritage 

of the Torah; the holiness is expressed concretely by the fact that the people is 

set apart and has no relationship.with idolaters. The designation of U?l'lp CY 

is actually strictly reserved for Israel and the people does· not share it with any other 

.nation (cf. Sifre de Deut. ed. Friedmann, par. 97, 94a, commentary on Deut 14:2). 

It is again the rabbinical tradition which will devE'.lop more particularly an 

aspect of grea~ importance for the "Selbstverstandi:tis" of the Jewish peo_ple, that of 

the solidarity of some of them for the others. This solidarity is based on the fact 

t}lat divine .election bears precisely on the people as such and as a collectivity, and 

that the individuals participate only in so far as they are part of this whole. To 

stress the unique character of the election by God of a certain people the Mid~sh 

relates that before revealing the Torah to Israel ·God offered it to the "seventy 

nations", in other words, to all the other peoples, being prepareq to ma~e that 

nation which would have accepted it His people. But all the nations seem to have 

refused this gift of God which, for various reasons struck them as a burden too 

weighty or too cumbersome to bear. And the fact is also insisted upon that despite 

the actual acceptance of the Torah by Israel, it was proclaimed l::tipr.i:l K'"Cil1!l ci7.l''t 

ipg;i (Mekhilta, ed. Friedmann, pericope iin' - U?'tin't:i Kn:>cr.i , chap. 1st, 

92a, commentary on Ex. 19:2): in a public place, the property of nobody, so that 

the other nations could still have come to accept it and that it was even proclaimed 

in the four main languages - qr ev~n i;n seyeQty languages - so as to be. understood by 

all the nations (Sifre cie Deut., par. 342, 142a). 
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The fact remains that as the rsult of a: whole providential preparation the 

Torah was actually granted to Israel and that the revelation took place with all the 

people present: 

(Ex. 19:17) i;in n"nnn:i i.:i::inn'i mm.:lil 77.:> D'il?Nil n~ip?. oyn nN ;nzn.::i Nl1'i 

In the perspective of the rabbinical tradition the solidarity anQ _co-responsibility of 

all the members of the people thus are deeply rooted in the 'l'O i:i iz:iyz:i , in the 

presence of all at the moment of ·revelation which from that moment on will govern 

Israel's existence. 
. . 

For the rabbinical tradition the freedom of the divine choice is indisputable. 

But it nevertheless tries also to bring out the merit of the people·which in its view 

co~sists in the confidence it showed in God even before the precise obligations which 

·were to spring from the acceptance of the Torah were promul'gated: 

(Ex. 24:7) YZ>Wll ilW>'l ~i1 i:ii :-nuN ?::i ,.,7.lN'l. DYil 'lf~:l N,p,, n',:lil i:>o "P'1 

As far as the freedom of U:ie individual to decide for or against the Law of G<?d is 

concerned this evidently remains enti-re even after the revelation on mount Sinai. 

Nevertheless, for the people considered as a whole ·Such a freedom no longer exists. 

The Midrash, of course expre·sses matters its own way and in conformity with 

its own spirit, but what it expresses nevertheless profoundly corresponds once more 

to a life experience. At no level in its evolution can Judaism set aside the collectivity, 

the people, as a primary reference in its existence. This implies also the solidarity 

of the individual with all the foregoing phased in the life of the people, as it is so. 

well expressed in the r:iog 7w iT"TlNil in connection with the exodus: 
N1i1i1 01':2 1l.J.' nil.ill 17.::>NJW 0',l7.)7.) Nl' N1i1 i?N:> 11.::>JY nN nu~i'i D"TN :l''" ,,,, in ?::>::>. 

llnlN 'IN N ?N i1 11 .) pi1 7Nl "T:l ?:i ll'nl:lN nN N 7 • D"i:U:>?.::l 'nNl:l .,7 ril ilWY i1f ii::iy:i i17.lN 7 

(Deut. 13 : 8) 

This state of things is moreov~r confirmed by t_he life of prayer, the expres-
. . 

sion. of the people's soul : this prayer is always fori:nulat~4 in the plural, in the name 

of the whole nation and ~ndividual praye_r must necessarily pass by way of the collec-
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tivity. It does not however have an official character and is not pronounced in the 

name of the commu_nity unless it takes place with at least ten adults being present. 

The consciousness of this solidarity begets ano~her very important idea 

for the comprehension of Jewish life which is connected with it: that of the respon

sibility of the ones for the others, in an almost juridical sense: m? :n i:P~iy ?it,W' ?::> 

"All Israelis are responsible for each other" (cf. Sifra de Lev. -26:37, ed. Weiss, 

'n'IJ''ln:i , par. 7, 112 a) a maxim which the Haggadah also links with the 

The idea of . n1::i,y· has had a strong influence on the notion of ?N,V1' ??::> 

more particularly on the one hand because of the diaspora situation which was 

that of the Jewish people for centuries and on the other hand because of the absence 

of major criteria which,_ in other peoples, contribute towards assuring national co

he~ion: possession-of a national territory, <?fa common language, etc. In the 

case of the Jewish people this element of cohesion was ma.inly a_ssured by the 

consciousness of a spiritual patrimony and of a common destiny. 

The e~alted.idea of the election and of the mission of Israel naturally in-

duces the rabbini_9al tradition to place the people in the centre of events and to say, 

for instance, that the world was created because of Israel. Here again one must 

well understand the problem and abstain from repeating commonplaces such as the 

one about the . "universal domination•i to which Israel is supposed to aspire (as a 

publication as serious as the ·N eues Theologisches Worterbuch zum N. T., vol. 4, 

p. 43 is still doing). Whateverthe means of expression which are functions of the 

concrete situations following one another throughout the centuries, one must always 

ihsist on the fact that Israel's domination. is only desired as (ar as the domination 

of the Law of God entrusted to Israel goes, which -~mounts to the realization of the 

Another idea in the same ca,tegory is.that of , Isra~l's ete~ality. Given the 

fa.ct that God ·has concluded a an -"eternal Covenant" with Israel and. 
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that all God's promises for the w~rld will b~come rality by way of this people, it 

!lecessarily follows that this people, as a distinct entity, sho.uld be able to cross 

the centuries without ever disappearing. Thus· the sufferings the people must endure 

will one day end. For the Jewish tradition, just as for the Bible, they are the 

conseque.nces of the people's sins; their value and their meaning is to bring Israel 

to and reinstate it ih its previous dignity. 

This eternality transcends history; it extends to the world to come, ' . ' 

l(:ln , a co;mplex notion which we do not pretend to analyze here: Vi'' 1n.(1Vi'' ?:::l 

l(.Jn e7iy7 p'm en? says the Mishna (Sanh. XI, 1), a vision which the Tosefta 

(ib. XIII, 2) stretches to include the just of all the nations::: · en? °1£'" nizrn~:i e.,p.,,~ 

R:in e 1ny:i 

Israel and the nations. 

The ~ncient rabbinical tradition, just like the biblical tradition, passes a 

judgment that is often pessimistic on the other nations. The peoples are far from 

God. They have set ~hemselves outside the order established for them by the 

Ml 'l:l nl~I:) y:iw which they did not respect (cf. Sifr~ de Deut . . 32:28, :par. 322, 

138a). And they have also .• we have already mentioned it, refused the Torah. 

In spite of all it is ~hese peoples that apparently prosper, while Israel is 

humiliated and oppressed. The extreme tension between Israel and "the nations", 
. . 

a characteristic proper to apocalypses, grows dimmer and dimmer in the rabbinical 

tradition; but the latter insists nevertheless on the ephemeral and infirm character 

of this prosperity. As to the final fate of the nations, the tradition is not unanimous 

and its judgment varies according to tim~s and circumstances. 

We have restricted ourselves to a few short recollections of an extremely 

rich but also very diffuse ~~_dition. Lastly. as far as the relations between Israel 

and the nations are concerned, th_ese are so strongly conditioned by the historical 

context that no other value thah that o~ witness for precise situations can be attrib

uted them. The same remark coUld certainly be made concerning the subsequent 

, ' 
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stages of this tradition: in Judaism wh.at causes the difficulty is not the existence 

of the other nations and their role in history, but their behaviour towards the 

Jewis~: people and thence towards the oesigns of God. This is why the medieval 

Jewish tradit~on, represented in the case in point more particularly by Yehuda 

ha-Levy and Maimonides, has no difficu1ty in recognising the Christian and Moslem 

phenomena as fitting in their own way into an overall <Jivine design concerning the 

world, while Christian thought, as we shall show in another place, has never 

succeeded in admitting post-christian Judaism as.having a ·full share in the 

Chr'istian order. 

/ 
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III 

IMPACT .. OF THE "PEOPLE" CONCEPT IN JEWISH UFE 
.... 

A summary analysis of the "people" conce.pt in the ~o traditions, Jewish and 

Christian, seems necessary for. setti:ng things in. an. act~al perspe~t~ve. From th~ 

religious angle, that actuality can only be envisiop.ed against a bac~ground ~f pre-. . . ~ .. . 

cise experience·_:_ an ever-present background that sho~d be recognized and gradu-

ally overcome with the unfolding of history. · 
~ ' . . ... 

For the sake of accuracy, of avoiding accumulation of the commonplace.!as 

well:as emotional attitudes born of hasty judgment, one should, in the context of 

this entire development, bear in ipind the various stages of the history· of the· Jew

ish people and of the Church. · 

A.s regards Judaism and its approach, the problem is in one sense less dif

ficult. Its vision, as affecting anything in relation with our field .:.of investigation, 

has not changed in either content or expression. Conversely, a change in depth h~s 

occurred in certain pre-suppositions, in function of which one should rethink the 

problem and try to re-formulate it. 

Jewish history in the last two millenia is known; the causes of its oft

distressing stages are also known. We do not propose to draw up a balance sheet 

or an indictment. We merely' record ~he phenomenon and its consequences be

cause of their i;mpact on the· Jewish people's conscience. 

Ceaseless huµiiliation and persecution have had one positive aspect: they have 

kept alive and strengthened.Jewish conscience down the centuries, often in highly 

critical circumstances, when the · pe<;>ple' s a~tual physical existence was gravely . .. . 

threatened. The Jewish people has \~~en able ~o survive it all, Iiot .f~r purely 

biological rceasons. or by force of circumstances, but because· at eve.IJ:. ~jage of its 
. . 

existenc~. even the darkest, it .has !continued to.believe·in its missj.Qp. in the world 
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and to the world, in its essential place in God's eternal scheme of things that requires 

its presence and its continued existence, a scheme laid down in the Torah and 

guaranteed by the word of the livii:ig God. It is this certainty, indelibly engraved 

in the whole people's conscience of , that has enabled the Jews 

not to abandon all hope even in its most tragic periods of exile. To the Jewish 

people, at the level of its collective conscience, this conscience has never been 

just another mythology, a world of legend, a "gilded legend", but existential reality. 

If this were otherwise, its survival would be contrary to all the laws of the history 

of mankind. 

The traditional 7l(1W' ?7:i concept was not subject to important 

change until the end of the 18th century, the eve of emancipation. A main feature 

of the way of life that the Middle Ages had imposed on the J ·ewish people was almost 

total cultural isolation, and this was practically perpetuated until the French Revo

lution. In a world where everything, including existence itself, was constantly in 

doubt, one fundamental e lement was never lacking: that of ibelonging to a distinct 

entity, the Jewish people itself, as defined and guaranteed by an essentially religious 

missfon, carried out through individuals identifying themselves with that entity. 

Throughout its history Judaii.sm has certainly experienced grave losses iin substance, 

not only through persecutions, but through Jews going over to other ethnii, a mov'ement 

which according to medieval structures took the form of accepting other religions, 

i.e. Christianity and Islam. By that very fact, ho_wever, those who chose that path 

had given up their Jewish identity and sooner or later merged with the non-Jewish 

masses. 

The problem of identification of the Jewish people with .its environment - when 

the latter became its cultural e.nvironment :... was sharply posed, in the full sense of 

the term, when the centuries-old, forced isolation came to an end. Judaism had of . . 

course met with similar situations dµring its history, and in ~his respect it is 
. . ' 

particularly Jewish-Moslem cultural ~Y.I:nbiosis in Spain that we have in mind. In 

this last instance, however, in vi~-~ of the leading importance of the religious element 

I. 
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in medieval life as a whole, the problem was posed differe~tly. 

In modern times, when culture .is the same for all, only the religious element 

remains as a differentiating factor; · but religion is giving ground everywhere, and 

being further weake.ned by growing f~gmentation. 

Henceforth tlie history of West Euro·~an Judaism records a new phenomenon: 

no more Jews live in Strasbourg or Viemia~ but Frenchmen, ·Germans, Austrians, 

Englishment, etc. who belong_to the Jewish faith. · Thus appeared the great assimi

lation trend that gained ground in almost all the countries where this possibility 

was provided. We do not propose to consider here to what extent that evolution 

was effectively accepted in the conscience and the rea9tions of .the non-Jewish en

vironment. The way matters evolved, with Nazi Germany the driving force that 

led to the frightful genocide of the second world war, certainly seems to indicate 

that such acceptation was never really deep-seated. In certain Jewish communities, 

and in some countries, particularly Gerniany, this identification with the cultural 

environment had led to a mood of disaffection toward Judaism. Religious identity 

·was no longer strong enough to prevent general abandonment, the more so since 

the whole of society was· subject to an overall secularization process. All this led 

to a generalization of mixed marriages, within which no Jewish conscience could 

endure; the descendents were frequently absorbed by another religious communiJy 

or even, if this was possible, brought up without any religious identification of 

their own. 

This assimilationist trend could not reach communities still subject to 

medieval•type legislation as in the Mosi~ni countries, which anyway offered no 

identification other than the religious. This also applied to communities living 

under Tsarist rule, where only a thin. privileged stratum had access to environmental · 

culture; before tl~e 1914 war this Tsarist regime ruled the whole of Eastern 

Europe and thus almost the whole of Jewry in those areas. The impact of the tradi

tional structures remained much stronger there than elsewhere, .being very deep-
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rooted; there was Jewish education, a leading factor in preserving the Jewish con

science down .through ~he centuries. 

Where assimilation was possible, Jewish conscience was having to face up . 

to a number of serious questions. WQ.at is left of the old-time concept of 

?N1lP' ??::> . in a society in full tide of mutation, with evolution often ad:

vancing at a quickening rate ? For those remaining faithful to the old way of life -

and they will soon be in the minority in many countries - the question does not 

arise in e~actly the same form. To them, that evolution had in no wise altered 

the community's way of life .• not only imposed on them by the hostility and ostracism 

of their ·environment, but also preserved as being essentia~ to the community's 

very existence. Yet the great majority of those who had reso~utely "crossed the 

dividing line'' could not remain indifferent t.o the multiple problems raised by the 

new situation. What, actually, is the impact of Jewish identity - for that is what 

is ultimately involved - to those who wish to identify themselves as closely as 

possible with environing society. ? And to what extent is it poss~ble to preserve 

Jewish identity ? What should be the approach to factors that according to tradition 

are an integral part of the Jewish patrimony, such as hope of eventual return to 

Palestine, restoration of national inde.pendence, the rebuilding of the Temple, etc. ? 

Are those concepts, which especially in th~ synagogues have been kept alive and 

proclaimed for two milleniums, compatible with willingness to assimilate, th~t 

in itself postulates integration in a culture for~ign to Judaisxµ and professing aspira

tions that often differ widely from those of Judaism ? 

The representatives of the religious Reform trend re~olutely reply thati those 

factors proper to Judaism are i.ncompatible with environmental cultu~. Reform 

Judaism would there~ore undertake t~ "purify" prayer ritual by suppressing all or 

any "archaic survival". One of the movement's first theologians, Dr. Kaufmann~ 
' . 

Kohler, wrote in "Grundriss eine.r . system~tischen Theologie des Judentums auf 

geschichtliche r Grundlage" ~eipzig 1910, pp. 290-91): 
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As· a result of the radical change that has occurred in modern 
· Jewish life as regards relationships with western cuiture, in which the 
Jew feels deeply rooted, and which forms the framework within which he 
aspires - on the same basis· as the other citizens of the Stat~ in which he 
lives - to be a fully-fledged c.itizen, the very basis of his aspirations and 
of his religious feelings is profoundly modified. With every fibre of his 
being he wishes to become integrated in the nation within which he lives, 
and with which he has a serise of complete solidarity on the plane of his · · 
aspirations and ideas, with religion as the only factor that distinguishes 
him from his environment. Seen in this light, the very idea of returning 

·to :Palestine with a view to re-establishing a Jewish state, under a Jewish 
king, becomes intolerable to him, and the prayer for the rebuilding of 
Jerusalem becomes a perpetual lie on his lips. . . . . . · 

Is that approach, or ~ther approaches,' entirly i.mcompatible with the tradi

tional attitude? The question. is certainly a complex one. In this context one cannot 

fail to emphasise that a man whose very being was as dedicated to tradition as 

S. R. Hirsch, the founder of Jewish m.eo-orthodoxy in Germany, also - at least for 

a time - supported the thesis of the "German citizen of Jewish faith". 

At that level, the impact of religious tradition on Jewish life as a whole be

comes very strongly perceptible. Nevertheless, it is particularly in this realm 

that one should be careful not to make hurried rapprochements with the approach · 

of other rel~gion~, especially the Christian vision. 

From a bisto:ricaI an~le, Judaism ~as only existed and managed to survive 

through its r.eilgt<5\rs !pati'imo.ny: That is certainly an indeniable fact. It therefore 

merges with this patrimony or - if one prefers the term - these .major facts, but 

such identification does not necessarily and primarily bear on formal adherence to 

a "group" of beliefs as is the case in, e.g. Christianity. It c~n also be conceived at . . 
certain moments as the explicit n<?n-negation of a group or system of concepts which, 

one might add, are not bound to· any rigid formulation. This remark is important in 

regard to a society! in which the religious element proper - at least in its traditional 

form - will exert a decreasing. influence on life as a whole. But for Judaism any 

individual who continues to identify himself with the historical destiny of the 
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?N-,W" ??::> concept, even through implicit consciousness, preserves his religious 

identity. According to the different spiritual trends, the religious element will be 

more or less strongly accentuated; it nevertheless need not formally occupy first 

place in this identification, in this conscience of cammuli.ion within a common 

destiny. 

Recent evolution 

That explanation will enable us to tackle the prese.nt evolutionary stage of the 

"people" concept in Judaism, a stage marked by three major moments: the emer

gence of the Zionist movement at the end of the last century, the 1939-45 genocide 

and the creation in 1948 of a Jewish :State in Palestine. 

Our attempted analysis certainly bears on the ideological impact: it conforms 

with the Jewish people's "Selbstverstandnis" to approach it from an historical 

angle, since ultimately it is invariably events and concrete evolution, that arouse 

any attempt at interpretation. ·it is thus that the present-day Jewish attitudes as ·:· 

regards the impact of the "people" concept can only be built up on a background of 

historical reality; any new position and any new attitude can only be a reinterpreta

tion of certain constants in the light of actuality. 

These constants amount to a system of constitutive elements of Jewish con

science, and, while they are transmitted by an essentially rel:jgious tradition, they 

are implicitly or explicitly present whenev~r one seeks to elucidate typically Jewish 

concepts. Thus Judaism cannot interpret the concept of God's people without calling 

on or invoking the people's relationship towards God, that people's adopting a path 

laid down by _the Torah as the very expression of God's will, the v.icissitudes of 

history interpreted partly as consequences of the people's uiµaithfulness to its own 

mission. the conscience of a concrete mission to be fulfUled w~thin the context of 
. . 

history. in fu_nction of its own identity. ~ut in .orde;r to c~rry out that mission in 

full, Israel should, among other things. be able to pursue a· way of life required by 
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the Torah, a way of life that can be observed only in certain conditions, the princi

pal among which is to return to the land of the fathers. 

We have not been able in this context to consider the full extent of the import

ance of that factor throughout Jewish existence. Moreover, it appears in concrete 

shape at the level of Jewish tradition in the postulate of ?Kill'~ .fiK:i :iiw' 

Tradition on the whole takes this imperative involving the return of the people to 

Israel to re-settle in the land of its fathers as a commandment of the Torah, ever

present and actual at all levels and stages of Jewish existence, and which must be 

obeyed as soon as circum~tances permit. 

The question tha·t co~ronts us is precisely ~hat of knowing what can be the 

impact of such an elen;ient or elements of traditional conscience on the present

day Jew, who lives in a world in process of secularization in its relationships 

towards the religious element as hab.itually conceived, for he must raqically re

think his attitudes. It should further be stressed that the impact of secularization 

and laicization is not the same in Judaism and Christianity. The idea that the 

religious element, as belonging to -individual conscience, is radically different 

from the other aspects of life, is absolutely foreign to Judaism: Zionism is a 

typical instance of this . 

The Zionist movement 

The historical origins of:the Zionist movement are too well known to require 

mention here. Originally the movement was a reactio.i:i to a concrete situation: an 

awakening of conscience, in the;light of the hostile reactions of the non-Jewish en

vironment, . tl)at assimilation was proving a failure·. Its initiators, many of whom 

were detached from Jewish religious traditions, always in.terpreted Zionism as 

exclusively ' political movement;, and rejected any i~entification with a religious 

ideal, turning down the "Messianic'·' approach even in the broadest sense of the 

term. 
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Nevertheless, the national home for the Jewish people, as the immediate obj ect 

of this movement that a_imed ~at r~scuiilg its peO(>le from centuries'-old tribulation, 

was set up in Palestine, although th~ founder, Theodor Herzl, greatly favoured 

other projects . This orientation was the result of ideological pres~3Ure exerted by 

the East European Jewish element, that had ·remained very traditional in its struc

tures and even in its ways of thought. Genuine religious influence cannot be said to 

have been i~volved here, but rather the very conscience of the Jewish people, that 

had remained strong where it had escaped the assimilationist trend. And this 

collective conscience, the fruit of history, ideology and religion, could envisage 

only a fully Jewish solution and thus could conceive of a return nowhere else than 

to the. Land of Israel. 

On the other hand, the reticences of the purely religious fraction of Judaism 

concerning modern Zionism are well~nown; it had much. difficulty in overcoming 

them. Conversely, the leade·rs of the religious reform trend also vehemently re

jected Zionism, which ~hey saw as a serious retrogression from the modern con

cepts of integration and assimilation. In the light of events, these two trends, the 

traditionalist and "J;"eformed", nevertheless ultimately ratified modern Zionism 

and its achievements." The. fractions that still persist in their. negative attitude are 

too small for their opposition to be significant in present-day Jewish life. One 

understands bow personalities who - at least formally - do not profess the Jewish 

religion have become the active artisans of Zionist ac})ievements while invoking what 

is still an essentially religious patri.mony. This attitude, while paradoxical in the 

eyes of many non-Jews, is not so for Judaism. 

Genocide and the State of Israel 

As regards the· question of. Jew~sh identity, one should here emphasise the .. .. 
impact of the 1939-45 period .on Jew~s~ consciousness as a whole. Whereas .both 

within Judaism and outside it, Zionism was often ch::i,rged with being a mere · rever-
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sion to what were considered outdated concepts, belonging to a kind of national l 

~ythol<;>gy, proof ~as now forthcoming that in a pa ft of the world which had bee_ri 

considered the birthplace of modern ideas, a mass-scale return to a primitive, 

mythical world was under way. Moreover, this primitive myth had seldom l;>een 

so violently manifested in the history of mankind, involving reversion to a policy 

of physical extermination. 

It was aginst this background of unspeakable horrors, and after the extermina- : 

tion of one-third of the Jewish world population th;it the creation of a Jewish State 

in Palestine in 1948 would appear to Jewish conscienc~ as fresh confirmation of 

its identity and as a valid mode of expr~ssion of that identity. F~om that. angle, a 

Jewish State would be meaningful only on condition it hewed to the line of the 

Jewish historical and existential conscience: origins of essentially spiritual order 

should comi:iiand Jewish existence, in the State as in the Diaspora. Any State, 

however, must first define and consolidate its foundations, which in present-day 

conditions in Israel absorbs much of her energies. That, however, is not enough, 

and this State shoulc:l be Jewish primarily by virtue of its character as: a place of 

concentration of Jewish life and spiritual irradiation. It can neve.r be exclusively

though it is also that - a "State like any other", for the simple reason that the 

Jewish people cannot be a "people like any other" without losing its profoundest 

value. Any contrary concept would deprive the Jewish people of the element that 

commands its existence and at the same time constitutes the unique key of its 

destiny. 

Jewish identity 

Throughout our expose we have used terminology currently accepted as desig

nating Jewish entity and referring in turn and almost without distinction to "people", 
. . 

"nation", ,~,W' ?':i::> "~ommunity of destiny", etc.. On the terminological 

plane this differentiation is none other than a concrete expression of the difficuitr 

of defining Jewish reality in terms of language. Jewish existence and identity are 
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never restricted to a ~ingle element of this terminology, nor even to several taken 

together. People, nation, community of destiny, religious enti~y: . the Jewish 

element is all that and more. 

Judaism has experienced a hlstory which at first made it into a people, a 

nation within the meaning of that work in antiquity: • '1l ::iip.: "'1l Biblical 

documents reflect the stages of that evolution without claiming to depict it from a 

. purely historical angle. In those remote times, a man was a Jew through identifying 

himself with a certain n~mber of precise criteria and through living within the con

fines of a well-determined framework. 

With exile, its experiences and influences, certain nuances were added to this 

initial concept. This would lead to the rejection of foreign women and their children 

as an element that jeopardized the preservation of Jewish identity at the moment of 

return to the ancestral land. 

· In the countries of the Diaspo~a wher~ the major part of the Jewish people 

live since their exile, it is the religious fact that ensures Jewish identity, although 

there is rapid assimilation on the linguistic and, to a. certain extent, cultural plane .. 

In antiquity, religion was effectively the touchstone of identities, and the Jews, 

through not adopting the gods of their countries of residence, formed ipso facto 

separate entities. They would thus be. granted the right of administrative struc

tures of their own that far exceed the religious framework proper. 

It was at this same ·period that the phenomenon of proselytism appeared. 

Judaism, which at the time was becoming conscious of its own mission, found 

itself faced with the question of what attitude to adopt towards the non-Jews who 

wished to adopt the genuine Jewish path. Without wishing to undertake clarification 

of this complex problem, :we would lfke'-to point out that Ju~ism offered to the pagans 

full integratfon in it~ own life, provid~d ~hey fully ~ccepte4 God's Covenant and the 

obligations that derive froip. it. The fact that there were also less complete forms · 

of association does not concern us here. What should be emphasised is tliat since 
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antiquity, Judaism has no longer had any purely racial or ethnic critetia. To 

accuse Judaism of racism in the modern sense of the term is a profound miscon

ceptfon of its true nature. There are two ~qually valid ways of becoming Jewish: 

through being born within·the ;Nitu' ??::i · or_ thrqilgh deliberate adoption of 

'ntitu' ?'?::> with acceptan~e of the obligations whic~ make the Jewish people 

what it is. 

Down the centuries, the modalities of birth or adoption have undergone some 

change: Jewish identity had to be safeguarded in what were often difficult or 

troubled circumstances. .'That is a problem that periodically stirs up Israeli 

opinion; it is difficult 1or non-Jews to grasp. The essential aim is the internal 

cohesion of the body of Jewry, the combined Diaspora and State of Israel, what

ever steps are taken at this or that period. 

President Ben Gurion s~rted a large-scale inquiry into Jewish identity in 

1958 and asked for the opinion of the "seventy sages of Israel. " In his reply 

R. Aaron Kotler, one of the l_eading Talmudic authorities of our time, took up all 

the traditional• elements and pointed out that there is no identification with Judaism 

other than acceptance of the C9venant. Touching on jewish ex'i~tence, he tersely 

noted: 

il~ N? - ·':ittitu'::i run:> ':ii::iil pN '=> , 11cut?11 ,~ "ni" "'"' o.,~Ji?J::i 'rr::iil ciw pN 

• C ,,::i "T;'l n1N':!tr.l N 1;!1 i1:J 1:ii1 

"There is no difference between the concepts of religion an9 nation, such a dis-

tinction being Unknown to Judaism, from the point of view of Halacha as ·well as 

~rom that of the very nature of things" (cf. Jewish Identity. Modern Response and 

Opinions. A Documentary Compilation by Baruch. Litvin. Edited by Sidney B. 

Hoenig. Philip Feldheim Inc., New York, 1965, p. 101). 

One may wonder whether it is (X>SSible. even admissible by modern ways of 

thought to impose the forms and content of a religious conversion to one who wishes 

to identify himself with Jewish destiny entirely irrespective of the religious ele-
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ment proper. In the case of Judaism, this religious element should be taken as the 

form of expression of a deep-seated. existential iqenti_cy.which Uhas not.yet been . . ~ ' 

possible to express in other terms. in Judaism there is no 

difference between the . spiritual and cultural patrimony (traditionally expressed in, 

religious language) and belonging to a distinct entity which is defined as a function of 

this very patrimony. 

To remain the same, the , at all levels of its existence, 

must define and situate itself in relation to its mission, for this last cannot be ac

com"plished except in function of its internal cohesion. As to _the actual terms of 

that definition, they c~n only be the outcome of an evolution whose stages should be 

carefully recorded, but which cannot be anticipated. In function of the modern 

Israeli context itself, the crite.ria of definitiol). are subject to marked change in re

lation to other historical situations, and for this to come about, reality must first 

accomplish its work. 

In the present-Q.ay conscience of the Jewis.h people, the concept of Jewish 

identity is the principal element of the concept of people and ·ethnic allegiance. Re

lations between Israel and the Diaspora are defined in function of comprehension of 

that identity. That being done, the nature of relations between Israel and the other 

nations may be circumscribed: present-day experience lends itself to a resolutely 

modern interpretation from the religious angle as weU. 
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IV 

GOD'S OLD AND NEW PEOPLE: JUDEO-CHRISTIAN CONTROVERSY 

Careful and objective study of New Testament scripture shows that even after 

Whitsuntide the community of Jesu~' disciples was none other than a new religious 

tr,end within the Jewish community, or "Nazarene fraction" as appears in the Acts 

of the Apostles (24. 5) · As such it did not constitute· a novelty or an .unusual pheno:

menon at a period of very 'great diversification in the line of religious options: 

there was a flourishing of "sects" that were distinct·from Pharisee-inspired Judaism 

either by. their doctrines or by the way of life they propounded. The young community 

. and its leaders would only gradually become conscious of the elemen~s which, as a 

whole, would fairly rapidly dissociate the community of Jesus' disciples from the 

Jewish structures.·· 

At first, the force of Jewish tradition still held sway: it is worth stressing 

that the nucleus of Jesus' disciples, as an escliatological salvation community, con

tinued to depend strictly on that which is a major element .in the eschatological 

vision of Judaism: unconditional fidelity to the Torah and the ''mitzvot." Perusal 

of the Acts shows how much hesitation there was- in the beginning as regards the 

mission to the pagans: their admission to the young coipmunity could not be con

ceived without entering into the Jewish Covenant - .an essential pre-requisite. It 

was only gradually that practice became more flexible, that exceptions were allowed 

(cf. the case of Cornelius, Acts 10); finally exception, with the help of accumulated 

experience, became the-rule. Moreover, belief in Jesus resurrected, the core of 

their faith, was for the Apostles and first disciples an integral part of what they 

always held to be true Judaism. They were never conscious of preaching or pro

claiming a new religion other than the divine fulfillment of ·Judaism, its accompli.Sh

ment promised for t:b.e end of time. 
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Here again, they were in good company; the other Jewish .fractions professed 

the same belief, whether they were the Pharisees, who were the official teachers, 

the Essenes or the sects that gravitated around Qumran. For these movements, 

based more or less, - except for the Pharisees - on apocalyptic inspiration, the 

eschatological fact as such still lay in the - however imminent - future. To Jesus' 

disciples, that fact was reality; it had already come to pass. The Christian com ... ; . . . . 
munity had entered the age of eschatological fulfillment, an era of accomplishment 

of prophetic "oracl~s" and of promises. It had received the Spirit of the latter

day times and thenceforth would live in certainty of the imminent consummation of 

the Kingdom· of :Heaven;.: which .has .been·1 manifest and 'liad become well-nigh pal

pable reality with the coming of Jesus. It is -in that sense that the disciples are 

thenceforth the fully-fledged eschatological people, the "new Israel" of the end of 

time. In the meantime, howeyer, their place was still within the concrete frame

work of the Jewisti ethnic group which was their own; the two realities did.not ex

clude each other, one being conceived as the logical fulfilment of the other. 

The community would therefore naturally expect to see its example followed 

by the nation as a whole of which it had become the prototype. Subsequent develop

ments would be conditioned by the fact that. that expectation was not being realized. 

At the same tiine the Christfan community would have to give up its immediate ex

pectation of the Second Coming - a thing that it was slow to do - and adopt, for better 

o r worse, a very different spiritual position that would profoundly modify its approach 

to terrestrial realities: that is the aspect with which we are more closely concerned. . . 
In expectation of imminent fulfilment of human history, one could consider concrete 

realities as finally outdated, as devoid of real importance: the concept of a people, 

of belonging to ethnic groups, to different cultures, with all their practical conse

quences for man, were numbered among these outdated realities. But the realities 

regained their importance. in a· situation which, withou~ ~aving completely lost a 

sense of eschatological tension. r:equires installation in histo!Y: this installation 
· 1 . 

would compel the Christain community to give up its spirit of "splendid isolation:" 
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and compose with daily life and its exigencies. 

We hold here the key to one of the paradoxes of the Christian situation, of 

the history of the Church. The Church is caught between two opposite poles: on 

the one hand, the eschatological community on the march. the place of assembly 

of all humanity around C.hrist; on the other hand, a deep insertion into this or that 

precise ethnos or culture, such insertion frequently amounting to identification, to 

the detriment of its universal mission . 

. Judaism obviously could not consider the eschatological concept. of the Christian 

community as the fulfilment of its history an4 its entrance intq the eschatological 

phase: For that, there are several mutually compelling and complementary reasons. 

First and foremost, the epos of Je~us, the events of his ~ife and his death, -

whatever the value and significance of those events on the plane of the conscience of 

the Christian community,- have remained from the purely historical angle· one among 

many other occurrences with a more or less similar outcome. · All this actually 

occurred in troubled and :difficult times - in times when tensions within the nation 

had reached a paroxysm, when foreign domination - that of the Romans - increasingly 

angered those Jews who were most faithful to the nation's spiritual patrimony. That 

occupation constituted a major obstacle in living a life according to the norms C\f 

the Torah; an absolute bar to the mission of Israel. There was no absence of 

"Messiahs" in those times, and the indefinite character of so-called "Messianic" 

expectations· was pronounced enough for thi.!:! or that "Saviour" to find adepts without 

his failure in any way lessening the intensity of expectation. It was difficult if not 

impossible for a single person to fulfil all the criteria that the various messianic 

t'rends of Jewish tradition attributed to the saviour. Such eminent scholars as 

Rabbi Akiba Ben Joseph may have been mi~ta~en in that, though this did. not detract · . . -

from their immense prestige and absolut~ authority in the realm of "halacha." It 

should not be forgotten that the whole vast field of Messianism in Jewish tradition 

derives exclusively from the Haggad~h and is defin~d as not being subject to any 

form of rigid_ determination. 
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Maimonides \yas able to .say centuries later, in ·drawing up a kind of balance 

sheet, that ~l~ the Ha~adot" bearing on the Messiah, including the imagery of the 
. ' ' . 

prophets interpreted in that sense by tradition, were mere inni ?wi:l - images 

. and approximations .. of .a substantially different reality . 

. In tii~· Jewi.sh·.vision, .. the m,aj9r ele:rp.ent of.M~ssiani~. times is P.~incipally ~e . ' . · .. - . : · .... ·· ·. . ··. . . 

. restoration.of conditions of life that allow the ·Jewish people to devote itself entirely 

to study of the Torah and practice of the "mitzvot. " Those Messianic times evidently 

partake of the esch.atological achievements_ to which they constitute the prelude, 

tihough the Messiah would at best be no more than a privileged instrument of God's 

design, strictly subject to ever-guiding <;living action: 

."T:::i1:i:::i n1':>1:i~ :n:iyw N?N n'W7.:>71 n~~'' i1T71 o1:ilY71 p:i pN 

"The only d~ff~rence b~tween the actual world and the Messianic era is that. Israel 

would then no longer be subject to the nations," adds the Rambam, (Kings Xl: 2 

in.quoting a mess~ge from the Talmud (Ber. 34b). In Jewish tradition touching on 

Messianism, the emphasis bears essentially on the concrete liberation of Israel, 

a sine qua non condition for life according to the teachings of the Torah. T~erein 

lies the mission that devolves on Israel within God's desi~. Fulfilment of that 

mission is Ute first stage of that ·plan concerning all the nations, and there can be 

no turning:. point in history before the .fulfilment of ~is initial condition. Thus for 

the Judaism of those times, this does not - whatever the pressure of events - imply 

a return to particularist concepts, to the detriment of the universalism of the 

prophets. It is a matter of fulfilling an indispensable stage of God's design. And

if it devolves on Isr:ael to carry out th•s preliminary stage, the benefit will be en

joyed by all the' nations, for God's design affects the nations as much Israel. 

Neither the historic epos of Jesus, nor Christianity thereafter have brought 

this concrete change in the COl}ditions of life of Israel and the nations. Moreover, 

we notice in New Testament scripture to what extent this vision was that of the 

Apostles, who nearl~ forsoo)t their master who was disappointing thei.r expectations 

on this precise point. They also ask him, ~n a context that the Acts of the Apostles 
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situate after the 11events1i: "Lord, is it in these times that you will restore the 

Kingdom of Israel?' (Acts 1:6). In view of the volume of suffering that the different 

"Messianic" movements had brought upon the people, the authorities of the nation 

wanted to pu~ an early end to the movemeJ}t brought into being by the preaching of 

Jesus; they had the_refore decided to deliver Jesus to the Romans before the last

named took the matter into their own hands, as they had so often done before, 

settling any ·problem by means of a blood-bath. The fourth Gospel quotes the high 

priest as saying: "Better that one man should die for the people than that the whole 

nation should die" (John 11:50). And even after the events, when the young commun

ity gave an ultimate eschatological interpretation on the succession of phenomena in 

connection with Jesus, the de facto position did not change: th~ beliefs of a single 

small group proved powerless to enlist the support of the whole nation. 

In a second stage - evolution on this plane would be very rapid - the Christian 

community would harden its interpretation of the nature and mission of Jesus, and 

emphasise his special and unique association .with the very being of God. Thence-

forward Christianity would finally become a ml'7.:> in the eyes of Judaism, 

which cannot allow invocation of ;~,·a~,, ??::> while being ,py:i ,!l1:> 

one cannot at the same time put in question the principle of God's absolute uniqueness 

and invoke the whole concept of Jewish existence, based mainly on that principle. 

It is there that Judaism stOps, "a-theological" though it may be, because it refuses 

to formulate theses on the nature of God, a nature which completely eludes human 

understanding. It was here that - this thesis is nowadays almost unanimously recog

nized - the Jewish religious authorities took the step of provokiiig a radical break 

with the Christian community, by introducing into the 

tion formula, the C'l7.:>il n:>,:i. 

i1"1W:li' i1l?.:lW an impreca-

Finally. the Christian concept of a mission to the pagans, as finally prevailed 

with Paul, would represent for .,T:udaism a major obstacle to any integration of the 

Christian community within the framework of .Judaism. We here come to a central 

point of our subject, which is that· of the the Jewish concept of ethnic all'egiap.ce that 
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we shall deal with later. Let us say from the outset that Judaism cannot dissociate 

Israel's own vocation from acceptation of the Torah and the "mitzvot." There can-
. . . 

not be identification with the mission of the people of Israel without acceptan·ce of. the 

foundation of Israel. This remains true for historical times, and it is only in the 

eschatological perspective that it can be discussed. Through a very profound con

science of" its way of being and of its path through history, the Jewish people is 

also bound to oppose the idea of a "new Israel" that would exist according to 

different modalities. 

One strongly feels that we have here reached the core of Judeo-Christian anta

gonism. We have here sought to summarize briefly_ its deep-seated causes, on both 

sides; that is the key to comprehension of the dist.ressing history of relations be

tween· Jews and Christians, through the centuries and down fo .present times . 

Christianity, though it has ultimately "composed" with so many nations, so many · -.... 

ethnic groups and so many cultures.has hever been able really and profoundly to rec

ognize that Judaism has been unable to identify itseif with its vision of "Israel". 

Having ultimately made room in its bosom for all the ethnic groups, despite a rather 

uniformist "neither Jews nor Greeks" initial concept from the angle of immediate 

expectatio~ of the Second Coming, it had, and always had, great difficulty in granting 

this place to the Jewish people. The deep-seated reasons for that are evidently of a 

theological nature: they influence Christia.nity' s approach to the .concept of ethnic 

~llegiance and the place that it attributes within its own system to the different ethnic 

groups. Concerning Israel , .these same theological reasons show why Israel occu-· 

pies a special place in the Christian problematic of ethnic allegiances. Only a pro

found theological change could modify this point o~ view. It would require a l.ess ex

clusive interpretation of God's design, which evidently is still keeping a place for 

Israel according to that design's own concepts. If ISrael refuses to identify itself 

with this "new Israel" that the Church wants, it is because such identification would 

lead ipso facto to. "the end of the ,Jewish people." 
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THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE PRIMITIVE CHRISTIAN TRADITION 

Every analysis of the Christian µotion of people postulates the first Christian 

community as people of God, and, as for a people of God this community would as

sume the place of, and would be a continuation of the Jewish mission, would enlarge 

it and would give it a new dimension. 

Inasmuch as it i.s not the question here of a theolQgical presentation bearing 

on a doctrinal background, we are refraining from the tas.k of making a critical an

alysis of Christian attitudes:. we face them as historical ~acts. What we are exclu

sively interested in here, is to know how things were reflected to the con.science of 

the first C~ristian communities. In this domain both the accounts of the New Testa

ment and those of the ancient patristic tradition provide us with numerous references 

from which one can deduce a certain overall picture. 

The Christian notion of people of God has its roots in the Jewish notion to 

which it isrstri~tly indebted, an<;l we have shown this in our analysis of New Testa

ment terminology. We are. going to speak about the ilµluence exerted by this depend

ence upon the difficult process of separation of these two, the Jewish and the Chris-

tian, communities. 

Through inspiration, Christianity in its origins is attached to a Jewish tend

en(•y mentioned by us and the importance of which for the development of Christian

ity we emphasized but which has not been discussed by us in detail; namely-the es

chatological and apocalyptical vision. This deficiency of our survey is due to several 

factors. While in view of a whole series of historical facts this escathological tenden

cy has not been el.iminated it ha_s however become strongly subdued in official Jewish 

teachings. Accordingly, escathology has failed to I!lark in a decisive manner the de

velopment of ancient traditional Jewish thought. No d?ubt, ~~has always remained 
. ' . 

present: it nourishes the esoteric and cabbalistic current. ~d it is inconceivable to. 

ignore its influence upon Judaism as a whole. However, this current still fails to 
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present direct interest for our study in respect of a concrete experience of Judaism. 

On the other hand, it is mainly under this angle that Christianity is linked to 

Judaism: with excessive concoction one may proceed as far as stating that Christian

ity presents itself as an extreme Jewish eschatology haVing a strong apocalyptical 

shade dominated J:?y the idea:of an immediate. end of the times and the completion of 

· history. Here we don't have to consider theological and dogmatical developments 

which took place subsequently. These are entirely foreign to Judaism and their his

torical origins have no relevance to our survey. 

Belfef in a crucified and :resuscitated Christ who has entered the glory of 

God henceforth living as an exalted ~~!LOJ constitutes the center of the conscience 

of t~e p·rimitive Church as it will progressively take shape. This conscienciousness 

is based on the witiless of the disciples bearing on their actual experiences and their 

meetings with the resuscitated man as a living reality. This proclamation of the re

suscitated Christ will henceforth constitute the center of their faith taking hold direct

ly of the message· proclaimed by Jesus and the contents thereof. 

It is around this confes·sion and its contents - and one should beware of con

sidering them .under the angle of subsequent precise statements and doctrinal indura

tions - that the community of believe:rs is taking shape. This· community, while re

maining part of the framework of the Jewish race, very soon differentiates itself 

through this very confession, considering itself as~ eschatological community of 

the end of times. The events surrounding the· person of Jesus assume an absolutely 

decisive significance for the comm.unity of disciples. These events, taken as a 

whole, constitute the eschatological fact. This ~~chatological fact was in turn form

erly understood as the direct succession of a combination of events which have either 

already taken place or must still come about at the time of the next Creation which 

is the glorious return of Chr~st among his people, this being the final phase and "the 

end (goal) of history". 

· In this perspective, it is Jesu~~i above all that the e~chatological action of God . .. 

becomes incarnate and the members of the community themselves take a p0sition vis 
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~vis this action. Quite: naturally, the phrases adopted by them are those oi the 

Jewish apocalypses·: they are the ~i<'Af:.~t..ot , "the chosen" and the d.~to~ 
"the saints". They constitute the genuine ':i 'mp, the "congregation of the Locd", 

a ter_m denoting, in t_~e langu~e of the _time coll.firmed by the writings· of Qumran, 

not only lsrael in its instrumental function in _God's plan as it unfolds in history but 

also and in addition, the eschatological community,_of salvation. In the language of 

. the 'Koc-\i~ , the langua~e of the hellenistic diaspora which will so9n become 
' ~ 

predominant in the young community, it is the.term of ·t.kKA'l'\G'iJ. which is 

employed by the LXX for the translation 'o:f ?:ip and which will assert itself to des

···· ignate the young community envisaged as eschatological community of salvation . 
. . 

The selection ofthis term is important and in our perspective significant. 

As a matter of fact, the LXX differentiate in general· rather distinctly between ?.:i.p 

and ~I( K K.11t-td.. , the community in a broad sense and ,hi';'!',v, the community en-

visaged primarily under the juridical and cultural angle ·habitually expressed by 
J -

t'~VJ..~~~"'\ , In our context, the emphasis is obviously placed, both in Juda-

ism ahd in Christianity, on .' .. 'n.'?:!J' 1 ~'KL!'i\;~El"{J.. tv\f elo:; , for it is 
. . . 

the actl.on of God which presides over this gathering· and imparts Ui its deep signifi-

cance. It is this £\.(\l;\\tt"lJ... , this communify assembled by God in~an escha

talogical°perspective whic.h; according to the Christian conception, is constructed 

as such by the gift of the Spirit pre.dieted by the prophets of Israel for the end of 

times. This is the deep meaning of the Christian Whitsuntide. 

whiqh appears already as a reality of first im-. 

portance in the Apostles' Deeds and with Paul still in the sense.of the i 1gathering 
. I ·. 

assembl ed by the action of _God manifested in Jesus-Christ and consecrated by t_he 

Spirit". In this sense, the term of "assembly" (Gemeinde) remains nearer to the .. 
original reality than that of "Church". The latter term has been gradually assum

ing increasingiy a juridical and institutional meaning. 
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VI 

'DEVELOPMENT AND CONCRETE EXPERIENCE 

OF THE CONCEPT "PEOPLE" IN CHRISTIANITY 

,· 

After our attempt to show the Christian awareness of the dimension of the 

"new Israel" assuined·by the community of the faithful, we must return to the basic 

documents, the writings of the New Testament. MethodblQgically, this may seem 

a somewhat unusual procedure; but it is justified by the very development of these 

writings: we wante~ first to record the concrete experience, before tracing the 

stages of its development by means of the documents. 

At the level of lexicological develoP,ment, the different books of the New 

· Testament-show an appreciable progressi9n. While the term A.t.JS is still often 

used as· in the Septuagint, either just in tqe sense of "peopl~" or more particularly 

for Israel as "His people" or "God's peO_ij~e" in contrast to the heathen ( £8'v 'l ), 
the same term also designates the community of Jesus' disciples, · without preju

dice to Israel's status as God's particular people. Since the word f KKA "l,l)'lot -

which, as we ·have seen, corr~sponds to 7_:ip and, in a narrower sense, to 

b'IJVJ..f~~~ - hardly oc.cu;rs in the Gospels, terminologica.l differentiation is 

often not easy even within a given document. 

But over and beyond a terminology which is often hesitant and clearly stil.l 

tentative, those same New Testament writi!lg~ already show the clear outline of a 

new reality, which consists of no more or less than the transfer of the concept of 

God's people to ihe community of Jesus' disciple~'. It is this community which, 

from now on, becomes from the theological viewpoint the "Sitz im Leben" of 

events; and it is to this community that Paul, in 2 Car., 6:16, applies the two 

Old Testament.passages Lev. 26:12 and Ez. 37:27, when he says: ,·,1 will dwell 

in th~m, and w.alk in them; and I will be their ~' and they shall be my people." 

In Acts, we find the same "transfer" when James ~~ys (Acts 15:14): "God at the ... 

first did visit the Gentiles, to take out of tli~m a . people for his name." 
. .,, 

:· .. ~ . . . 
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Paul, in Rom. 9:23-26, alluding to. Hosea 2:25 and 1:9, presents the s.ame 

idea in an even more.explicit way by applying an Old Testament prophecy about 

·1srael as God's people to the-Christian community which consisted of Jews and 

Gentiles. In the latest books of the New Testament, such as 1 Peter, the transfer 

. of the terms used for the Old Testament's people of God to the community is an .· 

established fact From now on, .the community and the community alone is refer-

r.ed to as the -otvos . f~/l('t'o\J} ~~~li\t<.OV tt.fiti\r#Aol.., ft[l/o~ ~rc.ov I 
Aclo5 Etj TitfLUOt?'\rlV,the '_'Chosen generation, royal priesthood, holy nation, 

peculiar people" (1 Pet.er 2:9 with reference to Ex. 19:5-6) •. 

What _is import.ant here is not so much the terminology and its use, as the 

new reality of God's people whic;h becomes more and more clearly defined in the 

New Testament writings.' For f\l·rther particulars, and in order not to be.come 

overly involved in technical explanations, we must refer the reader to "New Tes

tament Theologies. " 

..,E l(tli"'\~~J.. in the sense of-"the definitive gathering around God of 

the people which He has chosen" is the key terin of the "selbstverstaen~iss" of 

the comm.unity of the ctiscipres. f kJ( A rt~~ is taken m the extended sense which 
. . 

it has been assuming more and more clearly in the Septuagint, with· a quite appre-

ciable eschatological overtone. By designating itself as f/lk'.l'l_l;Cot. , the Chris

tian community consciously establishes itself as the true community of God, the 

people of God at the time of the gathering at the end of day .. s .. , (Wb_.at we consider 

here, .in line with our central viewpoint, is the concrete experjence of the com-
. - ' . 

. . 
munity; we do not int~nd to discuss the true place of eschatology in the New Tes-

tament - a question much discussed in exegesis, and; · inCidentally, a controver

sial one. ) It is .in this sense that the term is of capital importance in Acts and 

the Pauline Epistl~s . 

We consider the matter therefore at the level at which, ·in the awareness 

of the community, the iqentificatjon ·of Jesus' disciples~ Jewish and Gentile alike, 

with God's people ha.s clearly bec~.me an established fact. We are not concerned 
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here to know in what i:µeasure that identification was justified or not, or what, from 

this viewpoin~, is the funCtion of an I.srael which refu.s~s this identification. Those 

questions are extremely important, but are purely a matter for the theologian. 

P._eJ_el~p~:_~t_ ~-~~-~:~~!:~~~~~~~~~-

One might think that in th.e Christian s:rstem, the central idea of gathering 

and unification replaces the concept of people in the earlier sense of a well-defined 

human community; but that would be a too abstract and too exclusively theological 

view of Christianity, Still, ~n the classical Christian view, salvation in Jesus Christ 

is the revelation of God's design for all mankind, and the main task is therefore tha.t 

of uniting all in the belief in salvation. And since the primitive community apparently 

lived .in the expectation that::the Se_cond Coming was at hand, there was in those times 

no precise conception of its circumstances. 

For the New Testament writings and the Churc~ fathers, the problem remains 

from the theological viewpoint ·"the union of the two peoples in a single one11 
- the 

"two peoples" being the Jews and the Gentiles. The terms are taken over from the 

J'ewish tradition, in which Gentile stands for the whole pagan, that is, non-Jewish 

world. Certain Church fathers go farther ·and exclude the actual Israel - in other 

words, the Jewish people - from this View.. For them the "great gathering" .r.elates 

to an "Ecclesia ex Gentibus", in which the final integration of the Jewish people be

comes a specifically eschatological event which will - or, according to opi.J;lion, 

will not - take place oruy at the end of days. 

In reality, the proble~ is obviously one of the actual integration of the Gen

tiles in the Christian community (we shall from here on purposely di.sregard the 

question of the place of the Jew in this context);. not the integration of ·an abstrac

tion, but of a complex reality. As a matter of fact, it is impossible to sepa.rate the 

individual from his ethilical, sociological o~ qultural context. The vital .question 

f.or the Church will be how to integrate these ethnical, sociological and cultural 

characteristics as living entities. What value does the C4urch assign to the human 
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reality of a given people's ethnical and cultural community - or that of an i.Ildividual 

as member.of that people - in the .progression towards the ideal unity? In putting 

the question in this form, we leave past for present history, for we are not concerned 

here with considering the question from the historical angle. What we want to know is 

what the present position of the Church facing the present actual world is. 

We know that the Church, carried away by its missionary zeal aiming at in

gathering all for salvation, has not always avoided the danger of identifying with this 

or that culture. Every nationalism, every particularism has been able to claim it. 

Though pretending to being "catholic"· in the sense of universal, it has in course of 

time nevertheless allied itself with every particularism of thought and of politics. Its 

message became so strongly imprinted by the sum totaJ of these successive influen

ces that it could not be stated otherwise than clad in the language of a given civiliza

tion, - a language which had to be adopted first to be able to approach that civiliza

tion. In the .awareness of its universal mission, it wanted to use the powers of this 

world and come to tei"µls with them; but it has gradually allowed itself to become 

their servant. It has created the image Qf "Christian" and even of "most Christian" 

nations. Today, the Church acknowledges the facts and is aware that it has largely 

ibeen overtaken by the events. It sees that the message which it wanted to communi

,cate and teach by these me.ans is beirig obliterated rapidly. 

Faced with this failure, the· Church of Christ - the Churches - searches its 

conscience. The problem is clearly universal, with no sectarian distinctions, 

though the specific situations may ditfer according to circumstances. Willingly or 
.• 

not - and often most reluctantly - the Church must admit that it is in a situation 

of crisis, and must therefore review its positions. It does so liesitatingly, while 

being continually overtaken by a more and more rapid development. 
I .. 

It is on this plane that tlie Church is beginning to realize that the "locus the<r 

logicus" is not a great theological synthesis to ·which matters must be subordinated 

artificially, .b1:J:t man as he is in .his environment and as he i~ conditioned by his en

vironment . . If it wants to be able to ~each him, the Church must purify its language 
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and its mode .of being; it must be ·withlli his reach, meet him within his own universe. 

Its message must regain its universal dimension, and at the same time become cap

able of 3.dapting itself to widely differing situations . 

. Thi s need is what makes the Church consider in the first place the nature of 

its mission in the world and to the world. It must realize that unity does not mean 

uniformity, but the a~il~ty to diversify widely thanks to a common inspiration which, 

far from reducing human values to a common level, can take its place within any 

specific situation,. raise it to a different level, and enable it to progress in turn to

wards the common aim. 

Hence, the .Church must return to its own sources of inspiration. If it is to 

be truly universal, available to all and at the service of all men, it must to a cer

tain degree "disincarnate" and divest itself of the many accretions which, in the 

course of the ages, have been superimposed o~ each other to the extent of rendering 

its irrecognizable. Only a Church which has been repurified in this sense will be 

able to rethink its mission to man, to 'men and to the world. 

Always and at all levels, the Church will be an "assembly", an "assembled 

community"; not, however, ·.an: abstract and by definition ideal community, but a 

·concrete brotherhood able to give room to man in his normal ethical and cultural 

context. Thus the Churc;:h will not be first and foremost a hierarchial institution_: 

though that is a legitimate aspect and there is no question of rejecting it - , but a 

permanent gathering of men as such around God and His Word. In that sense, the 

primate reverts to the .concrete human community: the institution'~ function is to 
··. 

provide th~ link between the communities. As a concrete human community, the 

local C~ur~h is not an abstract entity which mus.t be subordinated to a central ad

ministration, just as the univer~al Church is not a mere side-by-side of local com

munities. The entire historical situation makes· it therefore necessary to redefine 

the mutUal ~inks between the communi~ and the Church from ~he bottom up;. ~d · ··· 

we must never forget that the link uniting the Churches ts in the first place not ad

ministrative but ~eumatic: they will or will not be united to the extent th==!-t they 
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really intercommunicate in one same spirit . That is the point where they will truly 

be "the Church of God" while remaining gatherings of men. 

Such a view excludes equally any too individualistic conc;:eption and amounts , 

in a certain sense, to an upgrading of the basic cominunity with all that that implies. 

Touched by the message of the Church, man is not alone, isolated from a· context, a 

kind of monad, but in the first place a member of a community of men: and as such 

he becom~s a member of God's people, with which together he wi.11 have to travel 

towards a common aim, in perfect solidarity and to the exclusion of any idea of any

one being subordinate to others. 

This "people of God" , while consisting bas"ically of clearly distinct unities , 

is, as we have already seen, a concrete people, composed of concrete· human units 

on the march. It is therefore at the same time a histqrical reality, a present fact 

that a future development, and we cannot disregard any of these essential aspects 

if we want to understand it The Church as God's people in the· process of gather

l.ng does not hover over the events, but makes its way within those events It is , 

as we have said, a permanent gathering, not a rigid institution proceeding simply 

by acquiritig individuals .. · Some traits of the Church which we mention here seem 

almost: to be part of a caricature, but tll:eY n~vertheless correspond to conceptions 

which, as a matter of history, were capable of prevailing at certain not too remote 

times. As a truly living assembly, the Church must be capable ,of taking in what 

men bring to it without dehumanizing them and without regarding it as its ta.sk to 

force them into a uniform mould. The Church must shoulder its past without be

coming fixed in a static view. of itself: it mus~ be thare in the present without want

ing to shape it accordi.J,l.g to its own image, and it must prepare the future without 

wanting to lean onesidedly oi:i its creative forces . This is how it can regain the dy

namic quality which is the justification for its existence, and its main function, 

which is to provide the transition from a beginning or' re"alization, marked by the 

coming of C~rist, _and an end, which is the_ establislunen~ of tl~e Kingdom o~ God. 

· Such a Church, deeply involved in the human reality. cannot escape from 

the human condition. It is not and cannot be the ideal community, but it is ~he ideal 
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com.m~ity in statti. fieri,: it i_s growing towards the idear. It is· not without fault, 

without error or without sin, and instead of defending the often deviant attitudes it 

has assumed in the past - everything can be explained if it is put in its historical 

context - it should rather acknowledge its errors and try to avoid them. 

That is why the Church's progress through time is always in the first place 
' ' 

a process of continuous purification ~d renewal. The true eschatological fulfil-
. ' 

ment calls for the presence of a new people of God which the Church must become; 
' . 

and the process of becoming that new people of God - by definition a process of 

progressive pu:rification - is not completed. We must be very careful not to iden

tify the Chu.rch either with God's people or with God's kingdom; in its present 

state, it is neither, though it is very directly at the ·service of botjl. 

If the coming of Jesu_s, in Christian terms, meaps the beginning of the "end 
' ' 

of days", we mu~t never forget that it is after aii only a beginning directed towards 

an end which lies in the future. It is the interval between these two poles which is 
-

the "tempus Ecclesiae", the time of the Church, a time of service to man, not a 

time marked by the concern for domination on the part of an institution acting ex

actly in the manner of the powers of this world.· 

The ep.tire future of the Church in our civilization and in our present world 

depends on this. W~ll it be able to go back ·beyond its past errors to find its true 

mission, its true way of being an_d its first inspiration again·? Will it be able to 

carry out its reconversion in metanoia, in humble acknowledgement of its mis

takes?· Is it ready to accept man in order to lead him on this road, to liberate him 
' 

from compulsion and bring hi~ nearer to God? Will it a~ long last be able to be a 

guide on this road rather than an obstacle, as it has so often been? Will it cease 

b~ing the opposite of all this inlis ~ctual behaviour, in its reaction to events, in 

fac4tg reality in all its complexity? It is for the Church to answer this, ,not by 

cheap words, but by its actions, by its manner of being and its actual conduct, for 

those alone can assure it of. new credibility. Only then can it become a chosen in

strument for the "populorum. progressio", for _the betterm~nt of nations and of: men; 

only then can it be tcyly present .in the world, while never forgetting that the reali

ties _towards which it must lead man are not "of tltj.s world. " 
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THE CONCEPT AND BOND OF THE LAND 

IN AFRICAN RELIGIOUS TRADITION 

It has been pointed out that the Africans are easily inclined to attach great im

portance to the religious aspect of the land. This has been observed with regard to 

modern African writers sue~ as L.S. Sengbor, K.A.Busia and J .. Kenyatta (Biebuyck, 

p. 33).; 

Indeed, the religious c~nnotatlon is one of the many aspects tha~ the concept of 

land can imply. To the westerners, however, it is not the most obvious one. West

erners are more utilitarian in their present approach to land, and, therefore, they con

s ider it mainly as an economic reality that can be measured and allotted in order to be 

inhabited and cultivated: it can, thus, be exploited for profit. It is also seen as · a po

litical entity, and becomes, then, the 'fatherland',.. a sacred entity. It would not be 

correct, however, to describe this 'sacredness' as something religious, except in a 

rather vague and very 9road senf?e. It is an emotional attitude more than a religious 

relationship. 

In western countries there are, of course, places and localities that are markt

ed by shrines or cemeteries or other particular monuments of this kind. They are 

historical places, tied to some event or legend, wh.ich attract the devotion and piety 

of the faithful , but which cannot be identified with the land as such. 

It is, thus, worth analyzing what !f. . is that makes the Africans so prone to the 

religious aspect of their .land. Th~ tie with whatsoever spiritual power and the an

cestor.s, which the.Africans sense through their-land, are indeed .mystical, but they 

are very real, to the .Point of causing deep emotion which may even become explosive 

and violent. 

We must be reminded that it is the Africans' point of view on the land that we 

must unc;ierstand. As Paul Bohannan observed "thinking about land has been.and remains 

largely ethnocentric" (Bohannan, p. 101). In the African systems of thought the land is 
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an integral part of a w~ole that includes religion. as a basic co-efficient, not as a mar

ginal aspect. Thus land, as any other element of that whole, is deeply blended in re

ligion. 

Audrey L. Richards, in her approach to the problem of land among the Bemba 

of Zambia, remarks that it is imp0rtant to describe the general attitude of the people 

towards their environment; so much so that the Bemba, she notes , look at the pre

sence or absence of trees as a sign of productive or unproductive. soil. (Richards, 

p. 230). I would like to add that such a significance is not true solely for the utilitar

ian interests that go with the land, but also for its religious aspects. Everywhere in 

Africa there are spots and localities marked by a religious character, such as moun-

tains, woods, trees, initiation lands, etc. 

Kenyatta describes a mogumo tree, the sole survivor of the sacred trees in bis 

neighbourhood: "it was. a huge tree, round which a variety of trees grew; thus it w·as 

an outstanding landmark" (Kenyatta, p. 249). In fact, within Kikuyuland it is still . 

possible to see such huge trees or woods that have always been respected, and are 

still used for sacrifice. For the Kikuyu the abode of Ngai , their high God, is Mount 

Kenya. Kikuyu elders, also, when they sacrifice and pray, turn to the different moun

tain tops, to the north, to the east, to the south and to the west. (Kenyatta, p. 249). 

It is not hazardous, then, to state that the general attitude of the Africans to 

land was not devoid, in their tradition, of a religious significance. 

THE EARTH AND THE LAND. 

We have now to take note of the difference between the earth and the land. The 
' . 

earth is something universal: it ext~nds as far as the horizon and even beyond it. ·The 

land is limited: it is a parcel of that universe which is the earth. The idea of the earth, 

just for its universality. offe~s itself readily to abstraction and symbolisation; it can 

even be seen as a deity . The concept of land is more concrete, it is palpable: land can 

be settled, it c::µi be cultivated, it can be sold, it can be abandoned. It is intimately· in

tricated with all human socl.al life. 
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There is great variety of forms with regard to th~ e~rth in African tradition~ 

As known, creation myths are not very rich in Africa. Generally it is not said how 

the earth came into being; its presence is taken for granted. 

The creation myth of the Dogon, recorded by Gr1aule, is one of the few where 

we are told how the earth came into being. It was formed from a s~all piece of the 

primeval piacenta (Griaule, p. 184- 88). Ogo, the son of Am.ma (the Creator), com

mitted incest and ruined the plan of his father. Nommo, one of Ogo's twins, offered 

himself to die, and having to die, and having been sacrificed, he was buried inside 

the earth and r ose to life again, thus making possible the creation of man. This in

timate connection with the first acts of creation bas tributed a mark of sacredness 

to the earth. For that reason all the land is considered as sacred by the Dogon, and 

when it is toiled, the modes and system of cultivation must be performed as a re

enactment of the grandiose events of the beginning. 

Among other peoples of West Africa, like the Tallensi, the Ibo, the Jukun, 

the earth is conceived as a divinity. The Tallensi, says Fortes, stand in awe of the 

Earth. They speak of it as a living thing, meaning by this that it intervenes mysti

cally in human affairs in the same way as the ancestor spirits do; (Fortes, 1945, 

_p . 176). 

For the Ibo there is a whole pantheon o.f alosi or spirits who have received 

power to control the various aspects of nature from the supreme being, Chuku. "In 

many ways the most important of the alosi is Ani, the personalized Earth. She is 

the ruler of the land of the dead, the guardian of the comn;iunity' s moral code' the 

bringer of fertility, and the supervisor of the farming cycle" (Horton, p. 23). 

"The Kikuyu" , writes Kenyatta, "consider the earth as the 'mother' of the 

tribe, for the reason that the mother bears her burden for about eight or nine moons 

while the child is in her womb, and then for a short period of suckling. But it is the 

soil that feeds the child through lifetime; and again after death it is the soil that 

nurses the spirits of the dead for eternity. _ Thus the earth is the most sacred thing 

above all that dwells in or on it. Among the Kikuyu the soil is especially honoured, 

and an everlasting oath is to-swear by the Earth". (Kenyatta, p. 21). 
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I would comment on this by underlining the difference betw~en the idea· of the 

earth of the Kikuyµ and the conception of the same among the Tallensi and Ibo. The 
,. . .. .·· 

Kikuyu consider the earth as a mother; b~t it is not the classic idea of the Great 

Mother Earth, conceived as a divinity. I would rather describe it as a secularized 

version of it. Indeed, it views the earth as a mysterious being that harbours the dead 

in its inside as a mother nourishes her child in her womb. The Tallensi and Ibo re

gard the Earth as a personification, a real being, a god or a spirit. For all these 

peoples, the Dogon, the Tallensi, the Ibo and the Kikuyu, tihe earth is sacred, but 

the meaning behind it, i.e. the reason for. that sacredness, are quite divergent. 

THE EARTH AS SYMBOL 

Such a conceptualisation of the earth sta.rts from its actual surface, its vast

ness, its mysterious character that bears a hidden power of. life. ;For this reason it 

becomes a symbol, a reality that signifies something of another nature, unknown. 

To the Tallensi, as Fortes writes, "it is tJie symbol of the forces that pro

ma te the common welfare of' all mankind without discrimination". The attitude of the 

Tallensi is very logicalanq very significant . . "Just as th·e earth's surface is limit

less, so the mystical power of the Earth is universal". A wandering stranger is not 

entirely stranger; he is "a thing on the earth". He' should not be attacked; though, 

of course, he must be handed to the chief for protection. (Fortes, 1945, p. 176). 

I wish to refer to an aµ.alogous concept of the Mbuti of the Congo, concerning 

the forest. "The forest is the godhead, rather than being its abode; hence the sanc

tity of the forest, and the profanity of anything that is not the forest. That this is so 

is seen in the almost universal answ~r given w!hen faced, either among themselves in 

the course of discussion or directly, by the question of where pepo (the life force) de

rives from. The answer is that is derives from the forest itself. Not just the trees 

or streams, or the sky or the soil, but from the totality, down to the last grain of 

sand". (Turnbull, p. 252). 
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. The totality of the fore.st in the same way as the universality of the earth goes 

beyond all human limited possibilities. 'The forest', 'the earth', are thus proper 

terms for describing the supernatural that exists beyond and above man. 

· An analogous phenomenon can be observed among the pastoral nomads of East 

Africa .. I personally recorded a prayer of the Samburu elders of Baragoi, south of 

Lake Rudolph. The prayer was communal. The leader remained standing while pro

nouncing the invocations; all the others, squatting, replied in chorus to the litany. 

The prayers started by direct invocations to Eng-ai; 

Leader 

Ngai·ya Bar::igoi 

Ngai ya Maralal 

Ngai ya Marsabit 

etc. 

Chorus, 

Ngai ai 

Ngai ai 

Ngai ai 

Barago1, Maralal, Marsabit are villages at opposite points, and are named as points 

of reference so as to describe the universality of the earth and by that they indicate 

the domain of God. While stating the invocation, the leader turned in direction of 

each village, using his staff to point toward them. It .was also clearly apparent that 

by calling to the Ngai of each place, he was .not directing to a plural deity, but to 

one and the same god which possessed power over all the earth. Such a meaning is 

very similar to the attitude of the Kikuyu elders, when they turn to the mountains 

which surround their land at the four points, to revere God while they sacrifice to him. 

In the prayer of the Samburu the universality of the earth is not stressed in 

order to give relief to the earth as such, but rather to symbolize the universality of 

God's presence and power. _ For the Samburu it is God the living being, not the 

earth. I do not think ·it would be correct to describe the concept of the earth on the 

part of the Samburu as religious, though it would be r!ish to deny that they attach to it 

some sense of sacredness. 

We have seen, then, that the concept of the earth can be used differently as a 

means of religious symbolisation_ in connection with the idea of God above. It can be 
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described as intimately involved with the beginning of the world; it can be personi

fied as a divinity with special power from God; it can be assumed as an apt indica

tion of the limitless presence of God. 

THE FERTILITY OF THE LAND 

We are still to consider the sacredness of the earth from its 'below'. Evezy 

man depends on it for his sustenance. Be he a gatherer or an agriculturalist or a 

shepherd, he is anxious to see the blossoming of the seeds from inside of the earth. 

To most African peoples, though not to all of them, the mysterious power in

side the earth is seen in direct connection with the ancestors. We l;lave seen the 

earth compared to a .pregnant mother, que to the fact that the ancestors are like her 

children who have returned into her womb after their life in this world. The idea of 

fertility or the relation with the ancestors. modifies, as it were, the concept of the 

earth into a very definite reality with its limits .and borders, and thus the earth is 

better described in terms of land. 

In African languages this concept of land may be expressed by some precise 

words. The Bemba, by the word mpanga, indicate one whole stretch of land, that is 

all bush aJ?.d all potentially cultivable: · "They believe that,,mpanga is under the in

fluence of supernatural beings, the spirits (imipashi) of dead chiefs, who reigned 

over th~ country, or the ancestors of the headmen in charge of individual viUages. 

They conceive of the bush as a whole, yielding or withholding its produce according 

to the good or ill will of the supernatural powers. " (Richards, p. 234). 

The Kilruyu word githaka describes a similar stretch of land that could be ex

ploited by cultivation and forms -the estates of individual and shallow lineages. It is 

the githaka that is thought of most in connection with the ancestors, though the ances

tor's communion with the living is not restricted to the land but to all other aspects 

of social life. 
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The Tiv say tar for a territory inhabited by a lineage segment. Every Tiv 

has a right to farm in the tar .. · There seems to be no special relationship between the 

land and the ancestors according to the Tiv.. 

THE ANCESTORS 

Let us analyze better the relationship of the land with the ancestors. Land 

must be occupied. The first occupation goes together with the foundation of some 

social unit. and possibly ·some political structure. The stories of the founding fathers 

are thus recalled to explain the established right held on the land. They are what 

Malinowsky aptly described as the 'mythical charter of land rights'. The figure of 

the first settler or settlers goes through a phenpmenon of mythopoesis by which it 

can be ex~lted to son:ie sort of divine ra~, ruling over the land with which he is or 

they are somehow identified. 

These mythical accounts are very significant in order to understand the posi

tion of chiefs and groups of recognized descendants of the first settlers with regard 

to land. The kings and the ruling strata that are found in so many countries of 

Africa explain mostly in those term.s their political privileges. 

In some traditions the ancestors were declared to be the real owners of the 

land. The expression could have a political as well as a religious meaning. The 

Paramount Chief of the Bemba, praying for rain, addressed himself to his ances

tors iii these words: "You, the owner of the land, look now. We have not yet seen 

any porridge, fish, meat, and all sorts of food. " (Richards, p. 236). 

The Tallensi say that "the lS;nd really belongs to the ancestor~ who first cul

tivated it" and therefore they invoke their blessi.p.g upon any new recipient of land, 

because "without this, they bE;!lieve, failure and even disaster would overtake him 

when he starts farming" . (Fortes, 1949, p. 310). 

We are advised not to interpret this principle of the ownership of the land 

on the part of the ancestors "in a static manner" {Verdier, p.29) . I am inclined 
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here to refer to the interpretation of the ancestors worship by J. Kenyatta in terms of 

"communion with ancestral spirits". "The gifts which an e_Wer gives to the ancestors' 

spirits 11
, writes Kenyatta, '.'are nothing but the tributes symbolizing the gift,s which 

the departing elders would have received had they been alive, and which the living el

ders now receive". (Kenyatta, p. 226). 

This has much in common with the comments of the Lo Dagaba by Goody: "The 

offerings to ancestral beings are not made simply out of the goodness of man's heart. 

They are made not as gifts, but in fulfillment of obligations to those who expect offer

bgs because they have helped to provide the living with earthly goods. As ancestors 

they continue to belong to the same property holding corporation that they belonged to 

in life and are entit_led to share in the· gains that accrue to their descendants". (Goody, 

p.414). 

SOCIAL VALUE OF THE LAND 

With regard to laJ;>.d the dynamic interest of ancestors is primarily expressed 

in terms of fertility. To ensure that _aim one has to keep in constant communion with 

them. In this sense the Bemba call the land lucky or unlucky. The luck of the land 

"is in the hands of ancestral spirits to grant or withhold at will". The unluckiness of 

the land is caused by the anger of the ancestors roused by breaking a tribal code, or 

failing in some ceremonial observance or in the failure to carry out one's obligations 

to his chief. (Richards, pp. 234-235). 

The blessing of the land by the ancestors is thought as the main coefficient for 

the social cohesion of a community. A fertile land is clear evidence of the ancestors' 

pleasure. A land that has become barren or eroded represents a curse, and having 

loet not only its fertility but also its aynamic force of cohesion and continuity, is to be 

abandoned. 

We are led to interpret migratory movements not solely in terms of political or 

utilitarian motives, but .also in spiritual and religious sense. The land, in such cases, 
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takes on the real value of symbol in the same manner as we have noted in relation to 

the concept of the earth. 

The symbplizing value of the land is best seen in its social effects. ''In Tale 

social organisation there is an intrinsic connection between every defined social 

group or part of a social group and a specific location." (Fortes, 1945, p. 171). This 

kind of generalisation can be applied to all societies of Africa. We should, however, 

be mindful of the recommendation made by P. Bohannan "to investigate the distinction 

betwee~ territorial groups and the spatial dimension of society". (Boh3:nnan, p. 110). 

The spatial dimension is part of the essence of society, of any socie.ty_; the 

territorial dimension is not. In other words, territories can change: they can even 

be done without. We see societies migrate from one territory to another, move from 
. . ! 

one land to another, but, at the same time, we see also how a territory or a land is 

valued emotionally, how deep 3:ttachments and dedication to it can arise. There 

seems to be a sort of contradi~tory paradox in these attitudes, but we have to account 

with them, if we want to comprehend the complexity of the concept of land and under

stand certain changes that have taken place with regard to land in Africa in these last. 

decades. 

THE CHIEFS AND THE SHRINES 

A main evidence of the religious aspect of the co·ncept ·of land in Africa is to 

be seen in her rituals. I propose to a03:lyze it in the role played by the chiefs or 

kings, and in the erection and function of land-shrines. The chief, in the old tradi

tion of Africa, can be described as the livirig symbol of the community in its contin

uity with the past, in its present cohesion, and in its future developments. He can 

be described as the incarnation of the ancestors. 

The reth of the Shilluk was identified with Nyikang, the mythical founder of 

the dynasty: Nyikang is the re~h, the reth is Nyikang. (~owe~l, ,_p. !Q~}_; The Muk~ma 

of the Nyoro is identified with the country and he must be maintained in a state of 
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both physical well being a~ of ritual purity; he is also held to perforµi certain cere

monies daily, mostly with regard to cattle "for the good of the country". (Beattie, 

p.136-37). In the same way, the primary duty of the Swazi king was to pe-rform the 

national ritual for rain. (Kuper, p. 165 a~d 171). 

''When the Bemba chief is installed be acquires, as guardian spirits, the imi

pashi of the dead rulers of the land, of whom he is of course the lineal descendant in - -

the matrilineal line. Hereafter he is believed in his own person to affect the fortunes 

of his land". (Richards, p. 248). Among the Bwa "the role of the village bead is to ·. 

be the personification of the territorial unity of the village, being the sole depository 

of those rights acquired by the ancestors over the territory of the village; he has also 

charge of all the shrines; every sacrifice must have his approval." (Capron, p. 139-

140). The headman of the Luapula villages, described as the owner of the village, 

must also be ritually efficient. (Cunnison1 p. 2). 

In other chiefless societies governed, as among the M~sai and the Kikuyu, by 

councils of elders, it is the elders who ar·e the living link with the ancestors and be

come ritually responsible for the welfare of the country. 

"A land", states Gluckman, '~either is itself the focus of shrines and ritual 

or it is associated with the princfpal ritual symbol of the tribe". (Gluckman, p. 104). 

For that reason he prefers the expression land-shrines to rain-shrines in connection 

with the Tonga of Zambia, described by Colson. 

The Tonga are known to be organized around land-shrines, so that their so

cial organisation is so tied to them · that the Tonga settle-their villages in an area 

centred around a shrine for rain-making. As long as the shrines are thought to be 

efficacious they are frequented; when they are no~, then new shrines are built and 

villages ma.ve around them. 

The Lo Dagaa, as the Tallensi, build ~brines to their ancestors as the centre 

of their compounds. These shrines may .also be moved if a house is abandoned, and 

they can also be carried back again to _their original spot if ~he people decide to re

turn to their former place. (Goody, pp.382-385). 
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We can thus see that shrines perform a function of linking a people to a lo

cality. They are, so to speak, an evidence of the bond to the land, an aspect that 

we are going to discuss presently. 

Before doing so, let us summarize what has been said about the concept of 

land in African tradition. There is, as seen; ample evidence for attaching a reli

gious iµiplication to that concept, and there is no doubt that the idea of land has, 

for the Africans, a religious significance. This generalisation, however, is not 

to be taken ~s univocal. It is not. It implies various and even divergent interpre

tations. 

We can say, thus, that land is a pregnant term, which carries different 

facets including a strong religious one. Such a phenomenon is not peculi~r to. 

Africa. The land, the country, the fatherland, are more or less sacred realities 

for every people. P~radoxically, it can also be taken in an entirely secularized 

sense and considered simply as the soil that can be exploited for utilitarian mo

tives. Being such a significant term, it is understandable that for the Africans, 

as for any other people, it may excite personal emotions and become· the reason 

for heavy passions, even to the point of justifying the use of violence. 

COMMUNAL OWNERSIIlP 

In his analysis of the dynamics of the lineage system among the Tallensi, 

M. Fortes states that "the bonds between a community and a locality and between 

an individual and land are summed up in the idea of ownership." (Fortes, 1945, 

p.171). This generalisation is certainly valid for all societies. A peculiar and 

consistent feature of the African societies was its being communal. It was pri

marily the social groups ras such that cfaimed the property of the land. Even 

when chiefs are described as the sole owners of the land~ they are so only in the 

sense that they'. symbolize their people as a whole and guarantee the continuity of 

the community. Be they divine kings or mere headmen, they are expected to 
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honour the ancestors through sacred rites, to protect the rights of every individual 

in connection with land, to allot the land to each member of their community and to 

preserve it for the coming generations. 

Also the right of every individual, in all African tradition, was accepted as 

definite as soon as he was recognized as a full member of the community, Le. 

after initiation. 

We need not enter into an analysis of the different forms that communal and 
. . 

individual qwnership may take within the African land-syste~s. Our import is to 

analyze the influence of religion on these types of bonds. I think this is best shown 

if we revert to the concept of the ancestors as the .first and sole owners of the land. 

When it i.s stated that the above must be interpreted fn a dynamic sense we . 

are called to stress the link of the ancestors with their living and future descend

ants. The reality of the ancestors is mystical and can only be expressed by ritu-
. . 

als. 1. In an ·analogous.-·wa.y'future members of the community are·not yet real 

and they can only be prayed for. But all of them, the ancestors, their living and 

future descendants, constitute a whole, the community in its entirety. Such a con:.. 

cept is best expressed in the witty defi~ition of the yorhl>a idile: "A vast family of 

which many are dead, few living and countless members yet unborn". (Sertorio, 

p. 111). 

Thus, the expression 'the ancestors are the owners of the land' is tanta

mount to saying that the community is the owner of the land. A possible expression 

as the following 'our unborn children are the sole owners of the land' would have a 

similar value. 

(1) 
I take the term 'ritual' in the sense used by M. Gluckman with reference to 
the Tonga: "we define these highly conventionalized performances as ritual 
because people believe that they help - by mystical means outisde of sensory 
observation and control - to protect, purify or enrich ~he participants and 
their group. 11 (Gluckman, p. 251). 
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The actfte sense of community of. the Africans is thus plainly explained be

cause they realize their connection with the ancestors and their responsibility to 

their children. It is a deeply religious sense, though, again, not in a static meaning 

but in a dynamic one. 

In this perspective it is-not merely the idea of ownership that must be seen, 

but such other basic concepts as inheritance, alienability or inalienability of the land. 

Indeed, all transactions with regard to land rieed to be sanctioned by a ritual. 

That the bond to their iand was not so static is clearly evidenced by the con

tinual movements of the Africans so that .migration. from one place to another, and 

even from one region to_ another, has always been prominent "in African tradition. 

Even among the Tonga, land-shrines "like a sea-anchor, slowed the drift of the peo

ple, without stopping it. 11 (Gluckman, p. 107). 

At this stage we can be assisted jn our analysis by the distinction of a society 

and its bond to a definite piece of land. "To attach people to a piece of land", the 

Tiv believe, "is tantamount· to disavowing 
1
hi_j ~ights in social groups". (Boahannan, 

p. 110). I do -not think that there is any contradiction between these acute social be

liefs of the Tiv and the basic bond of the Africans to their land. Indeed, it is the 

spatial dimension of a society, i.e. the relationship of a community to a territory 

that it owns communally, that is of essential importance. 

Right to land, and land seen as a concrete physical ability of supplying all its 

members with means for their sustenance, was consider~d as part of the nature, I 

would say a sacred commitment, of any African community. 

One is not surprised, thus, =-at the violent reaction of the Kikuyu in their fight 

for a land whose shortage had become serious due to the demographic development 

and also to the occupation by the white settlers of areas that were the property of 

their community. In an analogous_ way, the fight of the Freemen of Meru in Tanzania 

against their eviction froin their lands can be summarized in this statement: ".What 

probably hit the Wa Meru hardest was the realization that the entire North Meru Re

serve did not belong to them". (Nelson, p. 25). 
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SECULi\RIZA 'i'ION 

·Against this traditional background, if we look at the. present situation of Africa· 

we see it deeply altered. The process of change has g_one a .long way towards an utili

tarian attitude. As far.back as 1948, Lucy Mair in an analysis of the same problem 

had already remarked the current trend: ''In the case of land", sbe wr<>t~, "it is abund

anUy clear that the emotional and religious attitudes towards it which are inculcated by 

native tradition have no~ prevented the develop.Jl,lent of commercial attitudes. ".(Mair, 

p. 185). 

The phenomenon is spread all over Africa and is worth an extended analysis. It 

is most visible in places where an ~grarian reform bas· taken place in terms of land 

consolidation. (Carey-Jones, p. 58). 

If the phenomenon were to be described in its religious aspec~, there is no 

doubt that it should be defin~d as a phenomenon of secularisation. 

.. 
·.· 
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